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This thesis is a continuation of the research 
work on grain augers being conducted at the Wollongong 
University College. The performance analysis of 
auger conveyors was previously based on the experimental 
results obtained from model tests.
The investigation extends the experimental 
analysis to augers of larger scale for the purpose of 
verifying the equations previously developed, deriving 
equations for no-load power and presenting design data 
for 'Auger Conveyor Systems'. Such information is a 
guide for designers in selecting a conveyor to suit a 
particular application.
Two computer programmes are developed; one 
provides performance data, critical speeds and basic 
dimensions of a conveyor for a selected conveying 
situation; while the other determines the required operating 
speed for an auger to convey at a desired discharge rate 
to a required height and at a nominated angle of 
elevation.
Three augers, 3.5 inches diameter, and lengths 
of 8.5 ft., 12.5 ft. and 15.5 ft. were used to convey 
wheat. The experimental results, converted into a more 
readily applicable form, are tabulated in the Appendices.
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A Slope of lines in versus Cg graphs.
a Constant in critical speed equations.
B Constant in output, volumetric efficiency and
overall efficiency.
b Constant in critical speed equations.
C Radial casing clearance - ft.
Cq Discharge coefficient.
CpE Power coefficient - based on power to elevate grain
CpL Power coefficient - based on No-Load power.
CpT Power coefficient - based on total power.
cs Speed coefficient.
D Outside diameter of screw - ft.
D Core diameter of screw - ft.C
E Constant in output, volumetric efficiency and
overall efficiency equations.
G Constant in output, volumetric efficiency and
overall efficiency equations.
2g Acceleration due to gravity 32.2 ft./sec.
H Height of lift - ft.
K Choke length correction factor.C



























Choke length - ft.
Index choke length correction factor equation. 
Rotational speed of auger r.p.m.
Critical auger speed r.p.m.
Maximum economical speed r.p.m.
Auger horsepower to convey grain.
Auger No-Load horsepower.
Auger total horsepower.
Screw pitch - ft.
Auger output c.f.m .
Theoretical auger output c.f.m.
Radius - ft.
Slope of lines in CpE versus C^ graphs.
Slope of lines in CPL versus CS graphs.
Constant in horsepower to convey equation. 
Constant in No-Load horsepower equation. 
Constant in total horsepower equation. 
Constant in horsepower to convey equation. 
Constant in No-Load horsepower equation. 
Constant in total horsepower equation. 
Specific weight of wheat 47.2 lbs./cu. ft.
Constant in horsepower and overall efficiency 
equations.
Constant in horsepower and overall efficiency 
equations.
Angle of elevation of auger-degrees.
Constant dependent on the geometry of an auger. 
Constant in horsepower to elevate grain equation. 
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SECTION 1
1
INTRODUCTION AND AUGER VARIABLES.
1.1 Introduct ion.
Prior to the last decade, little work was done 
on the study of performance analysis and conveying 
process of auger conveyors, despite their wide application. 
A recent increase in agricultural grain production during 
this period has led research workers and engineers to 
investigate more closely the operating efficiency and 
design parameters of this type of conveyor so that it may 
continue to be adopted effectively in bulk handling 
systems.
Auger conveyors have some shortcomings, 
particularly in the case of long augers, which can cause 
grain damage, low critical speed and high power losses. 
Nevertheless the auger conveyor will continue to be 
competitive with other means of conveying owing to its 
simplicity, effectiveness and portability on farms.
In the mid-fifties a research programme in 
this field commenced at the University of New South 
Wales. Progress continued until the early sixties when 
Roberts (1)* set the state of the art a milestone ahead.
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography.
o4*u
Based on the analysis of the model test data, equations 
were developed and design charts given/ which enable the 
performance of augers to be predicted. One section of 
the work was devoted to the study of the grain vortex 
motion in augers. The usefulness of the results is 
limited for being suitable only for geometrically 
similar augers, and the need for more experimental work 
is therefore emphasised. Rehkugler (2) summarised the 
state of investigations prior to 1967 - "Extensive data, 
both graphical and tabular, are available to describe 
screw conveyor performance. However, the usefulness of 
these data is limited because it has not been collected 
and correlated in a consistent manner". To the author's 
knowledge, no further work has since been done to make 
the available data more applicable to the common problem 
of specifying auger conveyor design for a variety of 
conveying situations.
The lack of equations of a more general form 
to predict auger performance has led to the continuation 
of the investigation programme at the Wollongong University 
College to further e:splore the difficulties involved in 
developing this basic need. The present investigation 
has been conducted on three full scale commercial units. 
These units are chosen of similar geometrical properties 
to the model*, with the exception of the ratio (l/d ), in 
order to determine the effect of this ratio on the
* Refers to the model used by Roberts (1).
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FIG. 1
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performance equations. Wheat was used as grain for 
conveying.
There has been very little previous research 
on an important facet of the auger power requirements, 
the no-load power; in some cases this could amount to 
as much as sixty percent of the total power consumption.
To this effect one part of the investigation is devoted
to the study of the magnitude of no-load power for
three augers, with the same diameter and different lengths.
A large number of variables often makes the 
selection of a conveyor for optimum performance for a 
particular installation quite difficult. To overcome 
this problem, two computer programmes are developed to 
provide in a tabular form design data for a variety of 
conveying situations. The output of the first programme 
shows the auger performance when elevating wheat to a 
selected height at a range of speeds for various angles 
of elevation. The second programme is designed to 
determine the operating speed for a desired discharge 
rate and same conveying conditions as before.
1.2 Auger Variables.
The main variables that influence auger 
performance are listed below, and are shown 


































PROTOTYPE AUGER TEST RIG AND TEST PROCEDURE.
2.1 Description of Auger Rig.
A diagrammatic arrangement of this rig is 
shown in Fig. 2. The auger screw has equal pitch and 
diameter of 3.5 inches. The screw flight is welded onto 
the core tube which has an inside diameter 5/8 inch and 
outside diameter 13/16 inch. The screw is mounted at 
both ends in self-aligning ball-race bearings. The 
radial clearance between the screw and casing is 3/16 
inch. The choke length is varied by means of an extension 
piece clamped to the lower end of the casing.
The auger flight, the primary feed hopper and
the 3 H.P. variable speed D.C. motor are attached to a
pivoted frame. The pivoting of the frame is designed to
permit operation at angles of elevations between 30° and 
o .90 , consistent with normal industrial applications.
A secondary feed hopper, mounted above the 
primary feed hopper as shown in Fig. 2, maintains a 
constant grain head above the intake end. In order to 
regulate the flow of wheat, a diaphragm valve is attached 
to one side of the hopper.
A flexible tube is fitted onto the discharge 
end of the auger casing. This directs the conveyed wheat 
either into the portable weighing hopper, as shown in 
Fig. 3, or back into the primary feed to recharge the
hopper for recirculation. To recharge the secondary 
feed hopper from the weighing hopper, a one ton monorail 
hoist is incorporated in the installation.
The weighing hopper is suspended from a 
strain gauge load cell of 2,000 lbs. capacity. A two 
degree of freedom pivot system eliminates any side 
thrust on the load cell.
Standard commercial instruments are applied, 
such as voltmeter and ammeter for power measurements, 
while an X-Y recorder and amplifier are used as part of 
the output measuring system.
2.2 Test Procedure.
(a) Measurement of Output.
The output rate was determined by measuring 
the conveyed weight per unit time. This method is 
considered superior to volumetric measurements, which 
can give errors owing to the effect of grain compaction.
In carrying out the tests, the procedure was 
to first run the auger with the discharge tube directed 
to the weighing hopper? when the flow reached a steady 
state, the recorder was switched on. A representation 
of typical graphs recorded is shown in Appendix VI.
The strain gauge load cell utilises a bridge 
circuit with an 18 volt supply provided by a dry battery? 
the output is then amplified and transmitted to the 
recorder. The output is transformed into a more readily
13
applicable form by calibrating the recorder, using a 
weighing scale. The system was calibrated directly by 
noting the recorder deflection for known quantities of 
grain added into the weighing hopper.
To eliminate any errors the recorder was 
calibrated immediately at the end of every test series 
for each test rig configuration. Also the head of 
grain over the choke was kept as near constant as 
possible during each test, although small variations in 
head do not produce any change in the output.
The experimental results are tabulated in 
Appendix VII.
(b) Measurement of Power.
Full-load and no-load tests were carried out to 
determine the net power to convey wheat and to assess 
the allowance for power losses. The no-load power was 
measured by running the conveyor empty. To avoid any 
inconsistency in the results due to variations in 
operating conditions the no-load test was conducted 
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SECTION 3
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS, DESIGN PARAMETERS 
AND PREDICTED PERFORMANCE.
3.1 Auger Output.
The auger output was examined in relation to 
speed, angle of elevation, L/D ratio, choke length and 
type of choke screw.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of the ratio of auger 
length to auger diameter (L/D) on the output for various 
speeds and angles of elevation. This aspect of the 
analysis does not appear to have been dealt with by 
other investigators, and therefore forms an important 
facet of the present work. The effect of choke length 
on output is shown in Fig. 8.
The output in the linear range, say at 
600 r.p.m., is 5.6 c.f.m. for L/D = 52.14 and 6.5 c.f.m 
for L/D = 42.85. A similar effect prevails at the 
non-linear range, say at 1,200 r.p.m., the output is 
7.75 c.f.m. for L/D = 52.14 and 9.1 c.f.m. for L/D = 42 
The internal friction between the wheat and casing and 
between the wheat and screw probably does account for 
this variation.
Roberts ' conclusion concerning the relation 
between output and speed (1), is reaffirmed: "In the 
low speed range the output increases uniformly with
17
speed, but the rate of increase lessens as the speed 
becomes higher; the output reaches a maximum value and 
then either remains constant or decreases slightly".
The same is true for the double start (pitch of choke 
screw is half the pitch of the main screw) and single 
start (pitch of choke screw is equal to the pitch of the 
main screw) choke screws.
The effect of double start screw is a reduction 
in the output. For instance the output for a conveyor 
with double start choke screw is 4.5 c.f.m. at 600 r.p.m., 
whilst the output for a conveyor with single start choke 
screw and even a longer flight is 5.1 c.f.m. When a 
double start screw is applied, the vortex motion 
increases and consequently less grain is trapped. A 
ratio of P/D = 1:1 according to other research work, 
appears to be most satisfactory for various conveying 
conditions.
3.2 Volumetric Efficiency.




where X  = ]T_ D 4C + ££ ) (p-t)4
for the prototype auger ~S = 0.785.
The variation of volumetric efficiency with
18





speed and angle of elevation is shown in Fig. 9. The 
maximum volumetric efficiency for angles of elevation 
between 30° and 75° is obtained at the lower speeds and 
decreases at an almost steady rate as the speed increases. 
The efficiency for the vertical position starts with 
low value at the lower speeds, rises to maximum at 
about,600 r.p.m., then decreases at a similar rate as 
that for the other conveying positions.
3.3 Horsepower to Convey Grain.
Fig. 10 is a plot of horsepower to convey 
wheat versus auger speed for the various angles of 
elevation. The power to convey (the difference between 
full-load and no-load power), is a function of the amount 
of grain trapped for conveyance and the length of the 
auger (conveying distance). Inspection of Figs. 10 and 
11 reveals that the power increases with an increase in 
speed, decrease in angle of elevation and an increase 
in auger length.
Expression of power in H.P./ft. length 
represents a more readily available form for the 
computation of power requirements for other conveying 
situations.
3.4 No-Load Power.














1’. Mechanical losses - drive losses and bearing friction.
2. Dynamic losses - friction between screw and casing 
caused by the deflection of the screw due mainly 
to out-of-balance effects combined with the dead 
weight of the screw at the lower angles of 
elevation.
The relation between the no-load power per 
foot length and auger speed for various angles of 
elevation is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The rate of 
power loss with speed changes to a higher value at 
650 r.p.m. in the case where L/D = 52.14, and at 
1,100 r.p.m. in the case where L/D = 42.85. The whirling 
action due to out-of-balance effects causes frictional 
drag on casing and thus accounts for the change in the 
power losses. For each auger speed the variation in 
power losses with the various angles of elevation is 
practically negligible, in particular for the longer 
augers. The power loss then becomes a function of the 
speed only.
The effect on the power losses of having one 
end of the auger completely floating is also investigated. 
In many commercial applications the lower end of the 
auger is floating and this gives rise to considerable 
grain damage and power losses. In view of the drive 
arrangement adopted in the test rig, it was not possible 
to operate with the lower end floating. For this
reason for the test was carried on the auger with the top 
end floating.
It is shown in Fig. 13 that the power losses 
increase at a uniform rate for all the speeds. The 
power losses per foot length are quite higher than those 
when both ends aré mounted in bearings. The variation 
is owing to the higher whipping action between the screw 
and the casing at all speeds.
The ratio of the power losses to the power 
to convey grain is shown in Fig. 14. These graphs are 
prepared to serve as a guide for the assessment of 
power requirements when the power to convey grain is 
known. It is interesting to observe that for all the 
angles of elevation, the graphs reach a,peak value at 
about 650 r.p.m. This speed even is slightly higher than 
the observed critical speed is related to it. It has 
been previously shown from the study on the "Transverse 
Vibrations of Auger Conveyors" (8), that the helical 
auger blade does not contribute any significant amount 
towards the stiffness of the flight. The critical speed 
then becomes a function of the core tube only.
An increase in the tube size is accompanied 
by an increase in the stiffness and critical speed. An 
increase in the tube stiffness results in a decrease in 
the frictional drag between the screw and casing and 
virtually a decrease in the power losses.
27
3.4a The Effect of an Agitator on Power Consumption.
The investigation on power losses was extended 
to study the effect of an 'agitator' connected to the 
choke. This was provided as a standard component with 
the conveyor, the configuration is shown below.
Enough grain was left in the feed hopper to 
cover the agitator, but was not sufficient for conveying. 
Two test conditions were observed, the first with the 
agitator rod in position and the second after it had 
been removed. The test results clearly indicate that 
the presence of the agitator means a significant increase 
in the power requirements without an equivalent gain 
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3.5 Overall Efficiency.
The variation in overall efficiency with 
auger speed and angles of elevation is shown in Figs. 15 
and 16. The overall efficiency is the ratio of the 
theoretical power to the actual power. By definition the 
theoretical power is the power required to convey grain 
in the absence of friction, and is evaluated by the 
relationship
_ Q W H 
Pt 33,000
where:
Q = output c.f.m.
W = wheat specific weight lbs./cu. ft.
H = height of lift ft.
In general the overall efficiencies are quite 
low; this observation is in agreement with those on the 
model by Roberts (1) . Maximum values can only be 
obtained at high angles of elevation and low speeds. The 
curving down of graphs for all the angles of elevation 
is caused by the effect of wheat leakage in the clearance 
between the screw and the casing.
3.6 Design Parameters.
Parameters which are of prime significance 
for design purposes have been derived by using dimensional 
analysis techniques.
3 i
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Discharge coefficient CQ = Q/n d3 (3-2)
Power coefficient CP - p/ d V (3-3)
Speed coefficient c =s n 2d (3-4)
The discharge coefficient is used to develop 
an equation to predict the auger output, whilst the 
power coefficient is used to develop an equation for 
the power prediction.
3.7 Predicted Performance.
(a) Predicted Auger Output.
It is proposed here to verify the equations
previously developed by Roberts (1) and to determine the
effect of the ratio (L/D) on the auger output.
Figs. 17, 18 and 19 show the discharge
coefficient plotted versus the speed coefficient
C for the various angles of elevation and for three s
different L/D ratios. The relationship is linear for 
speeds above 500 r.p.m., the curving of the graphs at 
the lower speeds is more pronounced than those plotted 
from the model test data. This is due to the increase 
in the radial clearance between the screw and casing, 
and virtually results in a higher grain leakage.
To include the curved part of the graphs in 
determining an equation for the output is rather 
complicated. The problem is simplified by assuming that 
the graphs are linear, as shown by the dotted lines. This 
assumption will give accurate results for speeds above
35
500 r.p.m. To further maintain reasonable accuracy 
at the lower speeds, Figure 20 is prepared as a guide 
to make an allowance for the deviation of predicted 
outputs from the actual values. The deviation at speeds 
below 100 r.p.m. is quite appreciable but is not 
alarming, since augers are normally operated at higher 
speeds.
The general form of the equation developed 
for output prediction using Figs. 17 and 18 is in agreement 
with that developed using the model test data and is 
given by:





£3.42 - .02 (L/D)J 
£2.96 - .02 (L/D) ]








(For derivation see Appendix II).
Consider the 12.5 ft. long auger, 
L/D = 42.85
E = 3.47 X
[>1o 1—1
G = 2.10 X
[>1o 1—1
B = 1.34 X 610
36
3 7 7Q = ND [3.47 x 10-7 + 2.1 x 10-7 Cos (<*+ 45)1
[jL.34 x 10° - N2dJ  - (3-9)
Table 1 shows a comparison of the predicted 
output, using equation 3-9 and Fig. 17, (using directly 
the discharge coefficient) with the actual output 
obtained experimentally. In general there is a reasonable 
agreement, with the exception of isolated values. The 
numerous variables involved, make the prediction of 
output for all operating conditions quite a difficult 
task. However, the developed equation is reasonably 







INS R.P.M. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
200 2.63 2.52 2.936 2.1 1.785 2.24 1.81 1.19 .93
600 7.28 6.87 7.75 5.826 4.94 5.03 4.99 3.29 3.35LO•CO
1, 000 10.38 9.76 9.79 8.28 6.67 6.7 7.12 4.69 5.03
1, 500 10.19 10.45 10.4 8.14 6.13 6.9 6.99 4.69 5.03
TABLE 1 - COMPARISON OF PREDICTED OUTPUTS.
1 - Values obtained applying equation (3-9)
2 - Values obtained from graphs of CQ Versus 1/C s
Test results.3
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(b) Predicted Auger Horsepower to Convey Grain.
The relation between the power coefficient
C and inverse speed 1/c is shown graphically ins
Figs. 21 - 26. The linearity of the graphs suggests 
that the general form of the equation is similar to 
that derived using the model test results and is given 
by:
CP = S /C (3-10)E E s
which gives
^ 4
PE = S E ^ D N  (3-11)
SE represents the slope of each line.
Fig. 32, Appendix III shows the general relation between
S„ and o< .E





T + U Sin(2®<+ 15°) E E  '
III and IV).
_ 4(T + U Cos<X ) J  D NE E







The validity of this equation is tested against
the horsepower measured experimentally and against the
values obtained using the relationship of versus
1/C as shown in Table 2. s
Equation 3-13 gives the total horsepower 
required to convey grain for the ratio L/D =42.85. To 
express this equation in terms of L, multiply by L 
assuming the power is linear with L. 42.85 D
PE (X^ + Y Cosc<) ( D3NL)£j Hi (3-14)
where:
XE = T /42.85 E
YE " V/42.85 E
AUGER AUGER POWER TO CONVEY GRAIN _
DIA. SPEED 30° 60° 9 U
INS. R.P.M. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
200 .218 .282 .178 .224 .128 .137
500 .544 .575 .619 .445 .445 .50 .32 .30 .270
3.5"
1, 000 1.089 1.14 1.139 .89 .78 .836 .64 .61 .723
1, 500 CO•1—1 2.16 2.351 1.34 1.31 1.335 .96 1.04 1.168
TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL POWER TO CONVEY WHEAT.
1 - Applying equation - (3-13)
2 - Values obtained from graphs of C versus 1/Cp s
Test results.3
48
(c) Predicted No-Load Horsepower.
The power coefficients based on No-Load power 
test versus the increase of speed coefficient is shown 
in Figs.24 and 25 for the 12.5 ft. and 15.5 ft. long 
augers respectively. The relation for both is linear 





5 3 D N
PL
4= S D N L
(3-15)
(3-16)
SL represents the slope of each line.
The relation between S and is:L
S = T + U sin (2 c< + E ) (3-17)L L L L
(See Appendix V for derivation).
For the 12.5 ft. long auger -
T = 0.381 x 10 ^L
u = 0.075 x 10-2L
For the 15.5 ft. long auger -
T =L 0.30 x icf2
il
1 
^ 0.13 x 10-2
el =
oLO 1—1
In Tables 3a and 3b is shown a comparison 
between the predicted power loss applying the developed 
equation, and the graphs for versus 1/C^ with the 
actual test results. The values are in reasonably close 
agreement.
The equation developed will be useful for 
evaluating power losses for augers of similar geometrical 
proportions? in particular the size of the core tube 
is a significant factor as explained earlier. It is 
interesting to observe that the constants T^ and u 
vary by about the same amount of 0.07 x 10  ̂for a 
change of 10 in the L/D ratio. To check the validity 
of this relation consider the power losses for the 
8.5 ft. long auger. Table 3 shows predicted and actual 
values.
AUGER NO-LOAD POWER___







TABLE 3 - COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL NO-LOAD
POWER FOR 8.5 FT. LONG AUGER.
i » 7;n —*t\ )Auutùli !
D± APS TER ! 






3 0 ° 6 0 °
i
1 2 I 1 . 2
!11 200 .1 4 2 .1 1 8 . 1 3 0 . 1 0 8
:
500 .3 5 6 .341 .3 2 8 .3 1 6
3 . 5 " 1 ,0 0 0 . 7 5 0 - .981 . 7 3 0 1 . 0 0 6
1 , 5 0 0
i
1 . 2 0 1 .3 7 9 1.1 5 1 . 4 5 4
!
!I
TABLE 3 a -  COMPARISON BET,VEEN PREDICTED AND ACTUAL 'NO LOAD'
HORSEPOWER.
AUGER LENGTH ® 1 5* 5 E T . , L/D  = 52.1 4
1 -  P r e d i c t e d  'N o  L o a d ' Pow er. ,
2 A c t u a l  'N o  L o a d ' Power,









R . P . M .
3 0 ° 60 0 O  r \  ^90
;
1 2 1 2 1 2 j
:
200 .081 . 0 6 7 .081 .076 .094
ì




. 2 2 0 .201 .2 3 . 1 4 5 .2 4 3
i
1
. 2 4  5
i
~Z CMy - j 1 , 1 0 0
;




I 1 , 5 0 0
I
I . 6 1 0 • 661 .6 4 5
1




TABLE 3 '0  -  COMPARISON BETVEEN PREDICTED AND ACTUAL 
AUGER LENGTH = 1 2 . 5  F T ,  L / D  = 4 2 . 8 5
1 -  P r e d i c t e d  ’ l'io L o a d ' pow er.
'NO LOAD' HORSEPOWER
2 A c t u a l  'N o  L o a d 5 p o w er
The values are in quite good agreement; however 
this relation requires verification if applied to augers 
of non-similar geometry.
(d) Total Auger Horsepower and Overall Efficiency.
The total power required to drive the auger 
when conveying grain, is the sum of the power to convey 
grain and the No-Load power.
Pm = + PT (3-18)T E L
p and P can be evaluated by applying equations E L
3-13 and 3-16 respectively.
A comparison of the predicted with the actual 
total power is shown in Table 4. The values are 
reasonably comparable.
The overall efficiency is expressed by 
the relation:
= Q W L Sin
° 33,000 PmT
(3-19)
Figs. 15 and 16 show the overall efficiency 
for the 12.5 ft. and 15.5 ft. long augers respectively. 






TOTAL AUGER HORSEPOWER ,
3 0 ° 60 0 9 0 ° -
l lIS . ! K . R . M .t 1 2
...
1 2 1 2-
:
200 .2 9 9 . 3 5 0 . 2 4 5 .500 .222 .221
.
X CM 500 . 7 6 4 . 8 2 0 . 6 7 5 .642 .568 . 3 1 5
j
1 ,0 0 0 1 . 4 9 4 1.41 1 . 3 4 1 . 2 5 5 1.11 1 . 1 6 1  j
1 , 5 0 0 2 . 2 4 5 . oo 1 . 9 8 5 2 . 0 7 5
1
1 . 7 7 5 1 .9 0 6  I
I
TABLE 4 -  COMPARISON OP PREDICTED TOTAL POWER WITH THE ACTUAL
TOTAL POWER.
AUGER LENGTH -  1 2 . 5  F T ,  L/ D = 42 .  8 5 .
1 -  P r e d i c t e d  t o t a l  p o w er.
2 A c t u a l  t o t a l  power.
SECTION 4
CHOICE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS AND COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMES FOR 'AUGER CONVEYOR SYSTEMS 1.
Auger designers are faced with the problem 
of providing a satisfactory design to meet the 
requirements of a particular conveying application. Not 
only in conveying, but in all engineering fields the 
designers are concerned with optimization. However, 
in this case it is quite a difficult problem owing 
to the numerous variables related to auger performance.
No attempt is made here to give a complete optimum 
technique, but rather to provide guidance for the 
selection of a suitable design.
4.1 The Problem of Selecting Auger Design.
Three variables provide the basis for design 
optimization, namely volumetric efficiency, overall 
efficiency and economics. As can be seen from Figs. 9,
15 and 16, the overall efficiency increases to a maximum 
at the vertical elevating positions in contracts, the 
volumetric efficiency decreases to a minimum at the 
vertical elevating position. The first obvious suggestion 
is to compromise between the efficiencies.
This would be satisfactory if the values 
selected represent optimum conditions for the efficiencies.
The many possible combinations of geometric dimensions, 
such as diameter, length, pitch and core diameter, demand 
a closer investigation of the whole problem. In addition, 
a system of conveyors rather than a single flight could 
prove to be more efficient; this complicates the issue 
further.
Single flight augers become excessive in length 
when elevating grain to large heights or discharging into 
a large size grain silo. When a number of systems of 
auger conveyors can be employed to elevate grain to 
discharge into the silo, then it becomes important to 
verify which system is most feasible. In addition to 
economy and performance aspects, the floor space 
occupied should also be considered.
Readily available performance tables are 
invaluable as an assistance in carrying out this type 
of analysis. Two computer programmes are developed to 
provide this type of information, as well as a guidance 
for auger designers.
4.2 Computer Programmes.
The programmes were developed in Fortran IV 
language, suitable for processing on an S360 model 30 
I.B.M. digital computer. The first programme provides 
information on performance data for the elevation of grain 
to a selected height between 5 ft. and 40 ft., at speeds 
between 100 r.p.m. and 1,200 r.p.m., for various angles
of elevation. Also are shown the basic geometrical 
dimensions, critical speeds and maximum economical 
operating speed. The second programme was designed to 
compute the auger speed required to convey a specified 
output between 5 c.f.m. and 60 c.f.m. to a certain 
height between 5 ft. and 40 ft. for various angles of 
elevation.
The equations applied in the computations are 
based on the results obtained by Roberts (1) from the 
model test data. This was found necessary in order to 
include in the computation the critical speeds and 
maximum speed for which the present work does not account
The logic of the programmes is described by 
means of a flow diagram as shown in Appendix VI.
4.3 Application of Computer Output.
The computer output is applicable to a 
variety of conveying situations. Three worked examples 
are shown below.
Example 1;
Find the operating speed and capacity of a 
motor for a conveyor required to elevate grain to a 
height of 10 ft. at a rate of 30 c.f.m. The auger 
length should be between 11 ft. - 12 ft. in order to be 
accommodated in the space available. Determine also 
the performance data and the basic geometrical dimensions
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Solution;
Looking at the appropriate tables under the 
general heading 'Height of Lift 10 Ft.', one can find 
all the required data. An angle of elevation of 65° 
satisfies the length requirement but the speed falls 
within plus or minus ten percent of the critical speed 
(first harmonic). The alternative angle of elevation of 
60° meets all the requirements. The operating speed is 
454 r.p.m., and motor horsepower is 3.43 H.P. The 
remaining data is:-
Volumetric efficiency 38.6%
Overall efficiency = 12.7%
First harmonic speed = 614.0 r.p.m.
Second harmonic speed = 2458.0 r.p.m.
Maximum speed = 921.0 r.p.m.
Auger length = 11.55 ft.
Auger diameter = 0.58 ft.
Choke length = 1.16 ft.
Core diameter — 0.192 ft.
Clearance ■S 0.048 ft.
Example 2;
Determine the output and the horsepower 
required to drive an auger at a speed of 300 r.p.m. and 
to lift grain to a height of 15 ft. The volumetric 
efficiency should not drop below 50% while the overall 
efficiency is maintained above 10%; also supply all
F IQ. 2 7
b/A g r a m a  t i c  ARR for
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relevant data.
Solution:
Reference to the appropriate tables shows 
that an angle of elevation of 35° satisfies the efficiency
requirements. The output is 142.1 c.f .m. and the
horsepower required to convey grain is 29 .89 H.P.
Overall efficiency = 10.4%
Volumetric efficiency = 53.1%
First harmonic speed = 237.0 r.p.m.
Second harmonic speed = 947.0 r.p.m.
Maximum speed = 700.0 r.p.m.
Auger length = 26.2 ft.
Auger diameter = 1.0 ft.
Choke length = 2.0 ft.
Core diameter = 0.333 ft.
Radial clearance = 0.083 ft.
Example 3:
It is required at an agricultural terminal to 
elevate grain to be discharged into a 17 ft. high silo 
at a rate of 40 c.f.m. Four systems are under 
consideration as shown in Fig. 27. Make recommendations 
in the light of a feasibility study.
Solution:
The analysis is based on performance, economics,
GO
space required to accommodate the particular installation 
and grain damage.
SYSTEM SYSTEM 2 SYSTEM SYSTEM 4
VARIABLES 1 (i) (ii) 3 (i) (ii)
Vol. Efficiency 27.2 24.45 60.1 45.40 48.3 60.1
0/A Efficiency 17.4 15.65 10.4 13.54 13.0 10.4
Power H.P. 8.35 5.57 5.62 10.74 6.7 5.62
Critical Speed 258.0 500.0 394.0 176.0 401.0 394.0
Aug. Length Ft. 25.0 15.0 20.0 30.5 19.6 20.0
Aug. Dia. Ft. 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 0.98 1.0
Operating Speed 167.0 440.0 75.0 99.0 99.0 75.0
Floor Area 20 31 - 27 39 -
Capital Cost 
Units 49 74 - 61 93 -
TABULAR ANALYSIS OF AUGER CONVEYOR SYSTEMS FOR
EXAMPLE 3.
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The cost is evaluated o n uh e basrs of 1 unit
per foot length of auger flight , 1 unit per hopper, 1 un
per 6ft. of discharge chute and 1 unit per motor (based <
standard size motors) , area is the nominal space
occupied by the installation. 1The analysis is shown
below:
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Flight 25 38 31 45
Hopper j_ 2 1 2
Chute 2 1 1 i
Motors 1 2 i_ 2
Area 20 31 27 39
TOTAL 49 74 61 93
GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 0? Ao'GER CONVEYOrC SYSTEMS.
System 2 has the lowest efficiencies and 
highest operating speed, virtually highest grain damage 
and a moderate cost. Obviously this system is not feasible. 
System 3 has a lower cost than System 4 and practically 
the same efficiencies and operating speed. The choice 
remains between systems 3 and 1. System 3 has a 
considerably higher volumetric efficiency and a lower 
operating speed, but higher cost and lower overall 
efficiency.
Summarising, System 3 provides a higher output 
and no doubt, less grain damage, with the cost of slight 
addition in power consumption and somewhat higher 
capital cost. Normally, output and grain damage have 
higher priority than cost, and therefore System 3 






The following conclusions may be made:-
1. The general form of the equation developed for 
output prediction is in agreement with that developed 
using the model test data. Further the output 
varies with the geometric ratio (L/D), owing to the 
friction between grain, casing and helical blade. 
Including the ratio (L/D) in the output equation
has made it applicable to a variety of conveying 
situations.
Application of double start screw for the choke, 
leads to a drop-off in the output, due to an 
increase in the vortex motion of the grain.
2. A cosine function is shown to represent better 
than the sine function the relation between the 
horsepower to elevate grain and angles of elevation. 
The high power consumption leads to generally low 
overall efficiencies.
3. Power losses are quite high, in some cases it 
represented up to sixty per cent of the total power
6<1
required to drive the auger conveyor.
The power losses are of two types:-
(a) Mechanical - bearings friction and drive 
losses.
(b) Dynamic - whirling action caused by out of 
balance effects, combined with the deflection 
due to dead weight of flight, lead to frictional 
drag on the casing.
When the two ends of the conveyor are mounted in
bearings, the no-load power decreases with the angle
oof elevation up to 45 , then increases for angles 
oabove 45 . These phenomena do not prevail when the 
top end is completely floating, but the magnitude 
of the no-load power is quite higher, due to an 
increase in the whipping action between the blade and 
casing.
The effect of an agitator attached to the choke 
screw on the no-load power consumption is considerable; 
it almost doubles the power value for the conveyor 
when the agitator is not present.
4. The predicted performance data generally has shown 
a reasonable agreement with the actual performance 
data, with the exception of few isolated values. The 
numerous variables involved, make the prediction of 
auger performance for all conveying conditions
65
a difficult task. However, the equations developed 
are expected to be satisfactory for practical 
applications.
5. The first computer programme provides performance 
data, critical speeds and basic geometrical 
dimensions for a particular installation. The 
second programme is designed to assist auger 
designers in making a suitable selection of a conveyor 
system for a particular conveying situation. The 
application of the two programmes is illustrated 
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DEVELOPMENT OF OUTPUT EQUATION
(3-5)
In developing the output equation 
3 2 xQ = ND (B-N D) A, it was necessary to obtain an equation 
for the constant A in terms of the angle of elevation °< . 
The values for A are summarised in the table below for 
the 12.5 ft. long auger, and are plotted graphically 
versus in Fig. 28. The equation for A takes the form
A = E + G Cos (0< + '■y ) 
E and G are evaluated in Appendix II.
ANGLE OF 
ELEVATION
SLOPE OF A 
-7x 10
( o< + 45°) Cos( °< + 45°)
300 3.9
0in 0.25880m m•CO 99° 0.0000
60° 2.9 105° -0.2588
75° 2.1 120° -0.5000
90° 1.8 135° -0.7071




DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS 
(3-6) TO (3-8)
The values for the constants E, B and G 
are plotted versus the ratio (L/D) in Figs. 28, 29 
and 30 respectively. The relation between the constants 
and the ratio (L/D) is linear.
B = n(L/D) + m
where n is the slope of the graph and m is the 
intersection point with the vertical axis.
B = [l. 082 - .06 (L/D) ] x 10& ....... (3-£)
0Similarly values can be shown from Figs. 28 and 30 
respectively
E = [4.23 - 0.02 (L/D) J x 10_7 ....... ( 3'7 )
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APPENDIX III
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION 
(3-12)
Fig. 31 suggests a cosine relation between S and
0< • In the development of the "power to convey grain"
equation, it was necessary to relate the slope of the
graph S with the angle of elevation . The values
for SE are shown below, based on the total "power to
convey grain" graphs of c versus 1/c , Fig. 23.Q s
ANGLE OF 
ELEVATION





75° 7.2 .2580o •LO 0.00
DATA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION - (3-12) 
BASED ON TOTAL HORSEPOWER TO CONVEY GRAIN.
The values summarised above are plotted in 
Fig. 32 and give the relation:
S = T + U Cos^cE E E





DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION 
(3-12a)
An alternative form of the relation for SE




x 10"2 2 <K + 15° SIN( 2 + 15°)
30° 0.98 75° 0.9659oin 0.88 105° 0.9659ooID 0.80 135° 0.70710inr" 0.76 165° 0.2588
90° 0.48 195° -0.2588
DATA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION - (3-12a)
BASED ON HORSEPOWER TO CONVEY PER FOOT LENGTH.
(Note that the points in Figure 33 are not as 
linear as those in Figure 32).
The relation for S is:-




DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION 
(3-17)
In developing the no-load power equation it
was necessary to relate S with o< .L
The data for S, summarised below, and 
Figs. 34 and 35, give the relation:




x 10-2 2 K +  15° SIN(2K + 15°)
0oco .27 75° .9659OLO .27 105° .9659
O 0 0.3 135° .7071
75° 0.3 165° .2588
90° .36 o195 -0.2588
DATA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION - (3-17)
BASED ON THE NO-LOAD POWER PER FOOT.
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TEST DATA FOR THE THREE AUGERS 8.5 FT. LONG,
12.5 FT. LONG, AND 15.5 FT. LONG.
The test data obtained for the output and 
power consumption when conveying wheat is listed on 
Tables 5 to 48.
The output, power and the speed coefficients 




CP = P/SD N
cs
2= N D
The power coefficient was evaluated for two 
cases - P as total power and P as power per foot length.
AUGER D IA M ET ER  J) CHOKE SCREW









1 /p = 2c' P = D , Dc / d  = .252 , G /D I. /•. 0555,  v ' »  42.85
AUGER SPEED R . P *M ,
OUTPUTl b s / s e c OUTPUTC U .F T / M IN D IS C H A R G EC O E F F .
(* ™ Q■ m R -
: SPEED  C O E F F .0 ~ 14 2 D 15 x  105
IN V E R S ESPEEDp rviFTpp1/(A l 0-5100 1.252 1.566 .6511 .029 34 . 488200 2.510 2.956 .5916 • 116 8.621300 5.476 4.418 . 5935 .262 3.817400 4 . 4UU 5.592 .5654 .467 2.141500 .......5 . 280____ 6 ._7i l ___ «54 P ...... 1.372600 _____ 6.160___6.200 . S p n 7 1 ,0 4 9 ........ , 955- ...700 T”»-r - 7.880 .4557 1 3 2 9 .699800 6 . 82U 8.668 .3-3 ¿6 _ 1.866 .535900 7.480 9.507 .4257 2.562 3-231,000 7.700 9.787 .5944 2.916 .3421,100 7 .Q 2G ____1 ct._067_ _ • 3688 3 . 529. . .2831,  2001,3001,400 8 . 56(j 10 . 626 .5059 5.717 .1741, 500
TABLE 5 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)










1C/P - 2 , P - D, ^c/D * 232 , G/D
kj=.0535 , /d ^ 42.8
AUGER 
SPEED 







c *= Qo _ . , , ,
SPEED
COEFF„






100 1.173 1.491 .6 0 0 9 .0291 34.293
200 2.126 2.702 .5445 .1166 8.571
300 ,, 3.859 ._518_4 _ .2624 3.809
400 5 f ,91 ? 4.846 .4882 .4666 2.413
500 4^400 5.802 .4507 . . 7 2 5 2 1 « 385
600 5.104 6.487 ♦4358__ 1.0499 .952
700 5.50u 6.991 .4026 . I . 4 2 9 2 j-6.93 -
800 9. Q94 7,6()6 . 1,8666___ ___ *535—
900 6 ♦ 600 8.389 . 3 7 5 7 2.3625 .423
1, 000 6.380 8.109 .32o8 2•9166 j5M.2
1,100 6.380 8.109 . 2 9 7 1 3.5291 .283
1, 200 7.260 9.228 ■ .3 0 9 9 ■ 4.1999____ ____ *.238__
1,300 7.040 8.948 . 2 7 7 4 4.9290 .209
1,400 6.6u0 8.389 .2415 5.7166 .174
1,500 6.820 8.668 .2329___ 6.562 ....» 152,
TABLE 6 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
AUGEIt LENGTH L • = 12.5 FT-
AUGER DIAMETER D
 ̂ 5 INS
CHOICE CO REV? ~ SINGLE ST;,R'r











C = Q■ Q --ND ̂
SPEED
COEFF.
C - N 2p 






100 1.211 . 48ö0 34.293
' 200 1.760 2.257 .4507 .1166 8.571
300 2.354 2.992 .4019 .2625 3.809
400 2.948 3.747 .3775 . 4 666 2.413
500 3.520 4.474 .3606 .7292 1.385
600 3.960 5.033 .5380 1.0499 .952'
700 4.400 5.592 .3219 1.4292 .699
800 4.840 6.152 .3099 1.8666 .535
900 s nfio 6.A5I .2.870 2.3625 .423
1,000 5.280 6.711 .2704.. _ 2.9166 .342
1,100 5.500 6.991 .2561 . 3.5291 .283
1, 200
1, 300
1; 400 5.720 7.270 .2092 5.7166 .174
1,500 5.500__ 6.993__ -.-18-78__ 6.5624 ._ .152
TABLE 7 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
AUGER LENGTH L pin
AUGER DIAMETER D 
CHOICE SC R E W















■  '  ND3
Si? RED
COEFF.






100 .557 .708 .2853 0 02916 34.293
' 200 1.100 1.398 .2817 .11666 8.571
300 1 ,605 2.040 .2740 .26249 3.809
400 • 2 . .  11 2 2.684 .2704 «46664 2.413
500 2.640___
5.300
3.255 .2704 .72916 1.385
600 4.194
1-------------------1' 1! ! !HCO C\) i ♦1j 1.0499 .952 '
700 ■=>, qfin 8.085 __.2331 - 1.42916 .699
800 3.960 5 . 0 3 3 . 2 5 3 5 1.8666 .555
900 '■i, QfiO 5.035 . . .  ,?953 2.3625 .423
1, 0 0 0 4.380 5-567 .2243 2.9166 .342
1,100 4.224 5.369 .1967_ 3.5291 .283
1, 200 __________4+380__________________ ______________5^5&1____________ _______________ 1̂869;__________ -■i .1999___ .238
1, 300 a . / . n n 5.5Q? . . .1735 4.9291 .202
1; 400 4 .400 5.592 .1609 5.7166 .174
1,500 4 . 3 5 0 5 . 5 2 9  ........... .1591 6.5624 .152
TABLE 8 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
AKGLE 0? BLBV.’VX’IOR' 
AUGER TjE H C TH  t
AUGER DIAMKTER D
ciiokk screw 
1C/P “ 2 <• P = D
IX o
p n n12.5 ^
5.5 IMS 
b X IT G-Ij E c  r i n
,90_______•_



















r/crs _ » 5  xlo ^
100 .293 .372 .1499 .02916 3 4 . 2 9 3
* 200 .733 .931 .1876 •11666 8.571
300 1 .210 1.538 .2066 .26249 3.809
400 2j_181 .2197 ..46664 2.413
500 2JL12 2.684 . 2163 .72916 1.385
600 9 SAM 3, EES .9953__ 1.0A99 _ .952'





800 5.620 .66 . ___^35—
900 ■3.740 4.753 .2128 2.3625 .423
1, 000 8. qfio 5.033 .2028 2.0166 . 542
1,100 4 - 900 5E 453 . 1.9.97.... 3 . 5 2 9 1 .283
1, 200 ___5_.gi60_ --5.-0D3___ .±690 ___4.1999 .238
1,300  ̂ QSM .1560 . _J^929_ .202
1; 400
------------------------
3.960 5.033 .1448 5.7166 .174
1, 500 3.960_ .5.05,5___ .1352 6.5624 .152
TABLE 9 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
90ANGLE 0? ELEVATI c rv X —41R__ ..... ;
AUGER LENGTH L T-’T.
A'JGER DI/UGlTER D INS
CHOKE SCREW “ SING-L>3 START














C = R  ̂T)
s
INVERSE
O i") Tipr\olj LjL u
L' }-> 1 J„ 0
1/Ca
3.00 « 880 1.118 .4506 .02916 34.293
' 200 1.160 2j 237 .4507 .1166 8.571
3 00 v 6/1 fi 6.E66 __.4 507
.4507
____2S25 3.809
400 3.520 4.474 ■ .4666 2.415
500 3.960 5.033 .4056 .7292 1.385
600 4*400 5.592 .3765 1.0494 .952'
700 4.400 5.592 .2219 1.4292 .699
800 5.060 6.431 .3239 1.8666 .535
900 6.280 _ 6j*_ZL1_ ___..3005 2.3635___ _ .423
1, 000 6.720 7.270 ___ 920-. „._2_̂ 9176 - E742
1,100 6.040 7.660 *2766 __„1*5291 . . . 285












1, 500 6.160 7.829 .2105 6.5624
1
. 1 5 2  !
TABLE 10 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
ANGLE OF LLjCvATIOM K ri o • • q 1  j?u_l.....
AUGER LENGTH T . L
-- ,,'W;
" _15.5 1 -__
AUGER DIAMKTER D — . T KTQ • 
___
CHOICE SCREW •- SINGLE STAUT ■











r ^ Q'-n -..
SPEED 
. COEFF c





; 200 Jl*._6_5___ __2.0.94__ ___«4225 _ . 1166 . 8*317.1 .
300
400 __2_a6U__ — 3^£35--- ___.5667 _ ' *A6£ñ__ 2.413___
500
. 600 — 3.-520— — 4.4-74--- __ .*2-0-05— — 1.X14-99- -__e-952 — —
700
800 A ERO 6.667 ,2804 I * 8666 __ . 5̂3-5- .
900
. -M=-e vx--
1, 000 A . 3 O 5.592 . 2253 2.9166 .342
1,100
__-------
1, 200 A 7V> 6.01 P ...20j.'J . 4.iqqq .238--Ih-*—i-y-- —
1, 300
1; 400 -
1, 500 4.4 5 .592 .1502 6.3 624 .152...... ^
T A B L E  3j1 -  E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  F O R  A U G E R  O U T P U T
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
AKGLE OP ELLVATI OR o< " 60° '___ _ ' ' 32
AUGER LENGTH L “ JB.5 FT-
AUGER DIAMETER D Ä INS____ _____________
- DOUBLE or̂ v,ipCHOKE SCREW
xc/p “ 3.' p = 0/ ^c/D
/ L /n =.232 / C/D =.0535/ u - 28.
A U G E R
S P E E D
R . P . M .
100
O U T P U T
•z t-> /■’ / o v i rsuJ30/ Oi3L.
O U T P U T
C U . F T / M I H
D I S C H A R G E
C O E F F .
p _ Q
"Q ND ̂
S P E E D
C O E F F .
■C = H  2 D
I N V E R S E  
S P E E D  
C O E F F . 
1 /C a
: 200 0.80 • 1.016 .2047 .11666 8.571
300 1.15 1.461 19.62 .2624-9 3.809
400 1.60 2.033 .2048 .4666 2.415
500 1.70 2.160 .1741 .72916 1.385







800 1 .80 2.287 .1162 1.8666 .555
900 2,?6P5___ - ̂ 423__
1, ooo 1.75 2.224 .0896 2.9166 . 542
1,100 3.5291 .283
1, 200 1.60 2.033 .0682 - 4.1999 .258
1,300 1 , 88 " 1 .Q70 . .0610 4.9290 .202
1, 400 5.74 66 .U-Z4,- .
1, 500 1.6 2.033 .054-6 6 * 5624 • 152
TABLE 12 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
Ai.\ ijLL OP KLLVATION K " 60°
AUGER LElJGTit L ” 8.5 FT-
AUGER D «L A i • jE ’-i1 E1 \ D = 3.5 INS
CHOKE SCREW ~ C4fr-V. VNf p»-> i. x v X-4XQIIBTJ2____ _























200 1.40 1.779 .3585 .11666 8.571
300
400
? ,  RO 3.559 .3586 . 4 6 6 6 2.413
500
600 3.80 4.830 .3244 1 . 0 4 9 9 .952
700
800 • 3.90 4.957 .2497 1 .8666 .535
900
1,000 » —J o 5.211 .2100 2.9166 .342
1,100
1, 200 3.Q0 4.957 .1664 4.1999 .238
1, 300
. - ------------•-Vi . ■
1,400
1, 500 oCO• 4.830 .1297 6« 5624 .152
TABLE 13 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
MOLE o r  ELl'.V/VPIOri 750 34
A U G E R  L E N G T H  L
A U G E R  D I A M E T E R  D
C H O I®  S C R E W
1 C / P  “  1  , P =  D ,  D
8.5 r ”1 •
, INS2 ®. 2___ _
DOUBLE STARir
c/D . 2 3 2  , C / D  =  . 0 5 3 5 ,  X , / D “  2 8 , 8 6
A U G E R
S P E E D
R . P , M .
OUT'PUT  
L B 3 / S E C
O U T P U T
C U . F T / M I N
D I S C H A R G E
C O E F F e
P _ Q 
^  1\TD 3
S P E E D
C O E F F .
0  = N 2 D
I N V E R S E  1 
S P E E D  
C O E F F .  
1 / C a
1 0 0 -
■ 2 0 0 . 3 3 . 4 1 9 . 0 8 4 4 • 1 1 6 6 8 . 5 7 1
3 0 0
r
4 0 0 1 .  m  6 . 1 0 2 3 . «4 6 6 6  . 2 . A 1 3
5 0 0
6 0 0 1 .hr j  . ^ 4 ______, 0 3 9 6  --X.-Q499___ qc;̂ '
7 0 0
8 0 0 1 .1  E 1 . 4 6 1 . 0 7 3 6 1 . 8 6 6 .535
. 9 0 0
1 , 0 0 0 1 *  2 0 1 . 5 2 5 . 6 1 4 6 2 . 9 1 6 . 3 4 2
1 , 1 0 0
1, 2 0 0 1 . 1 0 1 . 3 9 8 . 0 4 6 9 4 . 1 9 9 . 2 3 8
1 ,  3 0 0
1 ;  4 0 0
1 ,  5 0 0
TABLE 14 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)






AUGER DIAMETER D 5.5 INS
CHOKE SCREW
DOUBLE START











Q ’— ~7r ED ̂
SPEED
COEFF.
r  ̂2 r■C == U D
INVERSE
SPEED
/"* r\D i m  c.. r o
1/Ca
100 . '
200 1.05 1.354 ♦ 2668 .1166 8.571
300
400 1.95 2.4-78 .2496 4-66.6_ 2+413—
500
600 P.60 > o p* ,?Pl9 _ _X.H499___ ...+$52___
. 700
800 ?. QO 8£ .1856 Xr&6-6__ _—  5-j>-5---
. 900






TABLE 15 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AUGER OUTPUT
AND VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS.
(GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU. FT.)
M.-GLE o f  e l e v a t i  o f  tx


























P 0/7 ER 
Il .Po/FT
RATIO.




PU , = ’ .P vt— T ̂PD--' F 10-2
100 _*22.Q2_--042fì_ _^2na__ .01 60 -_̂ Q0.34— 20,64_35.146 ....
200 Aliga .£¡670 t?R20 _._Q225 - _J).Q53 .23.69 1.148
300
— . 4 5 0 0 — .1069-— . . 3 5 1 0 _J32fìO— .0085.-.. .30.36 _.17-81.
__400„ . 6 1 0 0 .1407__ . .¿7^5 .0379 . 0 1 1 2 ,29.66 - -.1236
500 .8200 .2010 .6193 .0495 .0160 32.46 ,.0933
600 ,gooo_ .2198 .6852 .0548 .0175 32.04 .0651
__700 X.4&QQ- -..2349— L..1M3— . .0949 .0235 24.85 ♦ 0754
800 1 .7 4 .0 0 .3820 1.3605 .1088 .0305 28.07 .0608
900 ? f9100 e 4-1 66 1.8186 .1454-x .0333 22.86 .0592
1,000 2.41uo .4-712 1.9386 .1586 .0379 24.46 .0474
1,100
1, 200 2.8100 2.200 .1760 .0492 27.90 .0414
1,300
1,400'
_1, 500 3.0100 . 5 5 0 7 X451--- --ISSO— «.Q5-2-8-- -23-.JXÌ— .0226 .
gfoBLE ' ' - "EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES ’




SINGLE START.232 C/D =.0535, L/0 = 42.85
JjUGEF LENGTH L' • • " 12.5 '__ vprn .X . -t.
$UGER DIAMETER D T 7\7 C--2 * J?__ - 1- i\
CHOKE SCREW = SING-LB START
ic/p = 2 , P = D, Dc/D = #232, C/D L/" .0535 /D ~ 42.85













VA l\Tl .i il
H.P/FT.
POWER 
H .P./FT L-x ],oo PE .
COEFF,Vi
P IT “-pD_tj.r XlO >
100 .240 .0431 .190 , .0152 .0034 .-21*3-5—
22.44
—
200 ._*38£L._ . .̂6 070__ 312__ .0056 1.2704
300 — .480— — a-Qia__ ___ .0304 . . 0081. 26.76 _._4_59£_





.0,44.2 .0140 31.79 .1441
600 .632 ^0505 .0171 33.87 . , .0 5 5 3
, 700 .940_ .2670. _-^67a_. . ..0542. . 0 2 1 3 39.36 __.0 6 /! 4
800 1 ,1 . 9QQ1 T840 , 0 6 7 2 ,0989 35.60 ,, -X>534
__900 1.260 .*51 EE .948 . 07E8 .0252 33.26 .0423




1 , 1 0 0 1.500 . 5104 . 9 9 2 . 0 7 9 3 .0408 51.48 .0243
__1, 200 1 .7 6 O . E7E5 T.194 .0955 ’ - .0460 48.18 .0225
_1,300 1 ,8E0 . 61 80 1.240 .0991 .0494 49.85 .0183
__1,400 2.110 .6343 1.477 .1181 .0507 42. .90 .0175
_ 1,500 2.230 — 6-7-93- 1 .5 5 ?— . 1242...... , 0̂ 4-5_ 43.7-5—
j
, 01 ¿L.oJ
jftSlE 17 ' EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES '
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
AUGER LENGTH £ • ' “ 12.5 ' '
auger DIAMETER D =  ____________
CHOKE SCREW = SINGLE START











— .0 4-2 8 —  
--.-0 -7 6 0  
-^ 1 1 0 -9-  






























r\ A T?'r? TR V,-« 'w'j.J.L J.r. P
p pdIHFXiui2 _ _
_*_9121~
_i^i_ô 4_















500 2 ». 6 4  
5-9.13
.-...19-U.A-.-








.3 3 4 s
— tSQfe-
.603
. 0 2 4 3
...026.7 -
51 00 — .-ü-3 6 6—  
_ .J14 4 0 -
JL. § \J \J
_48-̂ 3-Ü -
900 1.144 -17QP c 771 •O6I6 y. .U505__ 48.58 .o?44
1 , 0 0 0 1 . P R q /mo
- -%*—1—<-«■»
.836 _*Q6£9 --JJ334- - __5-Q-» 0.0 - _ai2-72—
1 , 1 0 0 1 /I HE
-• w -
. / 7RG . 0 6 0 . 0 7 7 5 44.05. .0257
1,200
■ -i ■ - -
1 . GOE
-% y ̂ V-
• 5158 '1.08Q . (1H7 1 ; 0 4 1 . 2__ _4JZJ36_ ..0205
1,300
. .inj .̂yr-
.6233 1 .060 «-U855 ^Oâ9S__ 58.28 • 0158
1,400' ~i nriT • 66 35 1 .P1Q 0.991.. ' .0530 '55.57 .0147
_ 1,500 2.075- .7506 1 . 3 3 5 . u>6B__ .0-591__ 55.52 .0128
gftfilE 18 ' - '-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES '
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.






1C/P - 2 , P = D,
5.5_____INS
SINGLE START
Dc /D C/D 42 o r
- "*■'









E4FVRXPOr.'l J. L. 
PjP¿J





H .P./FT 1 0 04  ,
CIOI'PP
P PD/ )? " XlO“?
1 0 0 . , 2 0 6 _j_U4_28 • 164 .UJj50 . 0034 26.09 ,33_«A2o..
2 0 0 *3 uo . 0 7 6 0 .olJS . U060 33e.92„ . 9 1 2 0
300 __ .-423- J.1 US. . .313 .__to_25.iL 0088__35.,..43..._ _¿m o
. 400 .340 .1642 . 37 6 . 0 3 0 0 .._._«015.1 43.76 - ,1913
500 .642 . 2 1 2 6 .4-29. .0M3_ . 0172 45 ,53. .1117
600 __¿124,­







SQ .17 ... 073-2
700 ___3040 __5 1 .0 0.__.0.363
800 1 027 ,6QS _. ̂ 055-4—- ..0262-__4S.4i£-- »ju44-0
900 l/lAl __„ 3729 »771 »0616 .0298 48.36 .0344
1,000
--- ----
1 . OSS * 4-1 HP .866 . ._*A)j66iL_ JL.Q3M. 50.02 .0272
1,100
-Ji,♦C1 -
1 .A05 „ 4- 3 S 6 .060 .0775 ..UR76 44.95 *0237
__1 , 200 1 6( >S . SI SB 1 *08 Q .0871 ■ .0412 47.36 .016
1,300 1 ; Av7 1 . nos -.0802 .0498 62.14 ..oh ;
1,400' I . qos
-0 w
. 6 s s s
■1-.-335—
_*.U99-L. J133UL__5_l«u35_ « 0 1 1 j
_ 1,500 — Ẑ .U7-5—
-- 4Uyj-.y-j—
.75-96- 0J.U.6S-__JfflL . 010 1
• .
T W jE 19 ' _ 'EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO ,
-Elevate grain and power losses . ' f
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
M’GU5 OF E L E V A T I O N  X  
HUGER LEN GTH L  
HUGER P IA M C TD R  d  
CHOICE SCREW
l c / p  =  2  '  P  =  D ,  D c / D  -  C / D  = " .0 5 3 5  V d  «  4 2 . 8 5
auger TOTAL /O LOAD
—---- - ---- -
POWER TO POWER TO NO LOAD RATIO. POWER
SPEED POWER POWER EX/ VATE ELEVATE POWER Pv COEFF,
)\ t'P *ii. PrpHJL
nT
H . P .





H .P./FT --x 100 PB
11
___P T\r\ L » -A
xlO-5
100 .122 . 0 4 5 0 . 0 7 7 .0061 .0036 58.33 25.081
200 . 2 2 1 .0836 . 1 3 7 .0109 . 0066 60.99 .5578
300 . 3 2 2 ..1289.. .123 . /J.154 .0103 _66i_. _89____.£3?8_
. 400 .432 • 1876 . 244 .0195 .0150 76.75• . 1 2 4 1
__ 500 .515 __.2453___. 270__ ...„•0215 . .0196 90.86 . 0 7 0 3
600 _._-,-6l9__
..81.8
. 3 L31 .307 .0245 0250 _1Q1.JL8 J04.62_.
__ 700 __.:5S6a_ .464 .,.03.6-9- .... QZci4_„-___7_6_..98..___044 CL
800 f Q 3 3 4' 1 7 . 6P1 6 . . 013.9-._Z9-^12__ __J1331_
900 1.04.7 . A 6 A 6 . 6 Q 2 .0473 .0363 7.6. 73_ . 0264
1,000 1.161. • 4379 . 7 2 3 .0578 .0350 60 • 48 .0235
1,100 1/303 .4635 .839 .0671 .0570 5 5 . 1 1 .0205
__1, 200 1.4-88 .4893 • .999 .0798 ' .0391 48.99 . 0188
1,300 1 .661 . 8 6 4 6 1 . 087 .0869 .0451 51.97 .0161
_ _ 1 ,400
- «L — —
1.767 .6675 1.099 .0879 ’ .0534 60.73 .0130 . »





20 ” ’"EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES "
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
ÄUGER LENGTH 12'-6" (TOP END FREE) 101
A U G E R  D I A M E T E R  ~
1 , p  - -  1 /  P  =  D ,  D c ^ d  =  . 2 3 2 ,  C / D  =  . 0 5 3 5
L / D  =  4 2 . 8 5
A U G E R
S P E E D
R . P . M .




...45 _________ 6 0 °
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .  ,
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .  ,
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .  ,
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
1 0 0 . 0 7 6 6 „ 0 0 6 1 .  0 5 3 6 * 0 0 4 2 ........ . 0 5 1 4 .  0 0 4 1 .
2 0 0 • 1 1 1 5 . 0 0 8 9 . 0 8 3 6 .  0 0 6 6 . 0 8 3 6 « 0 0 6 6
3 0 0 . 1 4 2 8 . 0 1 1 4 . 1 1 9 0 . 0 0 9 5 . 1 2 3 9 . 0 0 9 9
4 0 0 • 1 8 4 7 .  0 1 4 7 . 1 6 4 2 .  0 1 3 1 .  1 7 0 7 . 0 1  5 6
5 0 0 . 2 1 9 5 • o i 7 5 . 2 1 6 0 .  0 1 7 2 . 2 1 7 6 . 0 1 7 4
6 0 0 . 2 4 7 9 .  0 1 9 8 . 2 6 0 5 . 0 2 0 8 . 2 7 3 9 . 0 2 1 9
7 0 0 . 5 1 4 8 . 02! 5 1 . 3 4 5 8  ... . 0 2 7 6 .  3 1 9 0 . 0 2 5 5  ..
. 8 0 0 . 3 6 4 0 . 0 2 9 1 . 3 5 1 0 .... . 0 2 8 0 . 3 6 9 3 . 0 2 9 5
9 0 0 . 1 5  1 5 L ) 5 4 5 . 4 2 0 5  __ . 0 5 5 6 _ . 4 6 7 5 .  037.4_____
1 , 0 0 0 . 4 8 6 5 . 0 3 8 9 . 4 3 7 9 . 0 3 5 0 . 5 2 7 3 . 0 4 5 7
1 , 1 0 0 . 5 5 4 9 . 0 4 4 3 . 4 6 0 0 , 0 3 6 8 . 5 5 2 6
. 0 4 4 2
1 , 2 0 0 . 5 4 4 2 .  0 4 5 5 .  5 1 2 3 . 0 4 0 9 . 5 4 7 9 • c £5* 04 00
1 , 3 0 0 . 5 8 9 2 . 0 4 7 1 . 5 2 2 7 . 0 4 1 8 .  5 6 4 6 . 0 4 5 1
1 , 4 0 0 (IRO/1 , 0 4 4 7 . 5 8 - 5 5 —
1
, 0 4 6 8 _____
1 , 5 0 0 « 6 9 5 8 ____ , . 0 5 5 6  . . 5 9 9 8  , . 0 4 7 9 . 6 5 8 7
. 0 5 2 6
21 E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  F O R 1N O  L O A D ' P O W E R .
auger length
a u g e r  d i a m e t e r
1c/P 1 ,  p
= 3.5 "
D ,  D  , =  . 2 3 2 ,  C / D  =  . 0 5 3 5c/D
= 12’-6" (TOP END FREE)
L / D  =  4 2 . 8 5
102
A U G E R  
S P E E D  
R .  P . M .





N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H . P .  ,
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H . P .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .  .
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H .  P .
1 0 0 . 0 4 6 2 0 0 5 6 ___ • 0 4 0 9 ... ()i)82— -
200
i '
. 0 8 3 6  i . 0 0 6 6 . 0 7 7 0 . 0 0 6 1
3 0 0 . 1 2 5 4 . 0 1 0 0 . 1 2 3 9  . . 0 0 9 3 .
4 0 0 . 1 9 1 4 . 0 1 5 3
in,"vt;h!•
1
. 0 1 4 7
5 0 0 • 2 6 1 3 . 0 2 0 9 . 9 5 5 9 . 0 1 88 _
6 0 0 . 3 0 3 3 . 0 2 4 2 . 2 7 0 2 . 0 2 1 6
7 0 0 .  3 1 4 8 • c ro Ul H . 3 3 7 8  _ . 0 2 7 0 ____
8 0 0 . 3 6 7 8 . 0 2 9 4 . 3 6 5 5 . 0 2 9 2
9 0 0 . 4 6 1 2 .  0 3 6 8 . 4 5 0 4 .  0 3 6 0
1 , 0 0 0 . 4 7 8 1 .  0 5 8 2 . 4 7 2 9  _ Q3.Z8.—
1 , 1 0 0 . 4 8 4 9 . 0 3 8 7 . 4 5 5 7  . .  0 3 . 6 4
1 , 2 0 0 . 5 0 1 8 . 0 4 0 1 . 5 0 2 6 . 0 4 0 2
1 , 3 0 0 . 5 6 4 6 . 0 4 5 1 . 5 4 2 8 . 0 4 3 4
1 , 4 0 0 » Ch Ch . 0 4 8 9 . 6 9 6 1  . _ . 0 5 0 0
*
1 , 5 0 0 ... . 5 8 9 8 ----------- .04-71-- - ' .  6 8 - 6 8 ----------U1S4-9—
22 E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  F O R ' N O  L O A D ' P O W E R .
103MîGUi O ? E L E V A T I O N  ¡ K  





S I N G L E  S T L R T
1C / P  -  2 '  p =  D. -Dc / D  °/D =.0535, 'J/D “ 52.14
■Au g e r T O T  7̂  Li
i
1 10  l o r d P O T E R  T O i/OiVill i i. T O N O  L O A D R A T I O . . P O W E R
speed P O V 7 E R
P T
H o  P  ..
P O V 7 E R
P L  
H . P  .
H K I T T C E
Lv i..- : J. i  :
P ip 
H . P  „
E L E V H T E
G R A I H
H . P / F T .
P O W E R  
I I .  P  . / F T
D y
— x  1 0 0  
P D  .
C O E F I H
x l o " 5
1 0 0 _____ ____________ ____.  .0 .6 8 .6 - - _ ^ L a 9 — .. . . 0 1 2 8 ,  . U . U U 4 4 , 3 4 . 4 7 6 4 . 8 2 1 . . . .
2 0 0
- ....... , 4 1 3  - . . 1 2 5 0 - - . . 2 8 9 . - _ . 0 1 8 6 .0 _ . 0 -0 7 -9 - . 4 2 . 5 6 , , 1 . L 3 0 4
3 0 0 . 5 6 5 ____. 1 7 8 5 . ___ . 5 8 6 _ . _ 0 2 _ 4 9 . . _ . ...0 . 0 1 1 3 . 1 6 . 2 4 . 1 6 5 '
. 4 0 0 . 7 6 0 . 2 6 4 8 . 4 9 5 . 0 3 1 9 0 . 0 1 7 0 5 3 . 4 9 ■ . 2 5 1 9
5 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 3 1 0 7 . 6 1 8 . 0 3 9 8 0 . 0 2 0 0 5 0 . 2 7 „ 1 6 1 0
6 0 0 1 . 1 1 5 .*=5820 . 7 5 5 . . 0 . 4 7 2 v .  0 2 -'! 6 ___5.2 *..11_- . 1 1 0 5
____ 7 0 0  _ 1 . 3 3 ? _____ 4 7 8 1 . 8 5 4 * 0 5 5 0 .  . 0 . 0 3 0 8 5 5 . 9 8 - - , . 0 , 8 1 3 _
8 0 0 r R Q  I ! t Q 4 0 j j £ i ) 6 - 0 . U 5 8 1 5 2 . 8 8 - , , , 0 5 9 8
900
-----  lm %--—La------------
1 . 7 2 7 . 7 5 7 2 . 9 8 9 . 0 6 3 8 0 . 0 4 7 5 7 4 . 5 5 . , . 0 4 4 2
1,000 1 Q v 8 Q Q 7 E , Q'-SO . 0 6 0 0 0 .  U 6 4 .5 ._ , - l C T L .  2.5— _ju030-3 .
1 , 1 0 0 ? .  1 8 Q ! „ 1 8 4 .9 1 . 0 0 5 . 0 6 4 8 0 . 0 7 6 4 1 1 7 . 9 0 . 0 2 4 6
_ 1 , 2 0 0 ?  E  l 8 1 . Æ 8 7 6 ■ 1 . O R 6 . U 7 U 0 _ 0 . 0 _ 9 2 J L -Ĵ l,._45_ . 0 2 0 5
1 , 3 0 0
- Cm 0 ^  ■ "
— 2 -» -6 -U 6 —  
2 . 7 6 8
l A ^  6  Q , 0 7 6 4 . 0 . 0 9 2 7 1 2 2 . 8 1 „ * Ü  1.75
1 , 4 0 0 ’
----- JL-»
! . 5 9 9 4 - 1 . 3 6 9 . 0 8 8 2 0 . U 9 0 2 _ 1 0 2 . 2 2 , . 0 , 1 , 6 2
1 , 5 0 0
— kU-Q-Sj,— — 1 .5 4 -6 -5 - - - 1 . . 6 U 5 — J J 1 5 5 — n,nH68. 8 5  Æ ____ . .0 .1 5 -5 -
f f f f l L g  2 3  ' _  ' E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  F O R  P O W E R  T O
- E l e v a t e  g r a i n  a n d  p o w e r  l o s s e s
grain S P E C I F I C  W E I G H T  = 4 7 . 2  L B S . / C U .  F T .
P = D C/D 52.142 , Dc/D = .252 , - . 053,5, V d =
AUGER 
SPEED 
























1!. P t /FT
RATIO 




1 . 0 4 2  _
. 5 0 C 
-.594





l. U4 4 ..
.....U2Q.9L.

























__. 1 6 3 6



























I . 686 . 776 . 0600s
-1^053—
9.008
.764 .0486 .0648 133•38 .0245
1 „184-0 .82 5 .0530 .0764 143.97 .0201
. 1,200 2.180 1 .84-0 ’ . 8 8 1 .0536 .U870 162.55 .0156
1,300
_tS5_ #  «Uv . -W
z .204 1.8808 .904 .0583 .0896 1 5 3 . 7 3 .0154
_1,400 2 . 5 3 4 1.5042 1.U29 . 0654 .0790 146.18 .0122
__1, 500 2.479 .-J.,4528. 1.026 . 0661 .0957 141.69 .0099
gtot,E 7,, ' - ''EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
1057\i-:GLE o? ELr,v a t i c :;
AUGER LENGTH L'
a u g e r  D I A M E T B R  D
C R O IE  S C  RE»'?
Xc/P . = 2 , P = D, Dc/D
■Au g e r
s p e e d
T O T A L
P O T E R
Pro
H 0P *
■HO L O A D
P O W E R  
P L  
I ! . P  .
P O W E R  T O
e a h v t x e
P i ?¿J
H . P .
P O W E R  T O
rP ’1 ' VP \ 7 r ni Vl.J.'J V/ Ì 1 JUJ
G R A I N  
H .  P / F T ..
N O  L O A D  
P O W E R  
H . P . / F T
R A T I O .
- E x  1 0 0
P E  .
P O W E R
C O E F F .
]■>
~  _P p. ~
1 P D  J  u J
1 0 0 . 0 6 4 3 . 0 0 4 1
2 0 0 . 1 1 8 4 . . 0 0 7 6
3 0 0
______________ * -1 7 -8  5 ___ __________ - ___ -_______—  - . - - — -------------------------
4 0 0 • T  5 4  6 r O  f 6 4
5 0 0 * 4 4 0 7 . . .0 2 i a  .
6 0 0
4--—1------
‘ f R 7 6 Q ___02-4-3-
_ 7 0 0 _ . 1 - . _ . U 3 3 1 . ■ —
8 0 0 * 6 A Q R . o a t q
9 0 0 . 7 8 0 6 . 0 5 0 3
1 , 0 0 0 o m  9 . C 6 3 3 _■ ■ •%—j  <-S «Xrca---- -
1 , 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 ? . 0 7 9 2  .
1 , 2 0 0
— JL. • X  .y £ »—
2*0345 .— aL » 'rLl-pAw—
1 , 3 0 0 .1050
_ _ 1 ,4 0 0 I /!()7R .0908 1
1 , 5 0 0
— J. f + O T - y i 1----




15.5 •" - r L '
5.5 V XT C-I-1-. o
S I N G L E  S T A R T
.252 C/D -.0555, 'J/D 52.14
fefilE 25 ■' - 'EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
-ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES
GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
10G
akgle of el evat ca  >* 30o
auger l e n g t h  L 
auger d i a m e t e r  d
CHOKE SCRt,.'
= 15.5 FT (TOP END FREE)
=  3 - 5 IN S .
= SINGLE START
1/P = 2 , P = D, D /D  = .2 3 2 , C/D = .0 5 3 5 , L/l) = 52.14
c c
TABLE 26 -  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO ELEVATE GRAIN
AM POWER LOSSES. ■
grain specific  ./eight = 4 7 .2  l b s . / cu , r t , .
107ANGLE o r  E L E V A T I O N  t X  = 
AUGER l e n g t h  l  =  
auger d i a m e t e r  d  =
CHOKE S C A B .7 =
7 5 °
1 5 . 5  F T .
5 . 5  I N S .  
' " S I N G L E  S T A R T
























H . P . / P T .






p d E p
xlO~5
100 0 .0 5 5 7 .0035 JUB143-
200 .0975 . 0062..
300 .1630 .0105 . _ ^ 1 9 S 6 —




6 00 .4??? __.-0272 . __♦JO-6.3 6 -
700 . .6032 -.0389- . 0-572..
___________aoii_ . 7175 .0462 .0456
-— 900— , P.RR7 , OR59 ,038?
~4-i-GQ4)_______ t 9812 0633 . 0 319•u t v v V 
.-1,100 _! .1 667 __R175-2- —JJ285-—
-J ,Pno 1 -3A71
1
.- .m & g  - — .U2-33-
~ L 3 0 0
------.1.. I.-«*»----1­
1.1292 .0728 . 016-7 -
-1.400 1.3605 _ J 1 8 7 7 _________.01611
L U 5 0 0  l 1.5040- * _...--L .0970 . .0145 l
¡Ca b l e 27 -  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s  f o r  p o w e r  t o  e l e v a t e  g r a i n  
AND POWER L O S S E S
GRAIN S P E C I F I C  W EIG H T  = 4 7 . 2  L B S . / C U .  F T .
ANGLE O F  E L E V A T I O N  X = 60°
AUGER L E N G T H  L =■ 8.5 FT.
AUGER D I A M E T E R  D II V>J • VJI M t—< i3
CHOKE SC R E W = DOUBLE ST
10'u
1 / P  = 1 ,  P  = D ,  D /D  = . 2 3 2 ,  G / D  = . U 5 3 5 ,  L / D  = 2 8 . 8 6  
c c
L« * - --- - -- *
" AUGER " 
SPEED
H . P . M .
------------
T O T A L
POY/ER
%
H E P .
NO L O A D
POY/ER
P L
K . P .
—
POV/ER TO  
E L E V A T E  
G R A I N
P g
H . P .
POV/ER T 
E L E V A T E
G R A I N
H . P / F T .
0 NO  
LOAD  
P O ’.YER
H . P / F T
R A T I O




C O E F F .
C = P  
£ L 0 5 p d 5 F
. 100
. 0 9 0 0 . 0 6 7200 . 1 5 7 . 0 0 7 8 . 0 1 0 5 1 3 4 . 3 . 4 7 6 4
. .  300 . 2 1 1 ■ .1 3 0 U . 0 8 1 . U U 9 5 . 0 1 5 2 1 6 0 . 4 . 0 9 7 7  .
. 400 . 2 9 3 . 1 7 5 0 . 1 1 7 . 0 1 3 8 . 0 1 3 7 . 1 4 9 . 5 7 , 0 5 9 5
.500 .‘ 3 4 7 . 2 1 8 . 1 2 8 , 0 1 5 1 0 . 0 2 5 6 77 0 t . 0 3 5 5  •
.. 600 . 4 1 8 . 2 6 0 . 1 5 8 • 0 1 8 6 0 . 0 3 0 5 1 6 4 . 5 5 . 0 2 3 8  .
... 700 - - . 5 0 6 . 3 0 4 .  2 0 3 - . 0 2 3 8 0 . 0 3 5 7 1 4 Q . 7 5 . 0 1 Q3 .
.. 800 . 5 7 3 . 3 4 6 . 2 2 7 . 0 2 6 7 0 . 0 4 0 7 1 5 2 . 4 2
y------ •»
. 0 1 4 4  .
-— 900____ .. . 6 8 7 . 8 9 0 . 2 6 7 _ ,0 3 1 4 0 . 0 4 5 8 1 4 6 . 0 6 . 0 1 1 9  .
J . , .0 0 0 - 7 ? Q .ABO t ? Q Q ., .0 3 .5 2 _____ 0 . 0 5 0 5 1 4 3 . 8 1 . 0 0 9 7
_ _  .  8 8 7 . 4 7 3 . 1 1 4 . 0 4 8 6 0 . 0 5 5 6 1 1 4 . 2 5 . 0 1 0
-a^2oo .  9 7 8 . 5 1 5 . 4 6 4 . 0 5 4 5 0 . 0 6 0 5 1 1 0 . 9 9 . 0 0 8 7
- 1 * 3 0 0 1 . 0 7 ? . 5 6 5 . 5 0 7 . 0 5 9 6 0 . 0 6 6 4 ELLUA3 __
- 1 . 1 1 7 t 6f)P .  9 0 8 * 0 5 9 8 ______ 0 ,- 0 7 1 5 1 1 9 . 6 8 SQ£Q__
¿ 5 0 0 . 1 . 1 9 8 . 6 5 0 . 5 4 8 ► 0 6 4 3 0 . 7 6 4 iruiu . 0 0 5 2 _____ I
t a b l e  28 -  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s  f o r  p o y /e r  t o
ELEVATE g r a i n  a n d  P O ./ E R  l o s s e s
GRAIPr S P E C I F I C  ./ E IG H T  = 4 7 . 2  L B S . / C U .  F T .
?,KGLE O F  E L F ,  V A T  I  O K  I><
AUGER L E N G T H  L  
a u g e r  d i a m e t e r  d
CHOICE S C  R E V I
1C/P . = 2 , P = D, Dc/D
0
" d o u b le s t a r t









































--UVÜ1 5 2 .
0.0205
0.0256
.-80 ,-74—  
. 7 9 .2 O'
-.1942-- 
^yj-5_
500 .489 .218 . 2 7 2 .0319 80.14 .0708
600 .582 . 2 6 0 .32? .0378 0-8)385- 8.LÌ8 M — .848.5
700 __ ._682„ __ .304 __-JÌ77-....0444... 0.0357 80.63. __8135-8
800 . 7 7 3 , ̂ 46 , 4 2 7 8 1 5 8 2 — _ü,..ü4li_7i 60.82— n 9 7 9
9 On — ^yi5- 
1.028




1 ...1 1 2:3 4—
1 , 0 0 0
------- ------------
. 4 3 0 .598 . 0 7 0 3 0 . 0 5 0 5 7 1 . 9 0 . 0 1 9 5
1,100 1.203 .473 .730 .0859 0 . 0 5 5 6 64.79 .0179
_ 1,200 1.303 .515 ■ .788 . 0 9 2 7 -Q. 0605 65.35 .0146
1,300 1.426 .565 .861 .1013 0.0664 65.62 .0127
_JL, 400 1 . RO4 .608 .806 ..1054-. 0.0715 67.,85.— .0106
1,500 ---...6-58— .. 1,03-9- n t(>764, 62.56. . . m o o
2 W s  2? - -EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POWER TO
•ELEVATE GRAIN AND POWER LOSSES
GRAIN' SPECIFIC WEIGHT =47.2 LBS./CU. FT.
i 1 U
ANGIE OP E L E V A T I O N  X
0
= 75
auger L E N G T H  l = 8,5 F T .
AUGER D I A M E T E R  D = 3.5 1 R S .
ßHOKE S C  REV/ = DOUBLE S T A R T

































200 «178 .. - .109 .087 . 0 1 0 2 Ö.0128 125-, 2£_ .3^4?
. 300 .249 .130 . -..119.. - .0139 Q.0152 1 0 9 . 2 4 .1435
. 400 .339 .175 .164 .0193 0 .0 2 0 5. 106.70 ,ORSB
500 .424 .218 .206 ,0242 0 . 0 2 5 6 105.82, -.0537-.
600 .516 .260 .256. ^ S 3 Q 3 _ __CLD3Û3- 1 0 :.. 5 5 — JD286—
700 « 608 .304 .304 . 0 3 5 0 0.0557 100.00_ ,0288.....
800 .713 __ *246 .367 .0431 0.0407 94-, 27_ .0233 .
,__ 9-QjCL 802 -4Q0 . 4 1 2 .0435. -0.0576 118.93- ...0184_
-JL,000 — -917__ -420- .487 -.0573 O.O5 O5 7 5 . 0 4 .0158
_1,100 1,046 .473 .573 .0673 0.0556 82.54 .0168
jLu2G3— . .515 .688 .08.03.. 0.0605 74.85 _.0129_





r̂-0-9- .. 7 9 3 . ..0932--- —o... 0 7 1 6 76.79 ..0094__
Li, 500 .1.503 .650 1 .852 ^ . .1003 0.0764 76.20 .0082 .,
TABLE 3 0  -  E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  POR POWER TO E L E V A T E  G R A I N
ABD POWER L O S S E S  '
G ä A II S P E C I F I C  W E IG H T  = 4 7 . 2  L B S . / C U .  P T .
Ill0 G L E  OP E L E V A T I O N  ^  
AUGER LEN GTH  L  
AUGER D IA M E T E R  D 
CHOKE SCREW
= 75°
= 8.5 P T .
= 5.5 INS.
= DOUBLE START





























Cp ~  P





.0051 0 .0 10 5  
,_0_. 0171
'¿00 .154 .044 204.54 _ ^ 1 7 92—.
333.31. __^_033J—
V-






.0096 . 0412— ,4-00 .257.. .175 Oi 0205 .215.41
254.40. .  0242._500 .311 .218 ..0x69 .
.0142'
0 .0256
0 .0505. Non .381 .160 .121 214.87 .0182
700 .450
----------- S-X--------- ——
.504 .14 6 .0172 0.0557 208.21 .0139
.. 800 .515 .347 • 168 .0198
i
0.0408! 206.54 .0107
.. non . 585 .  3Q0 .195- __ .112 50 - 0.0450. .200.00 .0087
. 1  l\l'\(}
4--------♦ .✓  w y--------
|
i a  ^  n V A  6 1 * ( ) 2 « P v
j
__LL-.0-50.sl 174.79-__, 0080 -
f vIUU------ ------- g-O- / -O-------
i i I
.1 l nn Q 1 A /l *7̂ 4 /  1 „ 04 Ui 0,-05-56 ____X5H.70 _ - * W 8 3 —JL f ±UU --------r - © ± 4 ------- —  - . - ¿ f - f 9— ---------- ¥ ~ s  -
. ;i . p o o . Q06 ! .  515 .391 .  0460 0 • 0605 151.71 .0073
-  j ^ nr A q q q
j
i 565 r 4 ‘W4 3143-8-
1
0.0664[ 1 5 5 . 25 .0062
^ X  J J  \J\J------
- 1 a t \ n
---+ ■ Jw J-------
i . n i q .  6u8 . A l l .  04 81. 0.0715 ! 147.95 .0048
^1,500
- X %— --
1.097 , .649 . .448 . .0526 0.0765\ 144.86 .0043
TABLE 51 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOREPOWER TO ELEVATE
AND POWER LOSSES GRAIN SPECIFIC WEIGHT = 47.2 LBS./CU.
GRAIN
F T .
AUGER LENGTH 8 .5  FT .
AUGER D I A M E T E R  = 3.5 INS.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
SPEED 









328 .2144 318 .1018
463 .4276 394 .1621
590 .5790 471 .2064
715 .7993 590 .2620




TABLE 32 - COMPARISON BETWEEN 'NO LOAD* P O WER
WHEN AN A G I T A T O R  IS PRESENT AND WEEN THE AGITATOR
IS REMOVED.
113
auger length -- 12.5 FT.







0LO 60° j 75° 1 90°
C = P
P i?D5N 3 
xin~*_____
c = p P ^ *r~=r
lo~r
C = P
V ^ n 3- 
1 0 - 1
C = P 
P ""*5— o' 7 iD NJ ,1 0 ~ 7
*c =P r> 5 , J f  D K
.1 0 ~ 7
iOO 5^11 Z_ 49.511 42.545 42.545 19.869
2 0 0 9 . 1 6 1 1 0 . 1 3 8 7.288 7.288 4.438
300 3.377 3.667 ! 3.016 3.016 1.857
400 1.928 1 .954 1  * 5 2 6 _ 1.526 .. . ..., 992 -
500 i. 2 8 9 1.151 1 . 0 3 9 0.893 .560
600 .826 . , 761 _ . _ ._5.86 . _ . 0.586 __ a 5 6 Q
700 .901 .514 .452 0.452 0
800 .592 .427 .352 0.552. .264 -
900 .649 .338 .275 0 . 2 7 5 *211 _
1,000 .516 .265 .217___ 0.217 julQS .
1,100 .194 .189 .189 .164
1,200 .331 .180 .164 .164 .150
1,300 .146 .126 .118 .128
1,400 , 1 40 J17 --- . .rii-7___ __^10i„
1,500 .119 . 103 . .103 ’ .090
TABLE 33 - POVER COEFFICIENT BASED ON THE HORSEPOWER
PER FOOT LENGTH TO CONVEY GRAIN.
114
A U G E R L E N G T H J L 2 - _ 5 - -- *
A U G E R D I A M E T E R ~ 3.5 I N S .










S P E E D c  =  3? C ._  =  P C  =  PP —-JT-----Tr
^ D b N J
C  =  P
— —  -p —
P  , p “ 5“ N  
I d  k
R . P . M .
P  p  5 3 
J D  N  J p f  25? P  — cr— o" I d  N J
1___________ ________
1 0 0 1 1 . 0 7 4  __ . 1 1 . 0 7 4 H . U 7 4 1 1 . 0 7 4 1 1 . 7 2 6
2 0 0 . .  2 . 1 5 7 . 2 . 2 8 0 . 2  . 4 4 2 ...... ... 2 . 4 4 2 .
3 0 0 1 . 0 2 5  . ...............  9 7 7 . _  _ 1 . 0 6 1 1 . 0 6 1 1 . 2 4 2
4 0 0 .  5 7 0 . 4 9 8 .  6 6 6 0 . 4 9 8 . 7 6 3  .
5 0 0 r 4 1 ^ . 1 5 4 . 2 9 7  . . 4 4 8 ________i 5 1 0
6 0 0 . 2 6 5 . 2 5 7 . ...... . 5 4 6  . . ... . .. -5 1 .6 — . 3 7 7  .
7 0 0 . 7 ^ . 2 0 ? ...___ . 2 4 0  . . . 2 3 0 ____ . 2 6 9 —
8 0 0 .  ! Q 4 . 1 5 2 .169 .169 ■ .152
"900 *1 48 *112 .. .155 . ■ 133____ .162 .
1,000 .123 .093 .108 .108 . .114
1,100 .099 .085 .067 .090
1,200 .331 .086 .077 . 0 7 7 . 073
1,300 .073 .073 .073 . 066
1,400 .060 .062 .062 • 063
1,500 .050 .052 .057 : .057 I____ .H57
TABLE 34 - POWER COEFFICIENTS BASED OIT ’NO LOAD* POWER
PER FOOT LENGTH
l l rü
A U G E R L E N G T H  • — ...* 1 -K E E L ,___
A U G E R D I A M E T E R 3.5 1RS.
- ----- f
A U G E R
S P E E D
R . P . M .
co o 0 45° 60° o75 CO o 0
c = p 
P f D5N 3
C  = P 
p
C  = p
p j O T "
C  _ PP -rr-T J^D N3
! . .
p X dV
1 0 0 13.355 14.332 12 .'377 11.400
2 0 0 3.Ü94 5 . 8 1 6 2 . 8 0 9 2.524
300 1.387 1.387 4.499 . 1-266
400 . 854- .865 . 78  ̂ ..
-
500 .570 . 5 2 1 . 5 2 8 .588
600 - 566 .S7 0 .4-04 ,4 1 0 . _ .
700 .314 . 2 9 2 .315 .369
800 .266 .242 .266 .293
900 .224 . 2 1 2 .233 .246
1 , 0 0 0 .'206 .209 . 2 1 1 .206
1 , 1 0 0 .193 .186 .186 .184
1 , 2 0 0 .178 .173 .163 .163
1,300 .155 .137 . 1 5 2 .107









TABLE 35 - POWER COEFFICIENTS BASED ON THE 'NO LOAD*
POWER PER FOOT
auger length 15. 5  F T











c = P 
P fD5N 3 '
C = Pp T* ~
Î D bN J




c = F P -f D N
100 41.695 3Q.73Q
200 7.573 6.718





800 . 581 .299





1,400 .1 OA .078...
ii
1,500 .099 .063 ;
*
TABLE 36 - POWER COEFFICIENTS BASED ON THE HORSEPOWER
TO CONVEY PER FOOT
117
auger length 12.5 PI. (TOP END FIEE)








0in 60° I O j 75 90°
SPEED
R.P.M.
c = P C = P 
p
C = P 
p
C _ Pp ~tc = p■pi T ” '->
P fD=N°P ^ d 5n 3 ' « fû ^ N 3
100 19.869 13 . 680 13.029 11.726 10*423
200 3.623 2.687 2.687 2.687 2.485
300 1.375 1.146 1.194 1.206 J L -L 9 4 —
400 * 748 .666 .692... ______J 7 8 _ ' .748__
500 .456 .448 .453 .544 .489
600 .298 .313 ___ . 330 ... ______* 3 £ A ___ _ .. -..̂ 325__
700 .287 t ?64> ______ _ 242 __ ........ ... ÇLZ Q___ • 2 2 IT. t- J  w
800 .135 .178 ♦ 187 .187___ _____ .2 2 9 ___-
900 .104 .150 .165 .164 .160
1,000 • 126 .114 .148 .124 .123
1,100 .1U8 .090 .108 .094 .089
1,200 .081 .077 .082 .075 .075
1 , 3 0 0 .069 .061 . 066 * 066 .064
1 , 4 0 0 .059 .053 .055 « 058 .059
1 , 5 0 0 .055 -046--- - 050 __ -
TABLE 57 - POWER COEFFICIENT BASED ON 'NO LOAD'
POWER PER FOOT’
auger length 8.5, f  T 118
A U G E R  D I A M E T E R  =  5 . 5  I N  £
A U G E R
SPEED









c =  p C  =  P  
P




C  =  ~P
P  7 3 3 5  





200 6 . 1 8 8 ______ 6 , q  f i ?






700 . 3 8 6 ______
800 • IV) 
i 
70 .291
900 .225 ..._ ___.22 5 .
1,000 .181 .181
1,100 .136 .  136
1
1,200 .114 .114
1,300 .098 . 0 9 6
1,400 .084 .084
. 1 , 5 0 0 .073 , .073 .





t 1,1 ■ "
Qt
n  p  T . :
• Jl  ♦ i.i +
tX =








100 1.931 1* 566 81.2 1.491 77.5 ■
200 3.862 2.936 75.9 2.702 70.2
300 5.793 4.418 76.5 3.859 66.7
400 7.624 5.592 73.4 4.845 63.5
500 9.555 6.711 70.3 5.592 58.7
GOO 11.586 7.753 . 67.0 6.487 56.0
700 13.417 7.880 58.8 6.991 52.0
800 15.448 8 • 668 56.0 7.606 49.5
900 17.379 9.507 55.8 8.589 •
CO
1,000 19*510 9.787 51.0 8.109 42.4
1,100 21.241 10.067 47.4 8.109 38.3
1,200 25.172 9.228 40.0
1,300 25.103 8.948 35.6




TABLE ■ 39 - VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT. LONG
AUGER, ( C/D = .0535, D = 3 . 5  INS.; FOR ANGLES OF







0 • F. M •
p i — II o ok „ 75° ■ |
QA






100 1 o 931 '1.211 62.7 0.708
- i
58.3 '
200 3.862- 2.237 57.8 1.398 36.3
300 5.733 2.992 51.7 2.040 34.6
400 7.624 3.747 49.3 2.684 35.2
500 9.555 4.474 47.0 3.355 35.0
600 11.586 5.033 43.4 4.194 36.2
700 13.4172 5.592 41.6 5.033 37.2
800 15.448 6.152 39.8 5.033 ■ 32.5
900 17.379 6.431 36.9 5.033 29.0
1,000 19.310 6,711 34.8 5.567 28.9
1,100 21.241 6.991 32.8 5.369 25.3
1,200 23.172 5.567 24.0
1,300 25.103 5.592 22.2
1,400 27.034 7.27 26.9 5.592 20.6
1,500 28.965 6.991 24.1 5.529 19.1
TABLE 40 - VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT. LONG
AUGER, (C/D = .0555, D= 3.5 INS.) FOR ANGLES OF
o oELEVATIONS 60 & 75 .
121







100 0.572 1.931 19.3
200 .931 3 . 8 6 2 24.2
3u0 1.538 5.793 26.6
400 2.181 7.624 28.6
500 2.684 9.555 27.8
600 3.555 11.586 29.0 .
700 3.914 13.417 29.2
BOO 4.474 15.448 28.8
900 4.753 17.579 27.3
i,ouo 5.033 19.310 2 6 . 0
1,100 5.453 21.241 2 5 . 8
1,200 5.033 23.172 23.0
1,300 5.053 25.103 20.0
1,400 5.033 27.054 18.5
l,5uo 5.033 28.965 17.4
TABLE 41 - VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY FOR THE '
12.5 FT. LONG AUGER, (C/D = .0555, D = 3.5 INS. )
FOR ANGLE OP ELEVATION 90°. ,
AUGER










100 1.566 .0139 O.P 6.95
EGO . 2.936 .0261 .282 9.25
300 4.418 .0393 .3510 11.19
4-00 5.592 .0497 .4745 10.47
500 6 . 7 H .0597 .6193 9.63
600 7.753 .0690 .6852 10.1
700 7.880 . 0701 1.1863 5.9
800 8 • 668 .0771 1.3605 5.66
900 9.507 .0846 1.8186 4.65




1,400 1 0 . 6'¿6
1,500
TABLE 42 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT.
LONG AUGER, ANGLE OF ELEVATION 50°, C/D = .0535, 
1/D = 42.85.
TABLE 43 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT.
10NG AUGER, ANGLE OF ELEVATION 45 , C/D = .0535,
1/D = 42.85.
A U G E ! Q Ft Pa 7 °
*!o
SPEED
R.F.M, C.F.M. H.P. H.P.
100 1.211 .0186 .164 11.34
200 2.237 .0344 .224 15.42
3'00 2.992 .046 .313 14.69
400 3.747 .0577 .376 15.34
500 4.474 .0577 .500 11.54
600 5.033 .0775 .486 15.94
700 5.592 .0861 .596 14.44
800 6.152 .0947 • 693 13.66
900 6.451 .099 .771 12.84
1,000 6.711 .1042 .836 12.46
1,100 6.991 .1076 .969 11.1
1,200 1.U89
1*500 1.069
1,400 7.27 .1119 1.239 9.03
1,5U0 6.991 10.76 1.335 8.05
TABLE 44 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT.














1 UÜ .708 .0121 .164 7.57
200 1.598 .0239 .224 10.66
300 2.040 1 .0548 .513 11.11
400 2.684 .0458 .376 12.18
500 3.355 .0573 .429 13.35
600 4.194 .0717 • -F* CO 03 1 4.75
700 5.033 .0860 .596 14.42
800 5.033 .0860 .693 12.40
900 5.033 .0860 .771 11.15
1,000 5.567 .0951 .836 11.37
1,100 5.369 .0918 .969 9.47
1,200 5.567 .0951 1.089 8.73
1,300 5.592 .0956 1.005 9.53
1 ,4 0 0 5.592 .0956 1.239 7.71
1,500 5.529 .0945 1.335 7.07
TABLE 45 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY F'R THE 12.5 FT.













10U .372 . 0066 .077 8.57
200 .931 .0165 .137 12.04 !
500 1.538 .0273 .193 14.14
400
'
2.181 .0388 .244 15.90
500 2.684 .0477 .270 17.66
600 3.355 .0597 .307 19.44
700 3.914 .0696 .464 15.0
800 4.474 .0796 .521 15.27
oo 4 .753 .0846 .592 14.29
1,000 5.033 .0895 .723 i 12.37
1,100 5.453 , 0970 .839 11.56
1,200 5.033 .0895 .999 8.95
1,300 5.033 .0895 1.087 8.23
1 ,4 0 0  . 5.033 .0895 1.099 8.14
1 ,5 0 0 5.033 ' .0895 1.168 6.96
TABLE 46 —  OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOR THE 12.5 FT*











200 2.097 .04 .256 15.62
300
400 3.635 .0694 .493 14.07
500
600 4.474 .0854 .628 13.59
700
800 5.567 .1063 .729 14.58
90U
1,000 5.592 .1068 .754 14.16
1,100






TABLE 47 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOii THE 15-5 FT.
LONG AUGER, ANGLE OF ELEVATION 60 , C/D = .0535,
1/D = 42.85.
TABLE 48 - OVERALL EFFICIENCY FOR THE 15.5 FT.
LONG- AUGER, ANGLE OF ELEVATION 45 , C/D = .0555,
1/D = 42.85
A P P E N D I X  V i l i
L O G I C  O F  C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M M E S
-SET INDICA
[WE#) T O  4 'O
DO 5 0 0  I- I j Q
CREATE REI CHT IN 
STE-Pi OF 5 FT. UP 
TO 4-0 F T.
DO 4 -0 0  J k  
CREATE ANGLE 
ELEN. !N ste5 6 UP TO 3 0
ANGLE fa)-
l e n g t h
L- H/SIN c<







5  N /Q  V 3 H  
J-rt/Wd
A P P E N D I X  I X
C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M M E S
P R O G R A M M E  N O .  1
I in 8- àUfilAiL-..
f l.OPTION LINK
II exec for t h a n
PEAL L . ID
g F AL L G T H U 9 1______ ____________
OJMENSION ECRIT!20) , SC RI T(20 ) 
ni HENS ION HT (6) .ANC « 191« Di AC 19 ).CLEAt19) »CD I A M 9 1
01 MENS I ON CHKEI19) ,PI TCHI 19) »SPEED U 2 I  ,QA( 19,12) , EVI 19, 121 
DI Ht NS ION RI 9,12) .El 19,12 ),ECI19.12>___  _________
DI HE NS ION PTCHI20) ,TPLT I2C,121 
DIMENSION SM XI18) .
DIMENSION PP T(19,12) .CHEKI IS)
DO 5 00 I =1,8______  ____ . .
HT 11 ) =5*1
DO 400 J = 1,13 . .
DIAU) =0.0 
CHEKIJ ) = C.C
COIAI J ) = 0.0
CL FAI J ) = 0.0 . ,
C H K t I J ) = 0 . C
ECRIT! J ) = 0 . C _. .. . ...
SMAX (J) = C . O
SCP IT I J I s 0.0
DO 2 KK-L. 12
PINTI J « KKI = CmO 
PIJ.KK) =0.0 
QAU.KKI =0.0 
2 E V ( J  » K K ) = 0 . 0
A\'.G ( J ) = 5 . * J________________________
LGTHIJ) = HT 111 / SI M A N G I  J) *«0174531
C 1 DEGREE = • C l 7 4 c 3 RADIAN _________-IF I L G T H I J Ì - 4 0 . ) 2 0 , 2 0 , 2 5
p ü  CHEM J ) =. A. .........
GO TO ¿00
150 OIAI J) =LGTHIJ)/2C.
____IFID1AI J ) - L . ) E 5 0 , F 5 C, 8,60
STO DIA ( J ) = 1. C
»50 CLEAIJ) =8.33£_-2*QÎA( J) 
CD IA I J ) =3.33E-l*r I AI J)




= ? *"7 ^ 2  E -1 1 ï? 3.3 F 2 . * E IN ( < 2 . * AN G I J > ♦ 15 . ) * . 0 1 7453) > 
= 0 1 AI J)
LG TH ( J) + 1.25
.-OD = C O IAIJ)*12,______________
T = I .024 * CO + .1C8 )
ID ____ = 00-2. * T
RTDIF = SORT <100*001 * UC*IOI)
-fCRITj.il =1 33100, *PTOIF»/UJ-U 
SCR ITI J ) = 4. * FCR ITI J )
— ROOT = S8RTI0IAIJ) )
SMAXI.M = 7 C./PCOT
Qû 3 00 K= 1. 12 
SPEED!K I = K * 10 0•
133If (SPEED! K.)-0.9«ff RJ T ( J LL_JC C , 7 C C , 8 0 0 
IF (SPEE0(KI-l.l*FCRITUm5.75.705 
7!)S Jc ( S PC EILLK ) - 0 .9 * S £ RIT ( J ) ) 7CC ,70.0,710 
'710 IF ( SPEEOIIO-1. l*SCRIT! J) ) 80,80,700 
TOiUE 1 SPEED(K) SNAX!J))600.6CC,85 630 FAC - SPEED!K)*!CIA( Jl 1**3.
nUT<J,K)=9.E-l*F AC 
COHON =SPEEC(K)*SPEEC(K)*CIA1J1 
SUPP = (1 .1eEfc-CCMCN >
QA (J,K) =FAC*<l.CE-7)*<3.9*2.57*CCS!(ANG! J »+45.>*.017453 >)*SUPP 
EV!J,K> = 1 0 A U , K 1 /TPUT( J,K) )j*100.t.5 
p( J, K) =ABR*F AC*LGTH( J )
FII J.K) =( Q 1JtK ) Mr. *LGTH! J) *S IN! ANG ! J) *. 01 745 3) 1/ !3.3S4*P! J,K) )
E3(J,K) =f-( J,K) *1C0,
L . P7NTIJ ,K).._=_I .0 .._32i.. _ .. _........
GO TO 300
15 PRNT! J ,K) = 1 . Q 
D( J , K ) = 1.0 
J.K )_= l.C
FV(J.K) = 1.0 
EDIJ.KI = 1.0
80
GO TO 300 
P M T U . K )  = ,C
p(J,K1 = 2.0OAU.K) - 2.0 
EV(J.K) = 2.0 
EO(J.K) = 2.0
GO TO 300
§5 PRNT1J.K) = 3.0 
°(J.K)
300 CONTINUE 
400. CO NT IM1LEL
9A WRITF! 8,95 )
25. FORMAT! 111 . T 5,1 NOT F 
WRITE! 8,97)
97 FORMAT! 'O',T 2 , } * *  
WRITE!8,98)
JB FORMAT! ‘O' , T 12.M.Q  
WRITE!8,99)
W  FORMAT!•0*,T12,'2.0 
WRITE!8,100)
lM - f O R M A T ! « 0 » , T 1 2  « ' 3 »  0
;  » ) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___ __________________ — —t
L E N G T H  E X C E E D S  R A N G E * l
s p e e d WITHIN h o t  r.p. -10» OP 1ST h a r m o n i c » j
SPEED WITHIN HQTi OR -10? OF 2ND HA.RMCNJ.C5_ ) 
M A X I M U M  S P E E D  I S  E X C E E D E D * 1 ....................
WP ITE(8,103 )
103 FOR Mi AT L*. O'.TS,‘DESIGN DATA')
WRITFI8.104)
¿OA-EDPMAT! 1 1 , T 4 . '............. ' ).
WRITE! 8,105) .
05 f or mat f I n « . T? . »I / n = ? c .  ,.CH/0 = 2. ,CL/D=.C833 »C07D-.333 ,P/D=1.. ')
WRITFI 8.720IHT! I )
-KlLfORMAT < M  1 .T 55. »HEIGHT ££ LILT ',F3.0,' FT.*)
WR ITE!8,725)
-fcja & m - ( , Q, »T ì 5 . t CRITIC AI. SPE.ED1 1 1 3 J
' URITE« 8,730)
nCfQRHAl-« 1 • , T 4 1 • .' P .  P . ' J
URITE (8,735)
15 for MAT LT_ ' . Tò. ' A W LLLL .XM ^ llE iiG T H  ' , T 2 7 ,' DI ALETEE ' , T38, « E I RST' ,..
'e T46. ‘ SECOND•,T56,'FAX. SEE EC « , T69 , • CHC KE» . T77, « CORE 0IA.‘,T39,
g;LCLEAfiANCJL* 1,.,—  — t------------ - —  - - -
URITE! 8,740)1 in FORMAT ( 1 1 , T 7 • ‘ Q J o .  1 ,  T 15 ,  1 F T .  * ,  T 2 6 , 1 F T ,  * ,  T 3 4 , 1 HATMl N I Q 1 ,  T 45»
, B~< HARMONIC *,T 58, ‘R.F.M. • , T7C , *F0. 1 ,T80 , • ET. ■ ,T9?,'FT.‘ )
DQ 742 J = 1,1.8 
IF «CHEK«J)-4*CI14 2.50,50 
9Q WRITE« 8,91 I ____________  _ ...-- -q f o r m a t i•0*.T7,,**«fT17,‘** ,,Ì?6,'**,,T37,'**',T49f****,T 6 0 , ,
, '** • )__B ,T 81, LÍÍ
GO TO 74?
J O uri te «R.745)ANGl J ),LGTH « J ) .PIAI J) ,FC »lT{J) , S C F I T (J),5 MAX « J ) ,
9 CHKEIJ),CDIA(J).CEEA«J)
|45 FORMAT ( 1 Q ' ,f Ë.„ C , E 1C »2 » E 1 1.4 ,F U  .2 , f 11 ,2,F 11.2 , F11.4 , F 10.4 , F11 ,61 
742 CONTINUE
WP IT F ( 8.7 20.1.U T.« I Ì______________—
WR ITE« 8.750)
750 FORMAT! ' O M L  9,* LQIUBjje*.Ë.. ’ . «49.t,?«.0 ' ,T30, 1 30Q_B.P• 1—
WRITE« 8,755) _
J55 EOF MAT <' 1 , TJiEA NGL£_.'_,2L 10.» 1E CW ES1 , T 1.1» ' Ci SCEL. ' TT ^ ~ —  ,
B ‘O.E. 1 , T4 1 . 'POWER ' » T46 » ' C I SCE. ' ,T58,’V.E, ' , T65,1 •_ . . . .172, P>. jW 
_ B , T30, ' DI SC H. ' , T90,‘V.E. '. ,1.56,1 C .E.',T103, 'PCWERl »T1.1 L, «DISC-«.' ,
B T120, 'V.E. ' ,T127,T.E. ' )
URITE! Q ml 6 0 )______ _ ■ ____ ____ __________ ————
760 FORMAT ( ' 1 , T 4, ' DEC . ' ,T 11 , »H. F . * , T 1 8 , ' C . F . M . ' ,T29 , ' %• , T 35 , ' « * ,L . B T4? . ' huP .  1 , 14.9. ,  ' C ,  £ , E ,  ' ...TE , 116,  * t '.,.11 .3.., ' H,E., xlbiU-^C -
B ,T90.«**,T97,'**,T1C4,'H.P. ' ,T111,'C.F.M.',T121,'* ,T128, - >
DH 7 70 .la¡1 . 1 fl 
IF(CHEK(J)-4#CI762*F2f92 
l im i l£ J L K ^ 9 3 1  
93r _.e
G3 TO 770 4 r %s \ 12— 1762 MR IT El 8*7 L5. JL. M l LdJ * U 3 ( Ji * M  iQMJtK) * E V ( J *K ) * tü l J » K I t K 1 * >1
765 FORMAT« »O* , F 5*0,3< F9* 3 *F 8. 1 * F7* 2 *F7.2) *
JMUCDMINÜE— ,---- _ ----------
FORMAT (
T 51 « « » * * , T 59 t VT * * . T* 6 • 1 ** 1 « T 74 j 1 * r V t J B Z i V* *  -iJ * - * — *-'9 7 ’ -
WRITE«8,820*
i 1 13 » T 5 O ,* CO M  I M I ATICA 1 -i----  -- — —  ------- — ------ -
WR ITE( 8,760)
J 80 FOFMATt ' O» . T  9 .  ' 4C0 c .  P,  P » ' « T49, 1 5 OQ P,.Pj<Ji«. , T 3 0 ,  600.
WP IT Fl 3,755 )
WRITE« a,Z6 0 1 ...
DO 815 J= 1,18
---1E.ICHEK « J 1-43C ) 8 1.C , 1C1, lC 1
101 WRITE« 8,93)




t f ( a. rea
781 FORMATI «0*,Tl<3,* 700 R. P. t*. 1 , T49 , <800 R . P. M . ■ ,T 90, • 900 R.P.M.' )
HE !TEt 3 ,7.5 Si ___ _______
URITE! 8,760)
.QQ 785-.J=1.18
J)-4.0 ) 762,783, 763
GO TO 785
LITE! &xIA51- N.G U ) j-LPJLL».K )




TX »0 ». T 19, M  0 C C P . P . 1  . , T4<? , « LI C 0 R.P.J'-.,' ,I8Q,.i 
«RITE! 8,755)WRITELa,160L _ * f J...
00 789 J= 1, 1 8
r-IFICF'FK(JO-4.C)7c 7, 788,7888 «RITE! 8,93)
JGQ_J.QJ.82
—
WR ITEI 8,765)ANG(J1,I PIJ,K) ,C# I J,K),EV(J,KI,EQ(J,K),K=10,12)
CQIJT.I-NU£- »■ ... . ■
CONTINUE









DIMENSIONI CH-E ( 19) , PITCH! 19),SPEEO(12>,QA(19,121,£V(19,12 )
lìTHENS 10N P( 9, \2 ) ,5(19,121, Egil9, ̂ 2)______ ________________
MENSIONI PTCH(2C),TPUT(2C,12)
M E MS I .QM S MAX? 1.8 ) ________________  _ . _________
DIMENSION COEF(4) ,WORK<4) ,RCCIR(3),PCCTI(3I 
DIMENSIONI RE V Q  9, 12).9(121
DIMENSIONI A( 19,12) ,B( 19,12 >,FAC ( 19,12) ,ABR( 19), 0(19,12 1LfFENJT (19,121
DO 500 I =1,8
HLLIJ_____=3* I
—
DO 400 J = 1,18
= 0.0_____
OIA(J) =0.0
CDIA(J) = 0.0 ...
CLEA(J) = 0.0
I) =__Q_
FC R l T( J ) = 0 . 0
SUA£. .1 J1_= J2_j_ .a.
SCRIT(J) = C.C 
L  DO 2 K K=1. 12
FAC(J.KK) = .0
FI J, KK ) = 0. 
C(J.KK) = 0.0
.B( J.KK1 - 0.0
A(J.KK) = 0.
QA(J,KK ) =0.0 
L;__ S£ V( J.;<K)„ = C.Q 1 jL ;
SPEED1 KK) = 0.0 
^1.LVJ A jlÌ<. K)^=0 *J1._
ANGUI) = 5.*J 
----LGTH(J V _* *,017453.)C 1 DE GREE = .0174 53 PAOIAN 
IF ( LG TH ( J ) - 4 0 .1 2 C..»_23jl23. 
25 CHFK (J ) = 4.C
GIL.JiJ ...400.______!.......
20 CHEK(J ) = 0.0
Q- PIAI J ) = LG.Ih.l J ) / 2 C ,
IF 1 D IA ( J )- 1 •)E5 0 , £ 5 0 , 8 6 0
DIALO) = 1. C
850 CLEA(J) = 8.33E-2*0IA( J)
r - ---COIAI J ) =3.33F - 1 * C J A ( J )
=2.*DIA(J)CHKE ( J ) 
.11. = 7..2E- 4 *(3.3 + 2. * 5IM( ( 2 . *ANG ( J .) * 15. )*.01745.3.L1=01A(J)
LG ItLJL.0 ) n 1, .23..
= CDTA(J)*12.
143
T = .i .0 2, A * CP ■*.-ICE >_____________  _________ _____ __ _ __r  10 = 00-2. * T
g T o I F-. - SORT 1100*001 ♦ LIM101 » —
FC R IT t J ) =(32100. *RTDIFI/<L*l)
çrRIT(J) = 4. i f.C P. 111J.)  ............  ..— ....... ...- 
RIOT = SORT IC IA t J ) t
SH A X LJ J = Z S . i t /B CP T ...........
00 300 K=1, 12
01 Kl = K*5. _____ — _— ___
FlJ.KI = (DIA< J)**3,)*(1.0E-7) *(3.9+2.57*C0S<( ANGl J ) +4 S. I *. 017 453 > )
W J, K) =0.1 A ( J.)*F( J,K)
8( J i K !=( l.l8Eé)*F(J,K)
__ C( J.Klr 9 1 0 ...... . ........ . .... ....  -..... -. ..... ........
COEF(l) = C 1 J » K )
CHEF < 2 ) = -B (J. KJ___ ___!________ _ _________ - - ...
COEF(3) =0.0
_ r.OFF(^) = A ( ,« ) .............. ... . .. .... - ------- ------------------
CALI POLITICOE^«WORK. 3 *RCC TR *ROCTI » 1ER )
SPFFOt K) = AHLN I < ABS(ROOTR11)) , ABSJ R OOTR(2I),A BS(R OüTP(3 tI )
RFVlJ,K) = SPcÊO(K )
I^ISPTFO(K)-Q.q*FCRTT(J)) 7CC ,70Q ,800 _  . -- -------  ------- -
f 800 IF (SPEEO(K) l. 1*FCRI T ( J ) J 7 5 ,75.705
705 IFI S PF FOI K I — 0.9*SCRIT( J) ) 7 C C .700.7 10--------  -----  ---------
710 IF ( SPEED ( K ) -1. 1*SCRIT(J) 18C.80.700
TOO fF< SPFFOCK)-SMAX(J))FOC.éCC.£5----------------------------— _ ----------
tOO FACI J * K I = S EE0(K>*<DIA<J>**3.)
TP UT ( J » K ) = 9.F-1 * FAC( 4«JLL------- —  ---- — — — —  --------- - -- -----
CO>'0N =SPEED<K) *SPFED(K )*DIA( J)
___ SU PP   J L . 18 E 6-CCPCN ). .._______ _________— —  ---------------- — —
OA ( J,K ) = CI K)
- E3/J j_. k t . _= iQAÂ j, Kj ¿lfu n  a«,K> niQQ^-m _ -------- ----------- — -
P(JiK) = ABR(J) *FACU»K>*LGTHU)
___HJ.Kl •=IQA(..).K)-*4fi.*LGTH( J f *S IN t ANG ( JI * . C 1745J11Z 13.3.EJ 1 P1 J
FOU.K.) =F.( J ,K)*1CC.
on TO 300
r-IL- PRNT( J ,IO = 1
P ( J , K )  = 1 . 0
0A(J,K) = l.Q___
FVU.K) = 1.0
---£01 J.K) = l.Q-____
00 TC 300
sa PRKITl.l t K I = ? .f l
P(J.K) = 2.C
— QAIJ.K I.= 2.0___
FVU.K) = 2.0
00 TO 300
a U LBNTU.K) = 3. C 
P(J.K) = 3.0
---0Al .1 ,K 1 — 3. G
EVU.K ) = 3.0 




94 WRITE« 8,951 • I)
WRITE« 8,97)
j ;7 FORMAT ( 'O' . T 1 2 ___ LENG. IhL_LXC E. E Q S. JLAMàJELLJL.... .... _..... ...
"  WRITE! 8 , 9 8 )
98 FORHATC »0«.xi2.-»l . JLM.S P£f J) MITHIN + 1 0 ? CR -10? OF 1 ST__H ARMQNJ_C* ) 
WR ITE(8,99)
99 FORMAT«'O'.TIZ.'Z.C__SPEEC WITHIN +10? CR -10? OF 2MO HARMCNIC» )
WRITE!8 , 10 0 )
¡90 FORMAT Liûi ,T12 , '3. C M A X I MUR SPF EO IS EXCEEDEO') _________
WRITE« 8,108)
121 FORMAT« 'Q',T5.'DESIGN DATA»)
WRITE« 8,104)
WRITE« 8.105)
IpS FORMAT« lO«.T2,»L/D = 2C^r ,C U JS 3 = 2 m ,CL/0=, 333 ,C'J/C = ,333 ,P/0=1*_ 
WR ITE« 8,720)HU1)
¡720. FORMAI l'l',TS5J-iHElGMI..CF LIFT_',F3.0 , ' FT.' )
WRITE« 8,7?5)
771 FOPMAT « »0 ',T35.'CRITICAI.SPEE_a_'_J______________________________ —
WR ITF« 8.730)
FORMAT ( • •,T41 . 'R,P,M.' )------------------
WR ITE ( 8,735)
L , T 3  5 1 * F 1 P S T .Ii .UE. FOR.tAA.I iI_'-î. T6 . 1 ANGLE '. J-IAj '
8 T46,'SECOND',T56, ' MAX. SPE EC ' ,T69,'CHEKE*,T77,'CQRE 0IA.',T89,
L B..' CLEARANCE« L _______________________ _ ______ ______ _— .—
WR ITE« 8,740)74Q FO FM AT ( • ‘ , T 7 , ' OEG. 1 . T 16 . ' F T . ' , T 26 , ' F T , ' ,T.3 4 t 1 HATMPNI ÇJ , T 45,---
B 'HARMONIO', T 5 9 »‘R•P,M.' ,170,'ET,' ,T80,'FT.',T92,'ET• ' )
I  -_.0a_1.42 .  J L _= 1» 18_____________ _____ _ ____________ __ ___________— ------- ----------------
I F ( C H E K ( J ) - 4 . 0 ) 1 * 2 , 9 0 , 9 0
-3D- WR. I .TELS..,..91.1------------ --------------------------- -- :'i -, az "V"91 FORM AT ( 1 0 * * T 7 v * ** * ? Tl 7 • * ** 1 ♦ , •** * »T 37 , * ** 1 *T49 , * ** 1 , T6Q , ** t
~B—1..71, E l * '  ,.T£.L., ' «1S3 .«.I .*.F '_ I  — ------------------------------------------ -— ------ ------------------------ --
GO T0 742 . , ,
—142 WP ITE! 8.745 ) ANO..« J J  t l G - L H l I I ,  DIA ( .JJ.JL I.E i-'' « J l - ^ C i l l X l  J.)_,.S_M A X U J  j -------------
8 C H K E « J l . C O I A « J ) , C E E A ( J )  . .
I« FORM AT _(iQ_» . Ffi.O.FlC.2,111.4 »FI 1«2,F1L»2.t£l L. 2t F1 1 ,4 ,FIO,4 , Fl 1,61_
7A2 CONTINUE
--- URITE« 8.7?0)HT(1) ..----- ------------ ---- - ~~--- — ..-
WR ITE ( 8,900) , ,,c r c m i »
900 F_Q.RM.AT t ' 0 ' ,  T. 5 , ' S  C . F . R .  ' .  T4 5 ,  '1 0 £ . P. R . ' «191,  15 C .£ » M . ) - ..... ... —
WR ITE« 8 , 9 1 0 )  , ,, r . T , ,  . n  c-ilfl. FORMAT« '0 » . T2 . ' ANGI F«.T10.»PECE» ' .T17, ' P O  fc R ' ,T 6 , V . fc . . 4* L.E.
8 ',T41,'RECO.' ,T48,'FCWER',T57, 'V.E.«,Té4,‘C,E. ,T72, REC • £7),
L_..a. ‘ POWER.«, T8 8 , 'V.E. ' ,T95 » ' C.E.‘«T103 , 1 RECO. ' , TUO, 'POWER' ,11.19,
8 ' V . E .  ' , T 1 2 é ,  ' C . E .  ' )
n --ffilTE« 8.915)
»915 f q w m aT«
B
TRMATC V , T 3 . . n F G . ' , T l 0 . ' P . F . M . ' . T l F . « H . P . ' , T 2 7 , ' 2 ' , T 3 4 , ' ? ' , r 4 0 ,  
. T 4 9 ,  ' H . P .  ' . 1 5 8 , ' ?  ' . T 6 5 , ' ? ' ,T71 , ' R . e . M .  ' , T 8 0 ,  H .  • t 9
* %* f T 9 6 f 1 % 1 * T 10 2 * 1 P•p•M• * »Till f * H .P• ', T1 ? 0 , 1 %* » T 127, A )
-OD-. 7 70 J=1, La______ _ __._____
1F (CHEK(J) 4 • C ) 15*5,156,756
146
Siiii^QU I IHS.PQ..LR.I.______ _ _,____ - ... ... -....._
P Up °OSE
_  Cfl.M£UIES Xfcl£ fiTLALANC _C.CM P L E X ROOTS. OF A R E l L  P 0 LYNCM1AL„
USAGE
C ALL PQLR.T ( > CCF > GI)_F„i^^iXCI P-j -FGCT I ..«.If R |   _______________ „____
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
. &£OE - v r : C T -  < CP 8±1 C C E F F I C !  ENTS O f  THE POLYNOMIAL
ORDERED FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST POWER
COF -WORKING VECTCR CF L E NGTH M+l_______________________________ _ _______
-ORDER OF PÇLYNGMI At
PQOTR-RESUL TANT VECTOR Of LENGTH M CONTAINING REAL ROOTS 
OF THE POLYNOMIAL
ROO T I - R E S U LTANT VECTOR FF LENGTH M CONTAINING T F E
CORRESPONDING IMAGINARY ECCTS CF THE POLYNOMIALI£ £  f M M  .CODE...WHERE
I ER = C NC ERRCR
___IfPfl E L p S S .THAN CHE . . ---
TER=2 M GPEATFR THAN 36
_ ______ IF R 3__ UNABLE TC DETERMINE ROOT WITH SOO INTERATIONS,.
CN 5 STARTING VALUES
IER = 4 u g h  CREEP C C E F FICTF.NT IS Z ERO..............
REMARKS
L I MI TEO TO 3 6TH CRDEf. PCLYNQMI A L . OR,..l ESS , _ _   . ............... .
FLOATING POINT OVERFLOW MAY OCCUR FOR HIGH ORDER
____ PQL YNOM I AL S PLT WILL N CT AFFECT TF E JVC_CUg.A£,Y _0 F,. JTHE _ R lESULXS jl
SUBROUTINES AND FUN CT ION  SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
_  NONE___ _____ _ _... .  ____M ___ ..— —  ------ ------- — ---- —  ‘ -
METHOD
NEWTON—RA PH SON ITERAT I f E T ECHIN I Q U E THE FINAL ITERATIONS
UN f AC H ROOT ARE PERFORMED USING THE ORIGINAL
T HF REDUCED PCL Y N E f l A L  - U L  A ^ Q liL j^ iX lJU a U L A lff l.-------
ERRORS IN THF REDUCED POLYNOMIAL.
POLYNOMIAL
» • * m * JLJLJt— f. 9  * 9. • • ft f  y • • ft • • » • ft. ft..» ft • * • • • » * « •
SUBROUTINE POLRT( XCC F , CO F , M» RCÜTR, ROOT I »1ER )
jlR L U IL  L i i f  I  IGIJLLLl00 UB LF PRECISION XC*YCtXfY*XFR»YPR,UX*lY*VfYTtXTt U * XT 2» YT 2t SU.MSG t
I DX.OYt TEMPt  ALPHA _____________ ____________________ __________________________________________________ —
IF A DOUBLE...PRECI S I O N  VFRf  IGN ;OF THIS RQU T1ME___LSJIEilB ..„TJHE
C IN COLUMN l SHClîLC BE REMOVED FRCV THE DOUBLE PRECISION
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS»  _________________ _ _— ---------- — —
DOUBLE PRECISION XCCF , COF * RCCTR ♦ ROOTI rr#Trurkitr
the C MUST ALSO BE...REMCVEC. FRIM ocu 31E.J> R£C I S I ON STATEMENT! 
APPEARING IN OTHER ROLTINFS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS
J&JQU.I .IÜE.
Tnr DOUBLE P iF c T s iC N  VERSION MAY PE MODIFIED BY CHANGING THE 
CONSTANT IN  ST4TEKENT 78 TC 1 . 0 0 - 1 2  fttffi IN STATEMENT. I 2 2..M  
L . 0 0 - 1 0 .  THIS WILL PRC.VICF HIGHER P RECI SI ON PESULTS AT THE 
COST OF EXECUTION TIME
1=11=0N=M
a---I£a=£______________-IF(XCOF < N +1) ) 10 »25 * 1C
20 RETURN- „S I fri.'X.. , .. .«».-..-I. I. i
2S 1ER = 4
ISLJt
- I"rl'TO 20________ ____'_______
SET ERROR CCDE TC 2 
9=2
< N-3 1°) .3.5 . j 'SjlÈ&Î ï .
35 NX=N
no 40 l - l . K J l
—
w  COF(MT)=XCOF(L)
I... .SE.LJLNJ TI A L _  VALUES. !• -...................... ................................
45 xn = . 00 50010 1  
1=0.0 1 000101
ZERO I N I T I A L  VALUE C C U M E R.-----
so x=xn
INCREMENT INITIAL V ¿1 
X n = - 1 0 . 0 * Y 0
yo~-ic*o*x




,u y=o . o
v =0 . 0
IF < U > 65.130.iE 
ig 70 1 = 1.N
XT 2=X* XT-Y*YT 
.U2=X*YT+Y*XT





______ —-- - ------— ------- .-—
y=y +dy
FtPABSfOVH- C A M UB * >-U0C-05l IC C t8Q,80
;p
IF( ICT-500) 6C»85,£5 
iOJ^miQOjJCj.lCC.
«50.<55,9595 1ER = 3so-ia 2o
IOC no 105 L = 1 , NX X 
___HI=K Jl-L1-1
TEHP=XCO F(MT ) 










"MiblNX X= NX X-1
i-*0,0 __ _ _______
SUMS0=0.0 
ALPHA-X
, f  i, - - ----- --- ---- ■
H5 DO 150 L = 2,N
150 CO FI L + 1 )=C IF ( L+ 1 ) +ALPHA*C £ F Il±- $LMS0*C OF U  - l )
155 ROOT I(N 2 )=Y
N2=N 2» l
■111 SUM $Q) 160 ,Ü 5,1.6C
GO TO 155rr,.,. ™  ™  A5
APPENDIX X
C O M P U T E R  O U T P U T
O U T P U T  F O R  P R O G R A M M E
N O .  i
HOT
tHLO ** rr.Tn rr r r ^  RftMnp
1.0__ S’EFD ¿TTHIN »10T PP -1 0T OF 1ST H&PMnNId
7.0 SPgfl MITHIN tíos HP -102
3.0__«tXTHI1« SPFFn T S F XT F FOFO
P r S T G N Oftta
* 4 )1  » « n <1 * « I I 4







LO CP ITT CAL 8PF50
«H




SECOND •MAX. SPEED CHOKE____ CORE P I A . CLEARANCE
DEG* f~ 7 * p T * » HATMONIC HARMONIC, R * P •  ̂* F 0 . FT. F T .
* * * * * * if* * * * *
,.? Î 0 ♦ 2 8 * 79 1*0000 1 56* 94 787. 74 70 0 . 0 0 2 . 00 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 0 . 0 8 3 3 0 0
15. 1 0 , 3 ? 0 . 9 5  5 0 4 05. 48 1621*92 712*23 1 . 9319 0 . 3 2 1 7 0 . 0 8 0 4 6 3
20* 14* 5? 0 . 7 3 1 0 510.91 2043.63 8 1 8 . 7 e! 1 . 64 1 9 0* 2434 0 . 0 6 C 8 8 9
2 5* 11 * B3 0 . 5 9 1 4 603* 2 8 2413*10 910- 12 1.  1831 0*1970 0 . 0 4 9 2 7 7
30* 10*00 0* 500 0 683. 73 2734.92 9 8 9 . 9 4 1 . 00 0 0 0 . 1 6 6 5 0. 04165 1
35. 8*7? 0 . 4 3 5 9 753*39 3013. 56 1060* 28 0 . 3 7 1 7 0 .  14 51 0 . 0 3 6 3 0 8
4 0. 7 • 78 0 . 3 8 8 9 813*32 3253 *29 1122.43 0 , 7 7 7 9 9 . 1 2 9 5 0 . 0 3 2 3 9 8
'+5* 7* 07 n. 3 5 3 4 864* 53 3458,12 1177.25 0 . 7 0 7 1 0 . 1 1 7 7 0. 029451
so* 4 . 5 3 0* 3764 907*92 3631*63 1225,33 0 . 6 5 7 7 0 . 1 0 8 7 0.027185
55. 6.  10 0 . 3 0 5 2 94 4.  31 3777*24 1267*09 0 . 6 1 0 4 0 . 1 0 1 6 0. 02542 3
50* 5 . 7 7 0 . 2 8  8 7 974*42 3 8 9 7 . 6 7 1302* 84 0 . 5 7 7 4 0 . 0 9 6 1 0 . 0 2 4 0 4 7
55* 5* 5? 0 . 2 7 5 8 998* 87 3 9 9 5 .4 7 1332.80 0 . 5 5 1 7 0 . 0 9 1 9 0 .0 2 2 9 7 8
TO*
■ ■ - .......................
5. 3? 0 . 2 6 6 0 1013* 17 4 0 7 2 . 7 0 1357. 12 0 . 53?1 0 . 0 8 3 6 0. 02 2 1 6 2
7 5. 5 . 1 8 0 . 2 5 8 8 1032* 76 4131*03 1 3 7 5 . 9 4 0 . 5 1 7 6 0 . 0 8 6 2 0 . 0 2 1 5 6 0
BO* 5 . 0 8 0*2539 10¿ 2.  05 4 1 7 1 . 7 9 1 3 89 . 32 0 .5 0 7 7 0 . 0 8 4 6 0 . 0 2 1 1 4 6
8 5 . 5 . 0 2 0 . 2 5 1 0 1 048. 97 4 1 9 5 . 33 1397.33 0* 5019 0 . 0 8 3 6 0 . 0 2 0 9 0 5
=» o . 5 . 0 0 O.  2 50 0 10 5 0 - 0 5 4 2 0 3 . 8 5 1 40 0  - OO 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 8 3 ? 0 . 0 2 0 8 2 5
IO
vH Ì 00  ? * P * M ,
AM GIF P9WFR
H . P .
0Ï SCH.
:  * F
V . F  »
<V
0*5. POWFR
* ❖ Ttf* 9»* -6" * * *
10* 36* 879 ... 119*3 / i / -i 4 , 3 2 46^099
15* K O  00 1*0 1 , 0 0 1* OC 2 9. 549
2 0* 8*120 P ? . 8 F 9„ 39 7,  4 2 i , o r o
? 5 . 3 . 60 6 4 3 , 0 . 58* 13 8. 66 4 . 5 0 8
3 0. 1. 8 84 36,  I 5 6 . 3  0 9,  70 2 , 3 5 4
3 5 * 1*100 1 6 , 0 54,  12 1 0 . 5 7 1. 375
40* 0 *698 10,8 5 1 , 7 2 11,31 0 .8 7 2
45* 0*471 7*7 49.  18 11. 96 C* 589
*0* 0 , 3 1 4 _5«_8 46* 5 6 12» 55 0.41 8
_ 5 5 . 0 . 3 4 7 4*4 6 3*91 1 3.  09 0 . 3 0 8
60* S L, 189 . 3 *5 . 41 « 25 13*61 0*236 .
6 5 . 0*143 7 . 9 38, 63 1 4 . 1 3 0*135
,or*- 0 . 12 0 2*4 36, 06 1 4 , 6 6 0.  15Ç
-n * 0 . 0 6 9 2 . 1 3 3 . 5 P 15*2? 0,  123
BO. 0 . 08 3 1. 8 3 1 . 2 1 1 5 . 8 3 0.  1Q4
0. 071 l.S ? 0 . 9 7 16.  50 0 . 0 3 9
9 0 . 0.0 63 l .5 26.  8 8 1 7 . 2 4 0 . C 7 8
P IMT INU AT TUN
SMlS.P.M. ZÜ
D T SCH, V. E •
-C*Lm.}U___
** ** ** * 4t ** **
749. 9 56. 03 3 . 9 ¿ 55. 319 2 £4*3+- 49. 46
219.3 5 4 . 5 7 5.40 3 C.459 2 3 3 . 4 4 8 . 4 5
1.9 1 *00 1 .CO 12.181 1 0 7 . 1 51.  30
5 1 . 1 55. 31 8.24 1,000 1.0 1.00
30» 1 54. 01 9 , 3 0 7 . 8  2 e- 3 4 . 7 5 1 . 2 2
19. 3 5 ? . ? ? 1 0 . 1 9 1. 65 0 2 2 . 1 4 9 .  91
13. 1 50. 12 1 0 . 96 1 . 0 4 6 15.1 4 8 . 1 5
9 .4 _ 4 7 . 8 0 11, 62 0 . 7 0 6 1 0 . 9 4 6 .  12
. L*JOL 4 ^ . 3 6  . 12. 2 2 - _ 0 . 5 0 1 a*i __ 43-90
3.4 42.86 12.77 0. 370 6.3 41.57
4.3 _ 40.. 32_13.» .30. 0.2 83.. 5.0 39^_18_-
3.5 37.79 13.82 0.222 4.1 36.78
3.3_  35.31__1 4l*35_____Û.1Z9_ 3.4 _ 34.4Q
? ^ 32.91 14. 91 0. 148 3.0 32.08
3 0 .-6 0 15.51 Q. 1 25 2+ 6 29. 84
2.0 28.41 16. 17 0. 107 2.3 27. 72
1 *8 26.36 16. 90 0.094 2* 1 — 25^73._
600

























700 2 . P.M.
AMGLr PO WF R D!5CH. V . F . O . E . POWFP
DFG» H . P . C • F .  ̂• T ? H . P .
* * * *
1 0 . 64.5 3 8 2 5 9 .6 41.  70 2 .  93 2 .0 0 0
1 41*3 69 2 3 1 .2 41*21 4* 06 3 . 0 0 0
2 0 . 14.211 1 1 2 .0 6 6 .0 3 5.  73 16.241
2 5 . 6 .3 1 1 6 1 .6 47.  7 7 7 . 1 0 7 . 2 1 3
3 0 . 1 .0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 3 .7 6 7
3 5 . 1 .0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 .0 0 0
4 0 . 1.221 16.8 4 5 .8  4 10.  01 1 .0 0 0
6 5 . 0 .8 2 4 1 2 .1 64.  1 3 10.  72 1 .0 0 0
50. 0 .5 8 5 9.1 6 ? .  1 7 1 1 . 3 5 0 .6 6 8
5 5. 0 .4 3 2 7 .1 40.  04 1 1 .9 3 0 . 4 9 4
6 0 . 0 .3 3 0 5 . 7 3 7 .8 3 1 2 . 4 7 0 . 3 7 7
0* ’jn * 0 .2 6 0 4 . 6 35. 57 1 3 .0 0 0 .2 9 7
7 0 . 0 .2 0 9 3 . 9 3 3 . 3 2 1 3 .  53 0 . 2 3 9
7 5 . 0 .1 7 3 3 . 3 3 1 . 1 0 1 4 .0 8 0 .1 9 7
8 0 . 0 ,1 ^ 5 2*9 2 8 .9 5 1 4 . 6 6 0 .1 6 6
8 5 . 0 . 1 2 * 2 . 6 7 6 . 9 0 1 5 . 3 0 0 ,  143
9 0 . 0.110 ? . 6 2 4 , 9 7 1 5 .  99 0 .  125
C.TNT I NU AT I ON
BOO R.P 
DISCH.















** ** $ ̂ ** ** **
2 , 0 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
3,0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3. CO 3.00
lll.O 39.96 4.97 3.000 3.0 3, 00 3.00
63.4 43.05 6.40 8.114 62.* 37.71 5.59
30 * 3 44.12 7.58 4. 238 39.8 39.81 6.83
1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2.476 26.8 40.44 7.8 7
1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1.570 18.9 40.13 8.7 5
1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
9.0 40 , 1 7 10.81 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 l.CO
7.7 3B.29 11.40 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
6 . 2 36.27 11.95 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
5.1 34. IB 12.48 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
4.3 32.07 13,01 0.269 4.6 30.66 12.43
3.7 29,07 13.56 0 . 2 2 2 4.0 28.70 12.57
3.2 27.93 14. 14 0.187 3.5 26.76 13.54
2.9 25.°6 14.75 0.161 3.1 24.90 14. 14
2.7 24.11 15. 42 0. 141 2.9 23. 12 14. 78
LO
rH 1 0 0 0  p .P.M.




O I S C H .
p.M,





H . P .
** 3lfc<C ** **
1 0 . 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000
1 5. 3 »0C0 3.0 3. 00 3.00 3.000
?0 . 3.000 3.0 3.00 3. OC 3.000
25. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.OC 3.000
1 0 . 3.000 3.0 3.00 3. 00 3.000
35. 9.751 25.9 36. 4 4 7, Cfl 3.000
AD* 1 .744- 19.2 36.75 8 . 0 0 1.918
45, 1.177 14.2 36. 31 8. 80 1.295
50. 0.835 10.9 35.3 7 9. 5 C 0.919
55. 1 . 0 0 0 l . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.679
50. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 C. 81 9
65. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . oc 0.408
70. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
75. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
80. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 l.CC 1 . 0 0 0
85. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
90. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
CONTINUATION
1100 R. P.M. 1200 R. P.M.
OÎ SCH» V.E. O.E. POWER DISCH. v.e. O.E.C.F.M. % H.P. C.F.M. % %
$ * ** # * ** ** ** **
3*0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3 . 0 0 3.CO
3*0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3. CO 3.00
3*0 3.00 3 . 0 0 3.000 3.0 3. CO 3.00
3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.CO 3.00
18.0 33.01 7.18 3. 000 3.0 3.00 3.00
co
i 
«*■*< 33. 10 8 . 0 1 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
1 1 . 0 32.57 8.74 1 . 0 0 2 10.9 29.50 7.90
8 . 8 31.61 9.38 0.740 8.7 28.92 8.57
T. 1 30.36 9.97 0.566 7.1 27.97 9.18
Ji • VÜ 28.91 10.53 0.445 6 . 0 26. 78 9.74
1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.350 5.1 25.42 10.27
1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.296 4* 4 23.96 10.79
1.0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0. 249 3.9 22.45 11.31
uo 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.214 3.5 20.95 1 i.85
1.0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.188 3.2 19.48 12.40
NJOTE
1*1 S~>EF3 WTTHIN -Hit HR - 1 0 *  OF 1ST HAQMHNIC
■'. ■ ■ ■ ». ■ V ...... * -* ■ • . - .. -
? . 0  MITHÏM trot PP riot P= ? S&ê .. V s-: ~ '
3*0 MAXIMUM SPEED IS FXC^FDEO
... j-t'T */..s:w_,. ■ -• •%' ■•«^FSI on OA Ta_______  “ . . . ‘ : • . ■
L/D=?0. * C H / D= 2 » » C L/3~ * 0833 ,CD/0=*333 tP/n=l.
.-¿'t. ' . ';.J ’ a,. -J?'*'. -
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vJI Ù O “0 v/i CD X 4S o
O  -0 o Ch cx> o > ro o
X  -h dJ «0 H-* M TO h** o
¡—a r-a
h- .1— o UJ h > o X4> j 0 o J r“ * 4> on Jh X >—« a • » » a 9 9 9
¡N Ps) Ch JO > \£) ~a X X
4> -h h X J i J I J i >
ro 4> 0 X J J J I JO I—* h-*
a • r » » • i ft 9
O  00 o h-* 00 jJ o X00 J I sX J i X ■JJ o
— r—• 1—* r-a —» 1—•
.jJ U J o O o o X f*“*
<* * I» * » a 9 * 900 U J JO \ J J ' X o — X
X  - J -h Ch X o J i o o
O J J
r\j ro J i no o o r—» ■*tà
» * * » * ft • 9 •
ro  X o > O h j > o r—*
Ch o o J i s i o o X bo
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• rTi
97*71 9 7 *S2 0*11 7 l £ * I 92*91 78*92 0 * b l 8 2 7 c I 26 *5 1 L b ' L Z b * 2 ï £7 l * t b 8
."— w tttî——
5 Z *X T “F T T t Z 0“*6T Sí GO* T £ 9 * ^ r 6 8*82 ¿^ 9 T 299 * 1 92*8 I Z I  trox CTDl Q ¿£ l ü b
8 2 * e i ¿ £ * 6 2 9*12 89 £ *2 7 G * 7 l  £0 *T£ I * 6 1 726*1 29*71 b t *Cfc 6 * 5 I o2b ( ï * b 2
ÖO "T D 0 “‘ T Q »1 "ü (td * r ■ w i r T 2 T T 2*ZZ Z b  í  ¿ l P v l £ ¿ *7£ 9*81 7 I 6*1 cü¿
OOwl 00*1 0*1 000*1 96*21 87*b£ 7*92 996*2 8 5 *£ 1 b l ‘ ££ 2*22 £2£ * 2 *b 9
D o n D m D * T ÜÜÏÏM T v D T " Ü ’ i t 2 * 2 £ Z 1 L ‘ Z 90 *£ i 6 b * 6 £ r*T Z / 10 * £ *09
00*1 00 * T 0*1 0 0 0 * i 6b * T 1 £6*ö£ £ *07 9 £ b * 7 £S ‘ 21 7 0*27 ü *7£ 676 *£ “ b b
“ U T ” D U O *1 i r r r T I T T F a *'2 5“ 1 8 9 * 9 L 6 * n £ 7 *77 0*77 b7£ * b * ü a
58*6 09 *07 9 *9£ I 0 £  * I l 00*1 00* T 0*1 000* i 9£ *11 £ ¿ '*97 b * b a 7£b *¿ * a 7
t t d T z n v r ^ i 2 v T * 9 I I X m u n DT*1 0 00*1 8 5 D T r a  *87 ü*2S T 9 1 * n *ü 7
72*9 £ £ * 2 7 9*6 VL 90V *9 2 51 *6 9 ô ‘ 9v â * « 11 &00*2Z 00*1 00 *1 0*1 0 0 0 "! * b £
£ Z * £ 60*27 9*72 2 V 02*59 G Z * 8 29*27 £ " 2 12 Ï Ï T F T Z 00 * Í 00 * i ü M 000 * i “ G t
7a * 9 70 *77 I * b £ 2 292 *25 27*2 8 b *67 2*222 ï ba*£7 7 1 *8 9 9 *7b G * aò I 17 8 w 7 £ *¿2
Z I D £6 D v t *1T7 2 9 ¿ £ * 2 9 '69*9 20*25 ô W 0 8 b * 15 21*1 Í CT * 2 b 7 r £02 78b * 17 * 02
Z L *7 7 £ *£ 7 I *bb2 289 * 8¿ b£ *6 b 0 *96 1 *172 2¿b *b9 28 *5 9 2 *6b a * 1 i 2 897* 2b *a i
* Î$C * * £ * j#j}r * * ĉaje i * 3&* 3j»  ̂5SÍ a*# ijZ
* * * * * * *3fc >{t̂ f * * /
3**
&
• 9 * 0
&
*9 * A
‘ F T T  







mVi * a * J
•HOSiü
" D i  * H
d dHÜ d
¿V
+ • ♦  n3 U
&
* d*A
‘ 0 * d * c  
* H 0 S 10




*N wd * d 009 *6*
A¡r, rr^r
g *0 006 *W*d * t 00 7
■̂wA




700 ? . P .  M ,
VJ*N 1 1 !NU
800 R . P .
■ A » 3.U1N.. 
'4, 900 « . P • M.
DEG.
POWER
H . P .
DTSCH.  
0 . F .M .
V . F  .
%
n p'3 » f « POWER 
H. P.
D Î S C H .  
C . F . M .
V. F .
?!
O . F .
J.
onwro 
H, P ,  ....
DTSCH, V . E .
I _
O . E .
_ J L  -
& ¿Î * * # * *■ * * * & * * *
* * & * * *
1 5* 9i . a m 750.?. 4 0 , 2  5 3 . 9 7 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0  _ 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3 , 0 0 3 . 0 0
2 0 . 2 .0 0 0 7.0 2, 00 2 . 0 0 2 .0 0 0 2 ,0 2 .0 0 2 .0 0 3 ,0 0 0  . 3 ,  0. 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0
2 5 . 6 0 .9 7 2 7 3 ^.8 11* 1 6 5. 51 3 , 0 0 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 .0 0 0 3 ,0 . 3 . CO 3 .0 0
•oPC ^ ? .7 9 B 7 2 0 .5 3 5 . 5  0 6.  08 3 .0 0 0 3 .0 3 ,0 0 3 . 0n 3 .0 0 0 3 , 0 . 3 . 0 0 3 . CO __
3 5. 30.807 161.7 36.86 7. 16 3.Q0C 3.0 3.00 3.00 3,000 3.0 3.00 3.00
40, 1 ° . 532 108,5 37, 1 i 8, 0 8 3 , 0 0 0 . 3.0__ 3,00 . 3 ,OQ_ 3.000 _ _ 3.0 3.CO _ 3.00
45. 13.185 30.5 36.62 8. 88 1 5.06 9 39. ? .33,0 2 7.75 ._ 3,000 3,0 3.00 3 ,  C 0
50. 9.3C4 61.6 35. 63 9. 57 10.690 62.3 31, 63 8.48 3.000 . 3. Q 3.QQ _ 3, 00
55. 6.910 68.4 34. 31 1 C. 2C 7. 897 49.6 30.79 9.14 3 . 0 0 0 3,0 3.00 3.00
60. 5.783 39,1 32.74 10.77 6. 035 4 0 . 4 29. 63 9,73 6. 789 ?9._9...__26* 1 0__ 8.55
6 5 « 4.153 32.3 31.04 11.31 4.746 3 3.6 23.26 10.28 5.339 33.5 25.11 9. 12
70. 1 . 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 . 0 0 1 , oc 3,82a 28*5 26.75 10.82 6,306 25.6 23,92 9.65 _
75. 1 . 0 0 0 l . 0 1 , 0 0 1 . 0 0 3.15 8 24.6 25.16 11.34 3.552 24.8 22,60 10.17
80. i . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 .0 Q_ i,  on 2 . 66 0 _ 21 .7 23^5 5 U J 1 2,992 ._ 2 2_, 0 2 1 . 2 2 LO. 68
85. 1 . 0 0 0 1 .0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2.285 19.5 21,95 12.43 2,571 19.8 19.82 1 1 . 2 0
9 0 . 1 .0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 .0 0 2.003 ___ UL*_2__ 2 0 ,4 0 1 3 .0 3 2 .  2 5 A 1 8. 2 18. 44 J . J . ^ 7 2
00NT T Ni i AT T DM
CO
rH 1 0 0 0  R.n, 1 1 0 0  R «P.M. 1200 R.D,► N.
A NGl - oiwcp or s c h . V»F , 0 . F. POWER OTSCH, V, F • 0. F, PQWF p OTSCH. V , E , 0 . t *
DEG, H ,P . :» f ,m . f <9jfQ. H » P « C.F.M. T f . H.P» . r.f.tjt,. % %
** ** ** ** ** ** **
& & ** it 5?t áf ijc ❖ & # £ **
! 5« "*,0 0 0 3,0 3» 00 3.00 3. 000 3.0 3.00 3.00. 3.000 3.0 3, 00 3.00
2 0 . 8 , 0 0 0 3.0 3* 00 3.00 3.000 3,0 3,00 3.00 _ 3, Q 00 - 3_, 0_ 3 * £LQ. 3.00
25» 3.000 3.0 3.0 0 3. 00 ? . 0 0  0 3.0 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 00 2 . 0 0
30. 8 » oro 8 , 0 3 , 0 0 3» 00 3.000 3.0 3,09 3 .00 3.0 00 . 3,0 _ • O o 3.00
38, 3.000 8 . 0 3, 0 0 3* or 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3,00 3.00
40«, 8 . 0 0 0 3 ^ 3, 0 0 3. Of 3,000 J1*J1 __  3 » 0 0. 3 ,_C_Q- 3- ÛÜCL - 3 »J0 3 ,-00_ 3,0-0-
45. 8 . 0 0 0 3.0 3.00 3* 00 3, 0 0 0 3.0 3.00 3.00 3,000 3.0 3. 00 3.00
5 0» 3 , 0 0 0 3.0 3. 0 0 3-00 3.000 3.0 - - 3. Q Q._ „ 3 .. O.O . 3.,-QQQ 3 — Q 3 , 00— _ -3,00 -.
55, 3.000 ?» 0 3. 0 0 3.00 .3.oro . 3,0 3.00 3,00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
50» 8 . 0 0 0 3,0 3.00 3* 00 3,000 . ..1 » 0 _  3^m ___ 3 . 0 0 3. 000 . 3,0 _ 3, ÛQ___3-.QO.
5 5 » 8 ,0 0 0 3*0 3. 00 3. 00 3.000 - 3.0 3,00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
7 0 * 8 . 0 0 0 3,0 3, 0 0 3.00 3.000 3.0 _ 3.0Q 3 j 00 _..3 • 0 00 ___3.Q__ 3 . 00. _ 3.CO.
7 5» 3.000 3,0 3, 0 0 3.00 3 » 00 0 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3. 00 3.00
DO- 3.000 3-0 3t 0 0 ?r on 3-000 .. .  3 ._Q. - 3.xia___3-*-00_ ■3.000- - 3.0 —3 . OO -3„DQ .
85, 3 , 0 0 0 3,3 3*0 0 3.00 3,00 0 3.0 3. 00 — 3.CO 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
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_  _I __
. £ ❖ ❖ ♦* ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
v.‘ •.-.■-.jH'r.'Zf.TÆSîî '\v .*:• . v : ■ • ': < ■A^y-s.yj--- -J,, -. 'v - -¡ •;’:. ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ *❖ ❖ ❖
❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ * 4:* ic -ft: ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
*❖ Jft* ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ igi >* f*';-• <c 4c .*■ <V\#5%’%X rs ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ *
❖ ❖ *❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ * ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
* * ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ * ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ **
❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ *■* ❖ it ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
35. 3*000 3,0 3. 00 3. 00 3*000 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
¿0 , 3*000 3 . 0 3* OJO 3* CC 3,0 0 0 ._3.0___ ,3*oa. _ 3,.GO. 3.ODO 3 . 0  _ 3 . 0Q__ 3.00
45* 3*000 3.0 3. 00 - 3. OC 3.00C 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00
50* 3*000 . _  2 . 0___2 m _ 0 Q -2.-C.Û_ _  3. OOP. _______3 * 0__ 3. cm. ...3«JQ0.
5 5 . 2 .0 0 0 2 . 0
Oo«Cv 2 . 0 0 2*000 7 . 0 7 .0 0 7 . 0 0 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3 .0 0
OO•CO
6 0 . 3 .0 0 0 3 *3L— 3. 00 3 .  OC 2 .0 0 0 7 . 0 ...... 2 . -OIL. - .2 JL 00._ 2.-000 _ _ - 2.0-__ _ 2 .  CO - 2 .  0 0 .
6 5 . 3.OC0 3 • C 3.  0 0 3 .  OC 3. 00 0 3 .0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 2 .0 0 0 2 . 0 2 .0 0 2 .0 0
7 0 . 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3* 0 0 3 .  OG 3 . 0 0 0 3 .0 - 3 aüQ_ 3 ._Q 0 __ 3 . 0 0 0  _ 3*0 ...3 .0 0 . 3 . 0 0
35. 3 .000 3 .0 3 . 0 0 3 .  00 3 . 0 0 C 3 . 0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3 .0 0 3 .0 0
R 0 . 3_*oqo 3 *.0. 3 t 0 0 3 .  00 3* 00-0 ____3 .JO____ a .  0-0- 3*00 3*000 ------ 3*0—___3-* 00 -...3*  00
R 5 . 3 .00Q 3 . 0 3 . 0  0 3 . 0 0 3 .  OOC 3 . 0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0 3 .  ODO 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0
9 0 . 3 .0 0 0 3 .0 _  3.  00 3 .  CG 3 . non 3 . 0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0 3* 0 00 3 . 0 - 3* 00 ...

' .  -- ■
vH $è ¥Ì ' . f y * * &L CP I TT CAt SPEcn
u u i vi ru uf V i 1 ' ut 5 ’*- ...- -




SECOND MAX. SPEED CHOKE CORE DTA. CLEARANCE
DEG. :t , * FT, HATMOMTC H ARM AMI 0 P « P » M . EO. ET. ET.
¥ ¥ ¥ * ¥ ¥ * ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ^ ¥f ’ * v - . 1 ~ 'y ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
¥ ¥ * & ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥  ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
¥ ¥ ¥  ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥  ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥¥
¥ ¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥  ¥
4 0 , 3«. 89 1.0900 110.31 4 M  .24 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
35, 35 i. 0 0 0 0 132. 66 530.65 700.00 2 , 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
50. 32, h\ 1 . 0 0 0 0 154. 82 619,3 7 700.00 7.0000 0.3? 30 0.083300
55. 30,52 1 . 0 0 0 0 176»13 704*50 700.00 2 , 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
50. ? 3.37 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 ES, Q8 783.90 700.00 2 , 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
6 5* 27. 53 1 . 0 0 0 0 213.81 855.22 700.00 7.0000 0,3330 0.C83300
70. 25.60 1 . 0 0 0  0 229 , 1 2 916.46 700,00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C 83300
75. 2 5*88 1 , 0 0 0 0 241.48 965.93 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
50. 25. 39 1 . 0 0 0 0 2 50. 56 1002,26 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0. C83300
35. 25. 10 l. 0 0 0 0 256.il 1024 ,46 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.083300
q>o . 2 5 . 0 0 i.onoo 2 5 T .  08 1 0 3 1 . 0 3 T O O . OO 2 . OOOO 0 . 3 3 3 0  O . G  83 3 OO
HETfiHT OF t IPT 25, FT,
P*1vH ino >,P. M , 200 P,P. H. 300 P.p.M.
AMSI.E PD WE5 Il SDH, V. F , n. E. P0WF9 DISCH, V, E. O.E. POWER DTSCH. V . E . O.E.
DEG* H,P , C . F . M • *? H. P. C , *4 . _.  ̂ . .__ 1 ____ H. p*...XI.*. jEjt-M-* . JL.. 1__ __
X X XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX
X X XX XX XX XX «X XX XX XX XX XX XX X X
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X X
XX XX XX XX X« 4« XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX
XX XX XX XX 4s * XX XX XX XX XX XX X X X X
XX XX 4c«: XX XX XX X X XX XX XX X X XX X X
XX XX #X XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X X XX XX
4Ö. 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 l.CC 29.64 1 94.0. .52.74 11.54 .44.461 _ 13 6 #XL_. -5,0...# 6 5 11.03
45 • 13.318 45.6 51.2C 12.46 26.Í37 88.9 49.90 12. 14 39.955 127.5 i l . 12 11.61
50* 1 2 .0 1 3 4 3.0 48.29 13.02 24.027 . 83.8 6 7.0 6- 1 2 . 6 8 36.060 1 2 C . 2 6 5 . C 2 _. X ̂ j#. i. 3 „
55* 10.852 40.4 45.4C 13.54 21.7C3 78.7 44.25 13. 19 32.555 112.9 62.33 12.62
60 • 9.759 37.8 42.55 14. C5 l.COO 1.0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 29.396 105.6 39.68 13. C9
6 5* 8.833 35.3 39.77 14.55 l.COO 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 26.498 96.8 37.C9 13.56
TO. 7.940 32.9 37.08 15.08 15.881 64.2 36.14 14.69 __23.821 92.C _ 34.58 14.C5̂
75. 7.114 30.6 34. 50 15.64 14.229 59.6 33.62 15.24 21.343 85.5 32.17 14.57
«0 « 6.350 28.4 32j.D4 1 6.? 5 12 j. 70 1 _ 5JL.3_ 31.23 .15.84 _. 19.051„___ 79.3__¿5.88 — 1,5.14—
ft 5 - 5.648 26.3 29.73 16.93 il.296 51.3 28.98 16.50 16.944 73.5 27.73 15.78O J•
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700 R . P .M .
__  ̂y I.-V ft-JJ-JE-





D I S C H .
C . F . M .
V.E  .
%
O . E .
51
POWER
H . P .
D I S C H .
C . F . M .
V . E .
$
O . E .
_ _i  ...
POWER
H . P .
D 1 S C F .  
C • F • M *
V . E .
_ J I _ _____
C .  b •
____ % ______
XX XX XX XX 3jf* X « XX XX XX XX x x XX X X
XX XX XX XX *X X* X x XX XX XX X* XX XX
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX x * X X XX
X X 4s X XX XX XX * « XX XX XX XX ❖  X XX XX
XX XX aficj6= XX XX XX XX XX ❖  X: XX XX XX XX
XX XX XX XX xx *x XX XX xx XX XX XX XX
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX
AO. 103.743 1 9 9 .2 3 2 .1  2 6 .5 8 3 . C 0 C ... 3 . 0 _  3 .  QO 3 . 0 0 3.0.0Q _ 3 ^ i 1 _ 3.JC0 3 .  CO
A5. 9 3 .2 2 8 188 . 4 3 0 . 4 0 7 . 3 5 3 . C 0 C 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 C 0 2 .0 3 .  CO 3 .  OC
5 0 . 8A.094 1 7 7 .6 2 8 .6 8 7 .6 8 3 . C C C  _ _ 1 * £ IQ . 3 .0 0 3 . 0 C 0 2._Q
55. 2 .0 0 0 2 . 0  2 . 0 0





8 5. 39.536 108.6
9 0 . 3 5 . 0 5 9 100.6
2 .  CC 3 .G C 0 3 . 0
Oo•cn oQ.CO 3 .0 C 0 2.C 3 . CO 3 .C C
8 .2 8 2 . C C C 2 . 0 2 .0 0 2 .0 0 3 . GOO _  3 • 0
8 .  58 7 . CGC 2 . 0 2 .0 0 2 . 0 0 2 .0 0 0 i .. 0 2 . CO 2 . C C
8.  89 3 . CGC 3 . 0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0 .......2 .0 C 0 2 . 0 2 . CO z ^ m
9. 22 3 .0 0 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 2 .0 C O 2.0 2.00
M 1 O o • CM
5.55 3 . CGC 3 . 0 3 . 0 0  3 . 0 0 3*000 ______2..Q- 3 .  GO ..  3 . CO
9.55 3 . C C C 3.0 3 .0 0 3 . 0 0 3 .0 0 0 3 . C 3 . CO 3 . OC
LC.A3 3 • G 0 C .. 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 ■a r* l !U ......... 3^00
r̂ iet
1 0 0 0 R,>P.M.
__kUDJ Ullig
U O O  R • F •
i .- -


























• > - 
44 44 ❖ 4c ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 4 4 4
44 44 44 4c 4c ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 ❖ 4 ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  4 44 4 4
44 44 44 ❖ 4c ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ .❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 4 4 4
44 44 4c 4c ❖ 4c 4 4 44 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 ❖  4 4 4 4 4
4 4 44 4c 4c ❖ ❖ 4 4 44 ❖ ❖ 44 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 44 4:4c ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 44 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 4 4 44 4 4
4 4 44 4c 4 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 ❖ ❖ 44 ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 4 4 44
40* 3.000 3.0 3. 00 3.CC 3.0QC 3.0 3 • 0 Û 3.00 3.000 3.C 3.CO 3.0C
45. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3. CC 3 . C C C 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3 . 0 0 3.CC
50. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.CÇ 3.0CC . 3 * Q . 32.0,0. 3 .CO . 3.CC0 - .. 3 A.C ■3 CO
55. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3* CC 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.CO 3.00
60. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.OC 3 . C Ç C 3.0___ oo.m 3*0 Q. 3.0CC _ 2 , 3. QÛ __3 • QO
65. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3. CC 3.GCC 3 • Q 3.00 3.00 3.0C0 3.0 3.CO 3.CO
70. 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2.OC 2.CC 3.CÇC ... 3.0.__3jlQ0_ 3 «.00 , 3*00 0 _____ 3.0____2 *jOGL _3 .  C G —
75. 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 0 2. CC 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.00C 3 • C 3. CO 3. CO
8 0 . 7 .0 0 0 7 . 0 2.00 7 . on 2^000 ___2^ 0 - .2,. 0,0. — , 2 . 0 0 __ 3.0,00 , 3 * C .3. CO 3 .  CO ,
85. 7.000 2 . 0 2 . 00 2 . C C 2.CCC 2.0 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 3.000 3.C 3 .  CC 3 .  CC«*■? ̂ 
<?o. 2.000 2.0 2.0 0 2 .  CC 2 • 0 0 C 2.0 2.00 2.00 3 .0 0 0 2 . c 3 .  C 0 3 .  CC
Njj?T E :
t? OS SANG E
l.o__SPEED WITHIN +1C1 CR -10% CF 1ST HARMCNIC.
.
2 . 0  spero w i t h i n  +i o*  cr
3.0 MAX THUM SPFFO I S JEXCFFDFD
DESK,» DATA
L/0=20. *CH/D=2. . C L /D = . C833 ,C0/0=.333 ,P/0 = 1
—
HEIGHT CF U F T  30.»__ LI.ra¡»__ __ ---- - --r~t;
CRITICAL SPEED
R.P .M.
AN 51 E LENGTH 0 lAMETER FIRST SECOND MAX* SPEED . CHOKE_ CORE CI g. CL_eARAis.CE _
OEG. FT.* FT. HATHONIC HARMONIC E . P • M « FO. FT. FT.
» * »* ** 4 » * 4 ** »» » 4
j¡e» ** * * 4e» **
»» »» * » ** »» » 4«
»» ** » » ** » *
»» »» »» ** ❖ * »» 4*
»» ** » » ** 4*
»» «» » » »» ** » »
*» ** ** 4*
»» ** » » ** » 4c »» » »
50. 39. 16 1 . 0 0 0 0 1C8.85 435.39 700.00 2 * 0 0 0 0 0 * 3 3 3 C C.083300
55. 36. 62 1 . 0 0 0 0 123.93 495.72 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0 .C 83 300
60. 34.64 1 . 0 0 0 0 138.00 551.99 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 * 3 3 3 C 0.083300
6 5 * 33.10 1 . 0 0 0 0 15C.64 602.58 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C833CC
-j o • 31.93 1 . 0 0 0 0 161.51 646.06 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.0633C0
75. 31.06 1 . 0 0 0 0 17C.30 681.20 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.C833C0
•o00 30.46 1 . 0 0 0 0 176.76 707.03 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.083300
85. 30.11 1 . 0 0 0 0 180.70 722.82 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.33 3 C O.C633CO
<90 . 30*00 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 e 2 . 03 728.13 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.C £33OC
33 HE IGHT GF LIFT 30. FT.
rH


























XX XX XX XX xx X* XX XX xx XX X* xx XX
XX XX X X XX XX X X XX ❖ X XX XX XX X*
XX XX XX X* XX XX XX XX XX X* X X XX X *
XX XX XX X X XX XX XX XX xx XX XX X « * X
XX XX X* XX 4!« XX XX XX xx ♦ X XX XX X;*
XX ajcsSc X X XX X X XX X X X X xx xx X * xx X X
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X X X X XX XX XX XX
XX XX X X X X XX * X XX XX X X X X XX XX XX
X X XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X X
5 0* i. 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 l.CC 28.632 .. 8 3.8 _ 4 7 ,.0j6, 12. 68 _ 43.249 i 2 C . 2
5 5. 13.022 40.4 45.4C 13.54 26.C44 78.7 44.25 13. 19 39.066 112.9 42.33 12.62
60. 11.758 37.8 42.55 14. C 5 23.516 73.8 4J. • 48 13.69 35.275 lOS^e __ 13.£S_
6 5. 10•599 35,3 39.77 14. 55 21.198 68.9 38.77 14.18 31.787 98.8 37.09 13.56
70. 9*529 32.9 37. C 8 15. ce 19.057 64.2 36. 14 14. 69 . 28.586 92, C 34.5 8 14.C5
75. 3.537 30.6 34.50 15. €4 17.074 59.6 33.62 15.24 25.612 85.5 32.17 14.57




16*25 15.241 _ 5 5.3 _ 31.23 15. 84 22.862 „  79_.3_ 2 9. 6 8  .15.14
«c: 6.778 16. 93 13.555 51.3 28.98 16.50 20.333 73.5 27.73 15.78g  V ♦ 
90. 6 . 0 1 0 24.4 2 7. 5 8 17.6Ç 1.000 1.0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 18.030 6 8 . 1 „ 2 5 .73 16.48
oo CONTINUAT ICN _ _ _ _ _ _
H
400 , P. M. 500 R.P. 60 0 R.P. H.
ANGLE POWER Dï SCH. V.E . C.E. PC VER DISCH. V. E. C.E. POWER DISCE. V.E. C.E.
DEG. H.P. C.F.M. % % H.P. C.F.H. £ % H.P. C.F.H. _JL___ ___1 _
*4= 4c 4c 4c4c ** 44c 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4
4c 4= 4« 4c 4c 4c 44c 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4  44 4 4 44
** 4c 4c 4c 4c 4:4c 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4
** ** 4c 4c 4c 4« 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4
sjĉ c 4c 4c * 4c 4« 4c 44 4 4 44 4 4 44 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4
*4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
4c 4c ** 4c 4c 44c 44 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
3?c 4c 4c 4c 4=4c 4c^ 4 4 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
4c 4c 4c ❖ 4c 4c 4=4: 44 44 44 44 44 4 4  4 4 4 4 44
50. 2 . 0 0 0 2 *0 2 . 0 0 ? m CC 72.C81 170.9 ,3-8. A9_- 10.35 .8 .6 .4 ,97 1 8 .C . 9.„
55. 52.088 140.9 39.6 * 11.81 2.CCC 2 . 0 2 * 0 Q _ 2 . 0 0 78.132 165.9 31.57 5.49
60. 47.033 132.0 37. 16 12.25 ,_2_.CCC_____ 2.0 2.QD___ 2L. C.S.____ 2^000_____------
65. 42.357 _X23 • 3 34. 74 12. 65 52.556 140 .5 31.72 11.57 2.0C0 ¿ • C 2. CO 2. CC
70. 38.114 114.8 32.35 13.14 47.643 . 130.8 _ 2 3 * 3 8.. , 11.58 2 .0,00 ___,2 ^a __ 2 ^CD ?.CQ
75. 34.149 106.7 30. 14 13.63 42 * 68 6 27.52 12.43 51.223 1 2 6.7 24.23 1C.56
80. 3,0. 482 99.0 27.99__14. 1 7 3 fi.103 112. 8 __25.57 ^12.92 45.723 1Ì5.4— -4L £ 4 ̂  C li. 3 9
85 . 27.110 91.7 25. 98 14. 76 33.888 104.5 23.73 13.46 40.665 11C . 6 20.98 1 1 . £7
<50 . 24,041 85 .0 24. 11 15.42 3 C • C 5 1 9 6 . 9 , 2 2 . 0 2 14. 06 36.061 102.5 1 2 .40
—
cor~i 7 00 R • P* M*
■ .... - V V < 1 .1. AJ
800 R.!P.M.























C . E .
** ** * * ** ** A A ** A A A A ** A  A
A A A A A A A A * * A  A ** A A A A ** A A
** A A ** ** ** A A A * ** A*
** ♦ ♦ ** A A A A A A A A A  A A  A A *
A A ** ** ** ** ** ** aßt̂Ct ** ^ £ ♦ ♦ A A
# » ** 4 * ** ** ** ** A A
** ** A  A *♦ A * ** ** ♦ ♦ ** ** A A
A  A ** £ sflc A A A A
A A ** ** ** A  A A A A A ** ** A  A ** A A
50. 100.913 177.6 28.6 8 7 . 6 8 3.OCC _ 3 *JL 3.00 3.00 _3.D 00 . __ .3. 0 _-3̂ JLQ __ 3.0 0—
55. 91.153 166.8 26.9 E 7.55 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3 . CO 3.CC
60. 82.308 156.2 25.30 6. 28 3. CCC 3.0 _ 3.00 3.00 3.000 i.C -a re
65. 74.194 145*9 23.66 8.58 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.OCC 3.C 3 . 0 0 3.CO
70. 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 0 2. C C 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.0 CO 3.0 .3 . 0 0 3.CC
75. 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 0 2 • C C 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.OCC 3.C 2.CC 3.CO
8Q_*_ 2*000 3^0____3L.Ü0___ 3UJOO 3.QQCL
8 5.
9 0 .
2 . 0 0 0














2 . 0 0
3.000 




.-CO ~3_. C 0
co... - ço CONTINU 41ION
























. * _ _
C.E.
jë____
44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4* 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 * *
4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 44 ❖  4 **
4 4 44 44 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4=4
44 44 44 44 44 4 * ♦ 4 44 44 44 44 ❖ * * 4
44 44 44 44 4 4 * * 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ♦ 4 4 4
44 44 44 3&C JÇC 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 * 4 44
44< 44 44 44 * * 4 4 4 4 44 =fiĉÿ= 4 4 4 4 44
44 44 44 44 ❖ * 4 4 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 44 44
4 4 44 44 „ 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
50* 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.CC 3.00C 3.0 3.00 __ 3.00 - 3.000 .. .3. C 3 . CO 3, .CO .
55* 3.000 .3.0 3.00 3. OC 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 2 .C 3.CO 3. OC
60* 3 . 0 0 0 3*0 3.00 3.OC 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 ____^ occ ___a.o 3.CO _3.CC
65. 3.000 3*0 3.00 3.CC 3 * C C C 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 2 . 0 3.CO 2.CC
70* 3.000 3.0 3.OC 3.CC 3,COC 3.0 3-.„0Q 3 . 0 0  0 .2 ...0 1. CG 2.CC
75. 3.0G0 3.0 3.00 3.CC 3.000 „3.0 3* 00 3.00 3.000 3 . C 3.CO 3.OC
80« 3.000 3̂ .0 3.00 3.OC a.co e 3.0 . 3.00 _ 3.00 3.0-00- 3.0 -
85* 3.000 3.0 3.00 3.CC 3 . 0 0 0 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3.0 3.CC 3.00
90. 3.000 3.0 3.00 3. OC 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 _ 3.000 3 . C - 3. CO  ̂C -




** LENGTH EXCEEDS RANGE
.•■ ■ ■ & Ä-
1.0 SPECO WITHIN +10* OR -IPS CF 1ST HAFMCNÜL
2.0 SPEED WITHIN +105 CR -1C5 CF 2tvD HARM
- * y „„f- +*. iJ +* ' ~
3.0 MAXIMUM SPEED IS EXCEEDED
DESIGN DATA
1. /D= 20. « C H / 0= 2 » ,CL/D=.C833 ,CD/D = .333 .P/D = l.




8 HEIGHT CF LIFT 35«__El».
CRITICAL SPEED
R F M
ANGL F_ LEMGTH DIAMETER __ FIRST_______SECOND MAX. SPEED___ £M£KE--- CQKE._C.1A»--- CLEARANCE
DEG. FT. FT. HATMCNIC HARMCNIC R.P.M. FO. FT. FT.
* * * * 4  i f * * * * i f  i f * * *  *
* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *■
* * * * ** *  * ** i f  i f * * * *
* * * * * * ** * * ** i f * * * * *
* * * * * * « i f i f  i f i f  i f * * * *
* * * * * 4 *  A * * i f * * * * *
* * * * ** * $ i f  i f ❖  # * * * * *  4
* * * * 4 4 ** * * * * * 4
* * ** i f  i f ** * * * * *  i f
* * * * * * i f  * ** * * * * * *
** * * *  i f ** 4  $ ** * * * * *  4
* * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * *
65. 38.62 1 . 0 0 0 0 111.84 447.35 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0 •C 83 300
*s
l o • 37.25 1 . 0 0 0 0 115.55 479.81 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C833C0
75. 36.23 1 . 0 0 0 0 126.51 506.05 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C833CC
*o00 35.54 1 . 0 0 0 0 131.34 525.35 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.C833C0
85. 35.13 1 . 0 0 0 0 134.25 537.15 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3 3 3 C 0.C833C0




70. Il. 117 32.9__ 37.0 £ 15.C6 22.231... 6.4«_2 36» 14 14.69 _33.350
75. 9 . 9 6 0 3 0 . 6  3 4 . 5 0  1 5 . 6 4  1 9 . 9 2 C 3 9 . 6  3 3 . 6 2  1 5 . 24
8 0 
85
Q4^__L6...25___J L i .7 8 1 35.3..3 L.-Z3__JUL».aá-
7.907
90 7.012
2 6 . 3  2 9 . 7 3  1 6 . 5 3  1 5 . 8 1 4
24.4 27. 56 17.65__14.C24
51.3 28.98 16.50
47.5 _ 26.88 17.24
2 5 . 8 8 0  
2 6 . 6 7 2  
2 3 . 7 2 1  




H . P .
■' .
D I S C H .  
C . F . H .
r .  n * _ . _
V . E  .
%
O . E . PCWER 
H. P.
*. yy, _x>... r -
D I S C H.
C . F - M .
• nt________
V . E .
£




D I S C H .
_ Í . . . F . M .  .
V . E .
JR
O . E .
❖  ❖ X*# * * XX XX XX XX XX XX * *
* * * * * * * * * * XX XX XX XX XX XX X*
* * * * # ¡ge * * X * ♦  X XX 4=» XX XX XX * *
* * * * * * XX XX XX X ajt XX x= ♦
t
* * * * X X XX XX XX XX XX XX
* * * * Xr £ ♦  ❖ XX XX XX X X XX X X XX X *
* * * * * * XX XX * X XX XX XX XX * *
* * XX XX XX XX XX X X
* * ají# * * XX XX XX XX XX XX XX
3$C 3}C  ̂5ÖC XX XX XX XX XX XX XX '■> ^
* * * * XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X>Xt
❖  * * * * * * * X 4 XX XX XX XX X * X X 4 *
6 5 . 12. 366 _- ■__ . .  ̂ -— . 3 9 . 7 7 1 4 . 5 5 2 4 . 7 3 1 6 8 . 9 3 8 . 7 7 14. 18 3 7 . 0 9 7 9 8 . 8 3 7 . 0 9 13 . 56
8 5 . 5  3 2 . 1 7
73.5 27.73 15.78
6 £ . 1 ¿ 5.3 3 16.4 £
rH














C . F . M .
V.E.




H . P .
DISCI.






ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ** ** ftft ftft ftft ftft
❖ & ftft ftft ft ft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ft ft ftft ftft
aßc $ ftft ■ ' 1 % ‘ ftft ftft ftft ** ftft ftft ft ft ftft ftft
ftft ft ft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ft ft ft ft
ftft ftft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ft ft ftft
3?c ajc ft ft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ftft ft ft ftft ft ft ftft ftft
ft ft ftft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ft* ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft
ft ft ftft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft
ft ft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft
ftftg1«'-'. ..
ftft ftft ** ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft _ **_
ft ft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft
ftft ftft
ft ft ftft ftft ft ft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ftft ft ft
/C /,n /. l.~i 1 O'X Ì 12.65 61.828 140.5 31.72 11.57 74. 194 148.6 28.03 1 0 . 2 06 5 .
7 n
49.403
/, /. /, ¿7
1 ¿3* j 
1 1 4 . fl
J *T . * T
^2-39
i. iL • V- 2




_i L“ ...O —
106.7
<Ñ*p~ X «. 7




35.562 _ 99_*0__ 27.9 5 L4.J.7--  2.C0C
31.628 91.7 25.98 14.16 2 .CCC
28.047 85.0 24.11 15.42 2.0CC
2.0 __2.ÛCL
2 . 0  2 . 0 0  2 . 0 0
2.0 2.00 2.00
53.344__ 115^-4___ 22.6 C 1-1.3S-
47.443 110.6 20.98 11.87
4 2 . 0 7  1 102-^SL - 1 M 8
CONTINUATION
tH äfcäff» • » 'r̂’r̂  * ' . ̂  iÿîÊ
7 00 R .  P .  M . e o o  R . P . M . 9 0 0  R . P . M .
AM Gl E 
D E G .
POWER  
H . P  •
01 SC H .  
C . F . M.
V . E  .
X
0 .  E .
%
P O k E R  
H JL Pj|
C I S C H .  
C .  F .  H .
V . E .
_______  -
0 .  E .
_ -
POWER  
— Ha  P_.
D 1 S C E . V . E .
%.
C . E .
..__JL_..
❖  ❖ ** ** 4 4 ** **
; ■' -:f•; * ./£■■*,- tí* 
❖  *
■ •
❖  ❖ 4 4 ❖  * 4 4
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ *❖ ❖  ❖ ** *❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ** ❖  ❖
» :•' 1,.; -̂ 1 : 
** ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  * ❖  * ** ** ** ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
ïCc sÇc ** ❖  ❖ 4 4 ❖  * ** *❖ ❖ * ❖  ❖ *❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
4 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ * * ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  * *❖ *❖ 4 4 ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ 4 4 ❖  4c ❖  * ** ** ** ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ** ❖  ❖
** ❖  ❖ ❖  * ** ** ** ❖  * ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ * * ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  £ ** *❖ ❖  ❖ ** ❖  ❖ *❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ * 4 4 *❖ 4 *
❖  ❖ ** *❖ ❖  ❖ ** ❖  * ** ❖  * ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ **
❖  4« <eaje ❖ * ❖  ❖ ❖  * ❖  « ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  if: ** ❖ * ❖  ❖ ** * * 4 4 ❖  * ❖  ❖ **
V . - "y»S,. . '•
❖  ❖ ** ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  * ** ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ** ** A 4
6 5* « A .  c;AO 1 4 F - Q 2 3 .  6 6 8 .  58 3 . CGC 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 0 3 • C 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0
7 0* 7 7 . 8 1 7 1 3 5 . 9 2 2 , C 7 8 .  £9 3 . C C C - .... . . 3 • 0 _ 3 «  0 0 __.. 3 . 0 0 ..3 . OC C -... 3 • C ..... i * £ £ 3 • C C
7 5 « 6 9 . 7 2 1 1 2 6 . 3 2 0 .  55 9 . 2 2 3 . C C C 3 . 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 0 4. '̂4 3 . CO 2 .  CO
8 0 . 6 2 . 2 3 4 1 1 7 . 2 1 9 . . 1 0 U S._5£ ........3 . 0  0 C _____________ 3^0. -3 U Ü Û 3 . 0 0 3 . 0  CO ______ I a G 3 „ .Ü C L „ 3 . X Û
8 5 .  5 5 . : 17.74 9.95




__kU'l.l i i n u ^
1100 R.P.
jl i-XJ.y











PC V» E R 0 ISCH. V. E •
%





C • F »
V • E •
__ I _
C . E «
%
4 4 44 ❖❖ 4< ❖ 4 4 44 44 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4c 4c 44 ❖ 4c ❖ ❖ 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 4< 4c ❖❖ 4 4 ❖ * 44 ❖ ❖ 44
* .Ài ,U,x ■- - s» ’ ï
4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
4 4 4c 4c ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
4 4 ❖ 4c ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4
4 4 44 ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 44
4« 4c ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4c » ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 ❖ ❖ 4 4 ❖ 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4c 4c ❖ 4c ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 ❖ 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 44 44
❖ 4 ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ ❖ 4 4 ❖ 4 4 4 44 4 4 44 4  4 4 4 4 4
4« 4c ❖❖ ❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
65» 3.000 3.0 3. 00 3. CC 3.C0C 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.000 3 .0 3. CO 3 .CO
70. 3.000 3.0 3. 00_ 3» CC 3.CCC ___3_*ü _ -3..J1Q . . 3.00 .3 * C C C _ —  _ 3 » C 3. CO.. 3...CC.
75. 3 . 0 0 0 3.0 3.00 3.CC 3.CCC 3.0 3.00 3.00 3.0C0 3.C 3 .CO 3 .CC
a n . 3 -. non 3 .0 3. 0 0 3. Of Ì.CCC 3.0_ .3» 00 __3.0 Q 3.000 _3^C- 3^X0- „̂.CC— — 9 V ♦—- - 
oc: 3-nno 3. C C 3 . G C C 3.0 3.00 3.000 3.C 3.CO 3.CO” 3 . 
Qfl.
* m. y v-V
3.000 3.0 3.00 3 . C C . .. 3.000 J . O 3.00 3.00 ..3.000 3UXL 3 . CO._
NOTET O ~ “
0 > **
_____________ ■ - --- - ~
1 FNGTH F Xf FEO S RANGErH
1 * 0 SPEED WITHIN +1031 CP -1 C% CF 1 ST HARPCNÏC ___ _ _________ „ _. ■4 •v/
2 . 0 SPEED WITHIN +10? CR -1C* CF 2ND FAPMCMC
3.0 MAXIMUM SPEED IS FXCEEOEO________________________ — —
DESIGN DATA
L/D=20. »CH/D=2. ,CL/D=.0833 ,CO/D=.333 ,P/C=1.
_ --SSK-.3 ---
HEIGHT TF LIFT 40» FT.
‘ Ü T ...
r H CRITICAL SPEED . ____- . —I--- - --- ■-




SECOND R A X .  s p e e d CHOKE CORE £i ¿.- _ C L E A R A N C E
DES. FT * F T * HATMCNIC HARMONIC R •P * M• FO. FT. FT.
44 4 4 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 44 4 4
44 4 4 44•'?-• r.-. Âi" .; “k -"•■ . I.- "':• 44 4 4 jfe ajc 4 4 4 4 44
44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 44 4 4 ❖  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4
44 44 44 ❖  4 44 44 44 4 4
44
44 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
4 4
44 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 44 4 4
4 4
44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
44
❖  ❖ 44 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 44
44 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 44 44 44
44 4 4 44 44 44 4 4 44 4 4
44
4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 44 4 4 4 4
44
44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
44
44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4
4 4
44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
44
44 44 44 44 4 4 44 44
4 4 44
9 0 « 4 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 . 4 7 A 1 7 . 3 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3  3 C 0 . 0 8 3 3 0 0
LD
tH
H H  CHI. .Cf. L l FT-.it.Q-«.
4 N Gl. E POWER 
DE G* H
R ♦ P ♦ H *
DI S C H • V.E









FT • ___________ ______ _
300 R*P.H.
POWER DISCH. V.E. C.E. 





* * »4* » * ** » » » » 44 44 4 4 44 ♦ » » »
* »
» » » » * » » » 4* 44 44 »  » 44 4 4 » »
»  »
** » * ** » * ** 44 44 44 4 4 4 4
» » **
» » * » ** 4* 44 44 4 4 44 44 » » » »
* » ** ** 35«;» » » »  » 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 * * » »
* » » » # » » » » » » * » » 44 44 4 4 »  » » »
» * * » jjcaje »  * ** »  » * » 4 4 44 44 4 4 » »
* * » » » » » » »  » 4* 44 44 44 » 4 4 4 » » *  »
» * » » » » »  » 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 » » **
» * » » » » » » ** 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 »  » * * » »
* # »4* ** * » ** 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 * » » » * »
* * ** » » » » » » 44 4 4 44 4 » 4 4 4 4 » » ♦ *
5je » » » * » » * ** 44 44 44 44 4 4 4 » * *
** » » ** » » * » 44 44 44 4 4 44 44 » » 4 *
» * ** # » » » » » 44 44 »  * 44 44 4 4 ** »  »
*» !$c » ** JiM. JüâL ** *» *>
»» ** ** 4* *» ** »*
1.0 1.0 0 1. CC  16. C2 7 _4 7 « 5 26.8 8 17.24
**
24.041
* * ** **
G í lN T  I  MU AT t ON
èf5
r S 7 0 0  R .  P .  M . 800  R . P . M .
/¿W- .r. ’■' ’-
9 0 0  R •P •W.m._- -.—
A N G L E
D E G .
POWER  
H « P  .
O I S C H .  
C .  £ • g •
V . E  .
%
0 .  E .
1
POWER  
H .  P .
D I  SCH • V . E .  
C . F . M .  %
O . E .
%
POWER  
H . P «  .
O I S C E .
C • JE « M a — -—
V * £ .
1
C . Ê .
%
4* 44 44 44 44 4 4
— :-:?< . . :-. -r.;;. • •;-;-;T;;: y* .. • ;
44 A4 A 4 ❖  ❖ * * ❖  ❖ *❖
❖  4 44 A 4 44 44 4 4 A4 A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ♦ ❖  ❖
4 4 44 44
|¡§§̂ ;̂ *,-ó>* -
A 4 44 44 A4 ' A4 A 4 ❖  ❖ ** ❖  ❖ * *
4 # 44 44 44 44 4 4 A 4  A4 A4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  *
4 4 44 44 44 *4 ❖  4 ♦ * A 4 A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
44 44 44 44 44 44 A4 A4 ❖  A ❖  ❖ # ♦ ❖  ❖ ❖  *
44 44 44 4 4 4 4 ❖  4 A*  A 4 A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ A *
44 44 44 44 ❖  4 44 A 4  A4 A4 ❖  ❖ A ❖ ❖  ❖ * *
4 4 44 44 44 44 44 A 4  44 A A ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
ÿ t 44 44 44 4 A 44 A A A A *❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  * ❖  ❖ t *
44 44 ❖  55t 44 44 44 A 4  A4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  * ❖  ❖
44 44 44 A 4 44 44 A 4  A4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ í  ♦
=«í =̂ 44 44 A 4 44 44 4 4 A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ 4 #
* 4 44 44 44 ❖  * 44 A4 44 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ 44
4 4 44 44 44 4 4 ❖  4 A 4  A 4 *❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ *4
44 44 4* 44 44 44 A 4  A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ 44
44 44 44 4 4 4 4
;, P' ■ •!■ T -.: ;.:.:. ,̂ í,. /,.--
44 A 4 ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ * * ❖  ❖ 44
9 0 . 5 6 . 0 9 5 1 0 0 . 6 16 .  A  7 1 0 .  A 3 _  3 . 0 0 C _ _  3 . 0  3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 0 ' ----------------------- 3 . .CO '
o o *  r 0 0 *E 0 *E 0 00  *£ 00  * £ 00  *£ D D * £ C 0 *£ 0 * £ 0 0 0  * £ •06
* 4 4 4  4 4 ♦ * 4 4 4 *
Mf V> “ ■ &* 4 4 **
ĵ)[ 44 44 **
*4c
** 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4  44 * * 3443
** 4 4  4 4  * * 4 4 4 * 4 4 44 4 * £ $  44 ♦4: 4339c
44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 3» 55c r̂ajc * 4f 434
4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 44 44 44 *4 * *  3Ìf3éC ❖ ❖ 44
4  4 4 4  *3* 44 44 44 44 44 44 3it4: 4̂ 4t 44
4 4 4 4  4 4 44 44 4 4 44 44 4 4 3̂» *# 4s* 44
4 * 4 4  * * ** 4 4 44 4 4 44 « 4 35e3̂ #4: 4c4t 44
4 4 44 4 4 44 afic => 44 44 4 * 3^  ̂ 4:4: * * 4 4
* 4 4 4 » 4 4 4 4 4 #>}! 4 4 44 44 #3}i 3̂̂ *4̂ 4 4
♦ * a#r ojt 4 4 43* 4 4 44 4* 44 44 3Ì33g: 4:^ 34̂ 44
4 4 4 4  4 4 4 « * 4 44 44 ❖  4 44 ❖  ^ ** # 4c 4 4
44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 39C 4 4 4 * 44 43 3jr -̂Jr 4:4c 4 4
4 4 4 « 4 4 ❖  4 44 44 3fc 3#: * * 44 4:3$: 4c» 44
44 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 44 44 44 *4 ❖  * 3{ì 43 ❖  43 44
❖  4 4 4 * « 4 4 43* 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 3j« 3j: Jjtjjt 344 44
* * 44 * * ♦ 4 44 4 4 44 4 4 * * 45 4; 4:3̂ * *•„< 4 4
---------T ~
•3#D
% • A mJ r T ~  
* 3 * A  * - ( 0 S I Q
• A • _i* vi rt 07 T
•d *H
d à  MOd
I
#3*D
i r  
• 3  *a
• y  • ^
* M *3̂ 7
•Hosia
T*"M~ A A T  T
‘ d *H
d 3 n O d
I
• 3  *0
¿ ‘ N V i ’ 3 
* 3 *A *h : s i ù
• t.i • i • VJ r\ r\r\ T
• d* H
d 3 M L d
*030
310NV







1-0 S 3 E E 3  W-lT-riJUsi * 1 02—0R - I C* C F1SL-HARHCNIC---
2.0 SPS60 WITHIN + 103! CR =•!CX GF 2N0
3 . 0  M A X IM U M . ...S P E E D — I  S - E X C E E H E O
OFSIGM CATA
L/D=20. ,CH/Ü=2. ,CL/t) = .0833 ,C0/0=.333 ,P/0 = 1.
HF I G HT Df 1.1.F-I—  5.—  FIO'
CRI TI CAU-SPEED__R•P.M•
A LG LE 1 F \3 f ; T  H H T A M F T F R F J R 9T c F r n w n P A X .  S-REED CHCKE CURE.CIA. _ CLEARANCE____
OEG. FT* FT. HATMONIC HÍRM0NIC R.P.P. FT. FT. Fi.
** ** ** * * * * ** ** ** **
IO. 28. 79 1 . 0 0 0 0 156.94 787.74 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C G .C 83 300
15. 19. 32 0.9659 4C5.48 1621.92 712.23 1.9319 0.3217 0.C8C463
2 0 . 14.62 0.7310 510.91 2043.63 818.75 1.4619 0.2434 0.C6C889
25. 11.83 0.5916 6C3.28 2413.10 910.12 1.1831 0.197C 0.045277
30. 1 0 . 0 0 0.5000 683.73 2734.92 989.94 1 . 0 0 0 0 0.1665 0.041651
35. 8.72 0.4359 753.39 3013.56 1060.28 0.8717 0.1451 0.0363C8
¿»■0 . 7.78 0.3889 813.32 3253.29 1122.43 0.7779 0.1295 0.032388
45. 7.07 0.3536 864.53 3458.12 1177.25 0.7071 0.1177 0.029451
50. 6 . 53 0.3264 5C7.92 3631.68 1225*33 0.6527 0.1087 0.027165
55. 6 . 1 0 0.3052 94 4. 31 3777.24 1267.09 0.6104 0.1016 0.025423
60. 5.77 0.2887 574.42 3897.67 1302.84 0.5774 0.0861 0.024C47
65. 5.52 0.2758 9 58.87 3995.47 1332.80 0.5517 0.0918 0.022578
70. 5. 32 0.2660 1018.17 4072.70 1357.12 0.5321 0.0886 0.022162
75. 5.18 0.2588 1032.76 4131.03 1375.94 0.5176 0.0862 0.021560
80. 5.08 0.2539 1042.55 4171.79 1389.32 0.5077 0.0845 0.021146
85. 5.02 0.2510 1048. 87 4195.88 1397.33 0.5019 0.0836 0.02C9C5
90 . 5 . 0 0 O. 2 5 0 0 1C 5 0•96 4 2 0 3 . 8 5 1 4 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 8 3 2 0 . 0  2C 8 25
C\2
O  — _--------- ----- -------------------------------HEIGHT OF LIFT 5« &T-.C\]
5 .  F »-H . - - - m  r . f
-R r-* W  H—-W-  X !■ ■ »—-3*-.-- 1-« 
15 C. F.M.. ™ . --
AM GL F P FOD * POWER V.F . n.  e . POWER V. E. a. E REQCU POWER V.E. Û.E..
DEG. R.P.M. • H. P. % % R» P. M. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. % %
** * * ** ** ** ** ♦ *
IO. 7.9 0.727 70.96 5.CO 15.8 1.454 70.95 5.00 23.7 2.182 70.93 5.OC
15. 9.  1 0. 536 68.48 6.  7 9 18.1 1.072 68.46 6.78 27.2 1.6C5 68.44 6.78
2 0 . 2 1 . 8 0.442 65.86 8.23 43.6 0.884 65.80 8 . 2 2 65*5 1.325 65.7C 8 . 2 1
25. 42.9 0.38 7 63.  10 9.41 86. 0 0.775 62.93 9 . 3 8 129.6 1.168 62.63 9.34
30. 74.4 0.350 60.21 10.38 149.9 0.706 55.78 10.30 227.8 1 . 0 1 2 55.C4 10.17
35. 118.3 0.326 57. 19 11.17 240.6 0.662 56.27 10.99 372.3 1.024 54. 57 10.65
40. 176.4 0.308 54.02 1 1 . € 2 365.3 0.6 37 52.19 11.41 592.4 1.023 48.32 10.56
45. 250. 5 0.29 5 50.67 12.33 538.4 0.634 47.19 11.47 1060.4 1.248 36. C6 8.74
50. 342. 7 0.286 47. 13 12. 70 810.4 0.677 39.94 10.74 1139.5 0.952 42.58 11.46
55. 456. 1 0.281 43.35 12.52 1152.6 0.711 34.41 10.23 1216.9 0.751 48.68 14.53
60. 59 6.4 0. 281 39.22 12.93 1216.3 0.573 38.47 1 2 . 6 8 1291.6 0.609 54.14 17.92
6 5 • 77 8.5 0. 289 34. 50 12.60 1276.4 0.473 41.97 15.37 1362.4 3.CCC 3.OC 3.00
•o 1098.6 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1332.i 0.398 44.79 18.26 1428.3 3.0CC 3.00 3.CO
75. 1251.2 0.309 26.11 11.78 1382.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 1487.8 3.0C0 3.00 3 .CO
ßO. 1282.8 0. 2 67 26.97 13.64 1425.6 3.000 3.00 3.00 1539.7 3.0CC 3.00 3 . C C
•in00 1308.2 0. 234 27.37 15.57 1461.1 3.000 3.00 3.00 1582.5 3.000 3.00 3.CC '




9  n  r P _ M  _
___________ C O J L U L
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a m m  p D e n n
■ -  ---------- f c - V -  v j  .  ~
D f U I P ß
* - . ' * * - •  -  - 
U _ P - n .  p  . o  p n n * P f  U i F O V  •  F . Q . 6 «  _ R E Q D . P O W E R .........J / ^ E . O - ^ E - a _________
[ ) E  G *
r v r .  w  i  J  # —
R . P . M .
------  K r *  W  - U f V -------—
.  H.P.
-  — V .  . -----------
£
---------- K J  v t * -------------■-------- - ------ f V -  h a r * ä t  #
R . P . M . H . P . % % R . P . M . H . P . %
Z
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * *
1 0 . 3 1 . 6 2 .  9 1 C 7 0 . 9 0 5 . C O 3 5 . 5 3 . 6 4 0 7 0 . 8 7 5 . 0 0 4 7 . 4 4  *  3  I C
7 0 . 8 3 4 . 9 5
1 5 . 3 6 . 3 2 .  1 4 6 6 8 . 4 1 6. 78 45.4 2.684 68.37 6.77 54.5 3.223 6 8.32 6.71
2 0 . 87.4 1.775 65.56 8.19 1C5.6 2.225 65.39 8.17 132.0 2.679 65.17 8.14
25 . 174.0 1. 568 62.21 9.27 215.4 1.978 61.65 9. 19 266.5 2.402 60.53 5.CÊ
30. 305.6 1.458 57. 92 9.5 8 358.0 1.874 56.34 9.70 497.8 2.344 54. C7 9.31
35. 524. î 1. 442 51. 70 1 0 .C5 735.8 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 561.9 2.646 42.35 8.25
40. 1010.3 1.762 37.39 8.26 1038.0 1.310 45.98 10.04 1063.9 1 .855 53.75 11.76
45. 105 8.9 1.294 46.25 11.24 1134.2 1.335 55.91 13.62 1166.9 1.314 65.13 15.68
50. 1187.0 0.99 1 54.36 14.67 1230.1 3.000 3.00 3.00 1269.7 3.0CC 3.00 3.00
55. 1273.5 3. 00 0 3.00 3.00 1324.4 3.000 3.00 3.00 1370.9 3.000 3.00 3.CC
60. 1357.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 1415.8 3.000 3.00 3.00 1469. 1 3.00C 3.00 3.CC
65. 1436.7 3. 000 3.00 3.00 1502.8 3.000 3.00 3.00 1562.5 3.CCC 3.CO 3.CC
70. 1510.8 3. 000 3.00 3.00 1583.8 3.000 3.00 3.00 1649.6 3.000 3.00 3.00
75. 1577.9 3. 000 3.00 3.00 1657.3 3.000 3.00 3.00 1728.7 3.CCC 3.00 3.00
80. 1636.5 3.000 3.00 3.00 1721.6 3.300 3.00 3.00 1797.9 3.000 3.00 3 . C C
85. 1685.0 3.000 3.00 3.00 1774.9 3.000 3.00 3.00 1655.3 3.0CC 3.00 3.00
9 0 .  1721.8 3 . 0 0 0  3 . 0 0  3 . 0 0  1815.4 3 . 00 0  3 . 0 0  3 . 0 0  1899.2 3 . 0 0 C  3 . OG 3 . G C
CPT T NU fl T IHN-
™  , 3 5 C .F.H.___________________________40 C.F.M.________ ________________ 4 5 C . F . M .
â,MAf F PFÛH, pnwpa 0- Pt R FQH- PfUFfi \i . F . . O.E. - REQO • _EDÜ£ß V*Ej—_„ O.E.__
OEG. P.P.M., H. P* £ % R.P.H. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P . % %
♦ ❖ & # ** ** ## ** ** ** * *
fO 55.3 5. 102 70.78 4.99 63.3 5.835 70.72 4.99 71.3 6.511 70.66 4.58
15* 63.7 3.764 68.26 6. 76 72.9 4.306 68.19 6.76 82. 1 4.85C 6 8 . 1 1 6.75
2 0 . 154.6 3.139 64.91 8 . 1 1 177.5 3.604 64.60 8.07 2 0 0 . 8 4.077 64.24 8.03
25. 315.6 2.845 60. 03 8.5 5 361.5 3.314 58.92 3.78 423.6 3.819 57.52 8.57
30. 621.4 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 887.4 4.179 40.57 6.96 899.5 4.226 44.5 7 7.73
35. 980.4 2. 69 7 48. 40 9.44 998.1 2.745 54.28 10.60 1014.9 2.792 59.99 11.72
40. 1088.3 1.898 61.23 13.41 1111.4 1 .938 68.47 15.01 1133.3 3.GCQ 3.00 3.00
45. 1197.5 3.000 3.00 3. OC 1226.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 1253.3 3.CCC 3.OC 2.CC
50. 1306.5 3. 000 3.00 3.00 134C.9 3.000 3.00 3.00 1373.4 3.CGC 3.CO 3.CG
55. 1413.9 3. 000 3. 00 3.00 1454.0 3.000 3.00 3.00 1491.7 3 • 0 0 G 3.00 3.00
60. 1518.1 3.000 3.00 3.00 1563.7 3.000 3.00 3.00 1606.4 3.000 3.00 3.CO
65. 1617.4 3. 000 3.00 3.00 1668.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 1715.7 3.CGC 3.CO 3.CC
70. 1709.9 3.000 3.00 3. 00 1765.7 3.000 3.00 3.00 1817.7 3.CGC 3.00 3.00
75. 1793.9 3.000 3.00 3.00 1854.1 3.000 3.00 3.00 1910.3 3. CGC 3.00 3.0G
80. 1867.5 3.000 3.00 3.00 1931.6 3.000 3.00 3.00 1991.4 3.0CC 3.00 3.CC
85. 1923.6 3. 000 3.00 3. 00 1996.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 2059.0 3.CCC 3.CC 3 • CO
9 0 . 1 9 7 5 . 4 3 .  0 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 .  00 2 0 4 5 . 6 3 .000 3 . 0 0 3.00 2 1 1 0 . 8 3.000 3 . 0 0 3 . C C
cn n  NU AT IQM-LQ.o
^  ___  _____ 5-Q C.-F.-M .___________________________ 55 C.£«-feU-— _ — --------------------  60 C .F .H .
A f\fGL F p Fon. POM FR V,F, f!tFt P PCPt POUF R \/.Ft fl. E . -_ REQD. _PQWER V .jE .
OES. R.P.H.» H. P. % % R* P.M. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. % %
** ** ** ** ** $ * ** ** ** * if ❖ *
1 0 . 79.3 7.308 70.59 4.9 8 8 7.3 8.048 70.51 4.97 95.4 8.791 7 C • 4 2 4.9 6
15. 91.3 5.395 6 8 . 0 2 6 . 74 ICO . 6 5.944 67.92 6.73 IC9.9 6.495 67.81 6.72
2 0 . 224.6 4. 560 63.8 3 7.57 248.9 5.053 63.37 7.92 273.8 5.559 62.84 7.85
25. 48 5.8 4. 380 55. 75 8.30 558.4 UOCO 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 654.6 l.OCC l.CC ì.ec
30. 91 1.2 4. 291 49.27 8.47 922.6 4.344 5 3.49 9.2 1 933.6 4.356 57.63 9.93
35. 1031.1 2. 836 65.57 12.82 1046.7 2.879 71.01 13. 89 1061.7 3.0CC 3.00 3 . C C
40. 1154.2 3.000 3.00 3.CO 1174.3 3.000 3.00 3.00 1193.5 3.00G 3.00 3.OC
45 . 1279.1 3. 000 3.00 3. CO 1303.7 3.000 3.00 3 . 0 0 1327.3 3.COO 3.CO 3.CC
50. 1404.1 3.000 3.00 3.00 1433.2 3.000 3.00 3.00 1461.1 3.0CC 3.00 3 • C C
55. 1527.2 3. 00 0 3.00 3.CC 1560.9 3.000 3.00 3.00 1593.C 3.CCC 3.00 3.CC
60 . 1646.6 3.000 3.00 3.CC 1684.7 3.000 3.00 3.00 1721.0 3.eoe 3.00 3.OC
65. 1760.4 3. 000 3.00 3.00 18C2.7 3.000 3.00 3.00 1842.9 3.Ö0C 3.CO 3. C C
70. 1866.5 3.000 3.00 3.00 1912.7 3.000 3.00 3.00 1956.5 3.CCC 3.CO 3.CC
75. 1962.9 3. 000 3.00 3.00 2 0 1 2 . 6 3.000 3.00 3.00 2059.8 3.OCC 3.CO 3.CO
30 . 2047.4 3.000 3.00 3.CC 21CC.3 3.000 3.00 3.00 2150.3 3.CGC 3.CO 3.CO
85. 2117.8 3.000 3.00 3. OC 2173.3 3.000 3.00 3.00 2225.8 3.CGC 3.CO 3 • C C
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FECOND MAX» SPEED ___CHOKE - - CQAE CIA. CLEARANCE____
DEG* FT. FT. HATMONIC HARMONIC R.P.M. FT. FT. FT.
** ** * * ** ** ** ** -* *
** ## *■* ** ** * *
1*5* 38.64 1 . 0 0 0 0 111.73 446.92 700.00 2 .C0 0 0 0. 3330 C.C833C0
2 0 * 29. 24 1 . 0 0 0 0 151.24 764.96 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C O.C833CG
25. 2 3.66 1 . 0 0 0 0 286.43 1145.72 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0•33 30 0.C833C0
30. 2 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 353.66 1574.63 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.083300
35. 17.43 0.8717 442.12 1768.50 749.73 1.7435 0.2503 C.C 72616
40* 15.56 0.7779 485.76 1943.05 793.68 1.5557 0.259C 0.064757
45 * 14. 14 0.7071 524.69 2098.77 832.44 1.4142 0.2355 0.058503
50. 13.05 0.6527 556.04 2236.16 866.44 1.3054 0.2174 C.054371
55. 1 2 . 2 1 0.6104 588.94 2355.78 895.97 1.2208 0.2033 0.050846
SO* 11*55 0.5774 614.54 2458.15 921.25 1.1547 0.1923 0.048C54
S 5 • 11.03 0.5517 635.65 2543.79 942.43 l.i 034 0.1837 0.045956
TO* 10.64 0.5321 65 3.29 2613.18 959.63 1.0642 0.1712 0.044323
75. 10*35 0.5176 6 6 6« 68 2666.70 972.93 1.0353 0.1724 0.043120
80* 10.15 0.507 7 676.17 2704.70 982.40 1.0154 0 . 1651 0.042253
85. 10.04 0.5019 681.85 2727.39 988.06 1.0038 0.1671 0.041809
9 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 683. 74 2734.95 989.95 i . 0 0 0 0 0. 1665 0.041650
Us*/o _ HEIGHT CF L LET- ;L 0 * FT.
0 2
5 C .F . M. 15 C.jF.M.
__VMGL£_
DEG.
Rpan. PilWPR V.F, f% F , «FQ0, PHWFft V. F... _ _0» E • R£QD. POWER . Jti n.p.
R • P • N . H.P. t % R. P.R. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. % %
** ** * * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** sfc* ** ** ** ** * * ** ** ** ** ** **
15. 8 . 2 1.072 68.48 6. 79 16.3 2.144 68.47 6.78 24.5 3.2 17 68.45 6.78
2 0 . 8.5 0.884 65.87 8.23 17.0 1.767 65.86 8.23 25.5 2.652 65.84 8.23
25. 8 . 0 0.772 63. 15 9.42 17.7 1.545 63.14 9.4 1 26.6 2.316 63.12 9.41
30. 9.3 0. 699 60.35 10.40 18.6 1.399 60.34 10.40 27.9 2.099 60.32 10.39
35. 14.7 0. 648 57.48 11.23 29.5 1.296 57.45 1 1 . 2 2 44.2 1.946 57.4C 1 1 . 2 1
o • 2 1 . 8 0.609 54.55 11.64 43.7 1 . 2 2 0 54.50 11.93 65.7 1.833 54.42 11.91
45. 30.7 0. 579 51.61 12. 56 61.6 1.160 51.52 12.54 92.7 1.745 51.37 12.50
50. 41.5 0. 554 48.65 13. 12 83.2 1 . 1 1 2 48.51 13.08 125.4 1.676 48.28 13.02
55. 54.0 0.533 45.71 13.64 1C8.6 1.072 45.51 13.57 164.1 1.62C 45. 15 13.47
60. 6 8 . 2 0. 515 42.82 14. 13 137.4 1.0 36 42.52 14.04 208.6 1.574 42.01 13.86
65. 83.8 0.49 7 39.98 14.63 169.3 1.005 39.58 14.48 258.7 1.535 38.87 14.22
«of"" 100.4 0.480 37.23 15. 14 203.7 0.975 36.70 14.9 2 313.8 1.502 35.76 14.52
75. 117.5 0. 464 34.58 15.68 239.7 0.946 33.92 15.37 373.3 1.473 32.69 14.81
80. 134.5 0. 447 32.06 16.26 276.0 0.917 31.27 15.85 436.0 1.45C 29.71 15.05
85. 150.5 0.430 29.69 16.91 310.9 0 . 8 8 8 28.76 16.38 500.6 1.430 26.83 15.26
90. 16 4*6 0. 412 27.49 17. 64 342.5 0.858 26.45 16.96 564.5 1.414 24.12 15.43
C Q T f iSiUAT- i m
-----------------
o
r \  1 o  a  r  ir m ? R CL»!"-« H . 30 C. F . M .  ________
A M  f t  C D PAH -
------— — U h
P1UPQ
— 4» 1*1 .§----------
U.P . n .  F - P FQPr PHUlFR J s U J U . _  _ Ü . E . ___ ...REQD. _  RIMER _ _  _  _...V . E  . __ _ _  Q _ .  — ..........---- -A¡ 'i O  1 .  t . -------
DEG. R .  P #  M .
—- 1- 1 .J*  Jfli lu« ------
. H . P .
----  g  .  I-  . —
%
..... ......m# ♦ # ------
* R. P. H. H . P . % % R . P . M . H . P . % %
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ** ❖  Tic ❖  ❖ * * ❖  *
❖  ❖ * * * * * * ❖  * ❖  ❖ * *
15. 32.7 4. ?91 68.42 6. 78 40.9 5.366 68.39 6.78 49.1 6.444 68.34 6.77
2 0 . 34.0 3. 537 65.81 8 . 2 2 42.6 4.424 65.77 8 . 2 2 51.1 5.312 65.73 8 . 2 1
25. 35.5 3.092 63. 09 9.41 44.4 3.868 63.05 9.40 53. 3 4.645 63.01 9.39
30. 3 7.2 2.800 60. 29 1 0 . 35 46.5 3.503 60.25 10.38 55.8 4.207 60.20 10.37
35. 59.0 2. 597 57.34 11.2G 73.9 3.252 57.26 11.18 8 8 . 8 3.508 57.15 11.16
40. 87.8 2. 449 54.30 1 1 . 88 1 1 0 . 0 3.070 54.14 11.84 132.5 3.657 53.95 11.30
45. 124. 1 2.337 51.16 12.45 155.5 2.937 50.89 12.38 188.4 3.548 50.55 12.30
50. 168.4 2.251 47.94 12.92 2 1 2 . 6 2.841 47.49 12.80 258.2 3.451 46.9 2 12.65
55. 221.4 2. 186 44.6 3 13.31 281.2 2.776 43.93 13.10 344.5 3.405 43.00 12.82
60. 283.4 2.138 41.25 13.61 363.9 2.745 40.17 13.25 454.2 3.426 38.63 12.74
65. 355.0 2 . 106 37.78 13.81 464.5 2.756 36.11 13.20 604.4 1.C0C 1 . 0 0 î.ec
70. 437.6 2. 094 34.21 13.85 554.6 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 864.2 4.135 ¿6 . 1 0 10.55
75. 534.1 2. 108 30. 50 13.80 872.2 3.443 23.46 10.56 891.1 3.517 27.47 12.41
80. 654.4 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1.0C 893.3 2.970 24.26 12.24 514. 1 3.C35 28.36 14.36
85. 886.3 2.532 20.33 11.45 910.2 2.60 0 24.64 13.99 932.5 2.664 28.77 16.38
90 . 89 6 . 7 2.  246 2 0 . 3 2 1 2 . 65 922. 1 2 . 3 0 9 2 4 . 60 15.75 9 4 5 . 8 2.365 2 8 . 6 5 18. 42
03*£ 00 * £ 000*£ I * 6 0 0 1 65*€2 55*9£ ¿ ¿ 5 * 2  1*696 00*12 59 *d£ 525*2 1*896
00* £ 00 *£ 000*£ 5*266 £ 6 *0£ 19 * 9 £ 18 ¿ * £ 5* £¿6 69*91 5 ¿ *2£ 52¿ *2 9 *£ 56 *58
o e * o 2 58 *5 £ 5 22*£ 6*696 8 £ *81 91 * 9£ 9 91 * £ 2*256 05*91 ££*££ 501 *£ ¿ * £ £ 6 *08
09*¿1 9¿ *8 £ 51 ¿ *£ £*£V5 £6*51 01*5 £ 659* £ 0*926 61*51 5£*1£ 885 *£ 0*606 *5¿
e 0 * al ¿6* 9£ 55£*5 £*016 85* £1 55*££ 582*5 5*568 50*21 £8*62 212*5 2*088 *0¿
29*21 55*5e ¿31 *5 8 £*11 £2*1 £ 111*5 5*198 21*01 18 *¿2 1 £0 *5 0*958 *59
3 £ * 0 l 6 S * l £ £ 0 £ * 9 9 *5£8 I £ *01 ¿0*1 E 869*5 £*55 ¿ 00*1 00*1 000 *x 5*595 *09
00*1 00*1 000*1 8 *£65 £6*11 ¿0*0*7 5¿8*5 6 * £65 55*21 9¿ *T5 160 *5 5*515 *55
05*11 81*i75 105*5 9 M I V I £ * £ l 0£*55 ¿ 9 ¿ * 5 ¿* 95 £ 55*21 02*95 680*5 0 *90£ *05
£6*11 £0*6*7 335*5 5*162 ¿0*21 £9*65 61ö**r 6*552 02*21 £1 *05 5 ¿ I * 5 9*122 *55
29*11 2I *£ 5 ££9*5 6*102 69*11 ^5* £5 ¿ ¿ 6*  *7 5 *8¿ 1 S¿ *11 1¿*£5 ££ £ * 5 £*551 *05
30*11 £¿*95 306*5 2*5£T I I  *11 68*95 9 £ £ * 5 0*51 1 51 *11 £0 *¿5 0¿5 *5 8 *£ 01 * 5£
5£*0t 00*09 1 £ £ *9 0*58 5 £ *01 ¿0*09 129*5 9 *«7¿ 9£ *01 51 *09 £16*5 2*59 * 0£
¿£ *  6 23*29 585*9 Z *08 8£ *6 68*29 502*9 2 * 1 ¿ 5 £ *6 56 *29 525 *5 £ *29 *52
51*3 55*59 1 S6 * ¿ 6*9 L 02*8 £9*59 960* ¿ £*3 9 12*8 89*59 £02 *9 ¿*65 *02
51*9 ¿1*89 069*6 6* £¿ 9 1 * 9 £2*89 505*8 9*59 ¿ ¿ * 9 62*89 £25 *¿ 5 *¿5 *51
* * ** * * * * ❖  * ir* * * * $ * *
* * * * * * * * ** *❖ * * * *
* * d*H *W*d*d % £ *d*H *w*d *d á, £ * d *H *N*d*d *030
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t
--------U'4< V 'P- —■—-
R.P.M. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. % %
** * # ** ** * * ** ** ** ** $ *
aflc alte ** ❖ * ** ** ** ** **
15. 82.2 10.779 68.09 6 . 75/~s
9C.5 11.872 6 8 . 0 1 6.74 93.9 12.968 67.92 6.73
2 0 • 85. 5 8. 890 65.47 8.18 94.2 9.792 65.38 8.17 102.9 10.657 65.29 8.16
25. 89.3 7.775 62. 74 9.35 98.3 8.565 62.65 9.34 107.4 5.359 62.55 9.22
30. 93.5 7.045 59.91 10.32 103.0 7.762 59.82 10.31 1 1 2 . 6 8.462 55.71 10.25
35. 149.6 6. 586 56.54 11. C4 165.2 7.271 56.34 1 1 . 0 0 181.0 7.965 56.11 10.56
*o
j ' ■ 225.9 6. 303 52.75 11.54 25C.5 6.989 52.33 11.45 275.8 7.655 51.86 11.34
45. 328. 5 6 . 188 48.33 11.75 367.8 6.9 29 47.49 11.55 410.1 7.724 4 6*48 1 1 . 3C
50. 47 3. 1 6. 32 2 42.73 11.50 546.C 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 647.8 8.656 37.51 1 0 .C 8
55. 803.5 7.931 30. 90 9. 17 812.3 8.019 33.58 9.98 820.9 8.103 36.2 1 10.77
60. 846.4 6. 384 34.61 11.39 856.8 6.463 37.56 12.38 867.0 6.54C 40.46 13.35
65 • 8 8 6. 9 5. 261 37. 81 13.82 898.9 5.333 40.99 15.00 910.5 5.4C2 44.10 16. 16
70. 924.2 4.422 40.40 16.45 937.8 4.487 43.76 17.83 950.8 4.550 47.C4 19. 18
75. 957.8 3. 781 42.32 19.24 972.8 3.340 45.79 20.83 987.2 3.000 3.CO 3.CC
30. 986*9 3.000 3.00 3.OC 10C3.1 3.000 3.00 3.GO 1018.7 3.CCC 3.OC 3.CC
85. 1 0 1 0 . 6 3. 000 3.00 3.OC 1027.9 3.000 3.00 3.00 1044.5 3.GCC 3.OC 3.CC
9 0 . 1 0 2 8 . 1 3 .  OOO 3 * 0 0 3 . 0 0 1 0 4 6 . 3 3 . 0 0 0
3 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 1 0 6 3 . 8 3.000 3.OC 3.00 -
r-i-wf'
Cs¡
_UÜ__S P F F D W ITHIN fc1 O t CR_^1-Û3! CF 1 ST— bARMC.IM IC.
7 . 0  SPfcFO WITHÎ.M- + ia* CR - 1 CÏ— CF 2 ND HÛR.WCMIC
3 . 0  MâJC.LM-UM SPE HD IS E.XC F Ff) FO­
RES IGN OA T A   ---------
L/0=?0. . C H/0=2. • C L /f> = . 0833 .C0/0-.333 ,P/0=1.
HP T O N T  HP 1 T P T  15. FT # . -~V J
r H
CM CR I TI CAL ^ p p p n
i f n g t h 0 Î A M F T F «
R •
F T R c T
P . M .
^Frn\|n i v a v t q p p p n CH jC K E  - CORE DIA. CLEARANCE____
DEG. FT. FT. HATMONIC HARMONIC H . P . M . FT. FT. FT.
4 & 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 ❖  4 4 4
44 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 44
4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4
44 44 44 44 44 44 4 » ♦ 4 44
25. 35.49 1 . 0 0 0 0 131.67 526.68 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0 * C 83300
CC
>
O • 30.00 1 . 0 0 0 0 182.G3 728.11 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.0 83300
35. 26. 15 1 . 0 0 0 0 236.75 946.98 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.1330 0.€83300
40. 23.34 1 . 0 0 0 0 294.C8 1176.32 700.00t 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 O.C833CÛ
45. 2 1 . 2 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 352.29 1409.14 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.G 83300
50. 19.58 0.9791 4CC.85 1603.38 707.44 1.9581 0.3260 0 .081556
55. 18.31 0.9156 424.28 1697.14 731.56 1.8312 0.3045 0.076269
60. 17.32 0.8660 444.55 1778.21 752.20 1.7321 0.2884 0.072141
65. 16. 55 0.8275 461.67 1846.67 769.49 1.6551 0.2756 0.068934
70# 15.96 0.7981 475.64 1902.55 783.54 1.5963 0. 2658 0.066485
75. 15.53 0.7765 486.48 1545.93 794.40 1.5529 0.2586 0.064679
B O . 15.23 0.7616 454.22 1576,88 802.13 1.5231 0.2536 0.C63A39
. .. ' '■ ■ • • •. JV . t .
85. 15.06 0.7529 458.36 1995.42 806.75 1.5057 0.25C7 Q.C62714
9 0 . 1 5 . 0 0 O . 7 5 0 0 5 C O . 4 0 2 0 0 1 . 6 0 8 0 8 . 2 9 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 2 4 5 7 0 . 0 6 2 4 7 5
HPtf tHT PF 1 TFT L5 . — FX__s±2S_
y *-• ̂
CNJ 5 c . F .  M. ____ _____ l  3 C . g .  M♦ i S  C .  F .  M .
äMrn p ß pan. pnw pr V. E. 0. E . JREQD. PÛWÊP V.E. rup . ____
OEG. P.P.M. H.P. I 1 R.P.M. H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. % %
** ** ** ** ** * * ** fr* ¡fr 4c 3fr 3fr 4* 4c frfr frfr
** * * ** ** ❖ * ** 3fr 4C 3fr 5fr ¡fr ¡fr 3fr 3 fr fr* **
** * * ** ** ** ** ** 3fr 3fr 4t 3fr 5 fr  3 f r 3 f r  5 fr ** frfr
** ** ** ** ** ** 3fr fr 3fr afr 3fr 3fr 3 fr  3 fr 3fr* 3fr* 3fr 3fr
25* 8.9 1. 159 63. 15 9.42 17.7 2.317 63.14 9.41 26.6 3.477 63.12 5.41
30. 9.3 1. 049 60.35 10.40 18.6 2.098 60.34 10.40 27.9 3. 145 60.32 10.39
35. 9. 7 0.972 57.48 11.23 19.5 1.944 57.47 11.23 29.3 2.917 57.44 11.2 4.
40. 10.3 0.914 54. 57 11.54 2C.6 1 .8 28 54,55 11.94 30.8 2.743 54.53 11.93
45. 10.9 0. 8 6 8 51.63 12.56 21.7 1.737 51.61 12.56 32.6 2.6C7 51.59 12.55
a
i o « 12.3 0. 831 48.69 13.13 24.6 1.66 3 48.67 13. 12 36.9 2.495
'48.64 13.12
55. 16. 0 0. 79 9 45.77 13.65 32.0 1.599 45.75 13.65 48.0 2.4C1 45.7C 13.63
60. 2 0 . 2 0.77 0 42.90 14.16 40.4 1.542 4 2 . 8 6 14.15 60.7 2.317 42.8C 14. 13
65. 24.8 0.744 40.09 14.67 49.6 1.489 40.04 14.65 74.5 2.239 39.56 14 • 62
70. 29.6 0.718 37.37 15.2C 55.4 1.438 37.31 15.17 89.3 2.16* 37.15 15.12
75. 34.6 0.692 34.76 15. 76 69.4 1.388 34.68 15.72 104.6 2.C9C 34.54 15.66
30. 39.6 0. 6 6 6 32.28 16.38 79.4 1.336 32. 18 16.33 119.7 2.015 32.01 16.24
35. 44.2 0.640 29.94 17.06 8 8 . 8 1.284 29.83 16.99 134.0 1.938 29.64 16.88
9 0  . 4 8 . 3 0 . 6 1 2 2 7 . 7 7 1 7 .  82 5 7 . 0 1 . 2  30 2 7 . 6 4 1 7 . 7 4 1 4 6 . 7 1.855 2 7 . 4 3 17.6C
U V •' r-H"
Cù 90 r _ F _ fcî
— C Q X im
9 «ï r - F _
L6XLQ&- 
w - 30 C. F.H.
>nvi £(3
■#-. ■
n.ft GEQO. _POWER V.E-. c>£^ ___
IEG* R.P.M.- H.P. % % R. P.*. H.P. ? % R.P.H. H.P. S
** * # * * ** ** * $ * * ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** ** ** *♦ ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** **j ** ** * $ ** ** ** * * ** **
** ** ** ** ** ** ** -*♦ ** ** ** ** **
25. 35.5 4.639 63.09 9.41 44.4 5.802 63.05 9.40 53.3 é. 9 í 7 63.01 9.25
30. 37.2 4.201 60.29 10.35 46.5 5.254 60.25 10.38 55.8 6.31C 6C.2C 10.37
35. 39.0 3. 891 57.41 1 1 . 2 1 48. 8 4.867 57.37 1 1 . 2 1 58.7 5.84* 57.22 1 1 .2 C
o * 41.2 3. 660 54.49 11.52 51.5 4.579 54.45 11.91 61.8 5.5CC 54.4C Il .5C
45. 43.5 3.47 8 51.55 12.55 54.5 4.352 5 1.51 12.53 65.4 5.228 51.45 12.52
50. 49.2 3. 330 48. ó0 13. 1C 61.6 4.167 48.55 13.09 74.0 5.CC8 48.48 13.C7
55. 64. 1 3.205 45. 64 13.61 80.3 4.014 45.56 13.59 96.6 4.828 45.46 13.56
60. 81.1 3.095 42.71 14. 10 1 0 1 . 6 3.880 42.59 14.06 122.3 4.672 42.45 14.01
65 • 59.7 2.994 39.83 14.57 125.1 3.758 39.67 14.52 150.9 4.522 29.48 14.44
70. 119.6 2. 898 37.04 15. C 6 150.4 3.643 36.83 14.97 181.8 4.402 36.57 14.67
75. 140.3 2.803 34.34 15.57 176.7 3.531 34.08 15.45 214. 1 4.275 32.7 5 15.3C
80 « 16 0. 9 2.707 31.78 16. 1 2 203.1 3.419 31.46 15.96 247.0 4.157 31.G6 15.75-—- ------«—.—.—-— _—
85. ISO.4 2.60 9 29.36 16.72 228.5 3.304 28.99 16.51 278.8 4.C32 28.51 16.23
197* 8 2 .  5 0 8  27* 13 1 7 . 4 C  2 5 1 * 2  3 * 1 8 4  2 6 * 7 1  1 7 . 1 3  3 0 7 . 9  3 . 9 C 3  2 6 . 1 6  16.77
crr
m  r <0 M
----UJ4-1ÜÍ-U
ah r - p _
£ 1. I W —






- F .  ‘” » --
W P _ n - p DPon.
■- *T -\w #"■»—-#-
pnkPQ \/. p. Q„E. _ RECO. P0&ER V« £« CUE.___-----KCl W w' #------
8.P.M.
- -r-̂ W -
H.P.
—  V . C- ♦— 
%
--w. ——
1 R.P.M. H.P. ? % R.P.M. H.P . % $
** * * * * ** ** ** * * ** ** ** ** ** * *
** # * ** 4c* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** ❖ * ❖ 4c ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** ♦ 4= ** ** * * ** ** ** ** ** ** **
25 • 62.3 8. 136 62. *95 9.35 71.2 9.307 62.89 9.38 80.2 10.4€3 62.82 5.37
30. 65.2 7.369 60.14 10.36 74.6 8.4 31 60.07 10.35 84.C 9.457 6C.CC 1C. 34
35. 68.5 6. 828 57. 26 11.18 78.4 7.813 57.19 11.17 88.3 8.8C2 57.11 11.15
40. 72.2 6. 624 54.33 11.89 82.7 7.35 2 5^.26 11.87 93.2 8.284 54.17 11. €5
45. 76.4 6. 108 51.38 12.5C €7.5 6.991 51.30 12.48 98.6 7.8 78 51.21 12.46
50. 86.5 5. 852 48.40 13. G5 55.1 6.701 48.31 13.02 ill .7 7.556 48.2C 12.95
55. 113.0 5.648 45.33 13.52 129.6 6.475 45.19 13.48 146.3 7.311 45.C3 13.43
60. 143.3 5.473 42.27 13.55 164.6 6.286 42.07 13.88 186.2 7.112 41.83 13.81
65. 17 7.1 5.320 39.24 14.35 203.9 6.125 38.95 14.25 231.4 6.951 38.62 14.12
70. 213.9 5. 182 36.25 14.74 247.1 5.987 35.87 14.58 281.7 6.823 35.41 14.39
75. 252.9 5.054 33.34 15. 11 293.6 5.866 3 2.84 14.88 336.6 6.726 32.23 14.6C
BO. 293.0 4. 9 32 30. 54 15.48 342.2 5.759 29.90 15.15 395.9 6.664 29. C9 14.73
•in00 332.7 4. 81 1 27.89 15.87 351.7 5.664 27.09 15.41 459.4 1.00C 1.00 l.CC
<50. 3 6 9 . 7 A - .6 8  7 2 5 . 4 4 1 6 .  25 4 3 5 . 9 5 . 5 7 7 2 4 . 4 5 1 5 . 6 5 5 2 7 . 1 l.OCC l.OC l.CC -sèi
9 6 * 2 1 9  8 * 1 ? 3 2 E  * 6 2  *  6 8  ¿ 8  6 * 2 1 6 2 * 0 2 0 8 2 * 6 3 * 2 £ 2 2 2 * 2 1 T 2 * 6 I
5 Z 6 * 8 0 * 9 0  L * 0 6
! 6 8 * 2 1 9  8 * 1 2 2 9 5 * 3 1 ¿ • o e i ¿ V I I 6 2 * 0 2 2 9 9 * 0 1 S  *  £ 2  2 3 0 * 1
0 0 * 1 0 0 0 * 1 6 * 9 9 5 * 5 8
3 2 *  I I s e *  t z S I I M I 9 * 0 9 9 0 0 * 1 0 0 * 1 0 0 0 * 1
£  * 2 £ 5 0 0 * 1 0 0 * 1 0 0 0  * 1 0 * 1 S < ? * 0 8
3 3 M 3 3 * 1 3 3 0 * 1 £ * S 6 9 i 8 * e i 2 s * o e
6 8 9 * 8 5 * ^ e v 5 2 * 9 1 2 9 *  I £ 9 5 9 * 2 I  * £ 8 £ * 5 2
9 S * £ T 9 9 * £ £ 2 ?  3 * 6 i * 8 ò e 0 6 * e i 2 2 * 9 8
£ £ 9 * 8 < 7 * 9 5  £ 2 1 * 9 1 2 8  * 9 £ 1 0 2 * 2 6 * 2  T £ * 0 2
2 9 * 2 1 2 2 * 2 £ 0 1 9 * 6 o * o 2 £ 2 8 * e i 6 2 * 2 8 9 8 9 * 8 2 * 6 8 2
8  6 * e i 9 2  * 8 £ 2 0 8 * 2 8 * 6 5 2 * 5 9
O S  *  E X 0 6 * 0 * 3 0 2 * 6 0 * 9 5 2 1 9  * t l 5 2 * 1 9
9 1 8 * 8 6 * 0 £  2 2 2  * £ T 9 5  * 1 9 9 5 6 * 2 £ * 8  0 2 * 0 9
b 2 * e i I  * 7  * 9 3 8 * 6 8  ’ ¿ f e l i e * e i 9 9 * 9 9 9 1 0 * 6
9 * 0 8 1 2  £  * £ 1 5 8  * 9 9 2 5 1  * 8 2  * £ 9 1 * 5 5
3 3 * 2 1 D 3 # 2 9 0 9 1 * 0 1 2  *  O S I 2 6 * 2 1 9 6  * 2 9 9 8 2 * 6
2  * 2 £  1 9 6 * 2 1 8 0 * 8 9 2 1 9 * 8 9 * 9 2 1 * 0 5
9 2 * 2 1 8 8 * 3 5 5 2 5 * 0 1 e  * z e i 1 9 * 2 1 0 0 * 1  s 0 1 9 * 6
3 * 1 2 1 9 9 * 2 1 l i  * 1 5 2 2 2 * 8 8 * 6 0 1 * 5 9
3 2 * 1 1 9 3 * E 5 I T I M I 6 * 9 2 1 1 8 * 1 1 ¿ 6 * 2 5
£ 9 1 * 0 1 £ * 9 1 1 £ 3 * 1 1 8 0 * 9 5 0 2 2  * 6 2 * £ 0 1 * 0 9
3 1 * 1 1 T 8 * ? 5 3 S 2 M I V *  8 1 1 2  1  *  1  T 2 6 * 9 5
< 7 6 2 * 3 1 £ * 3 3 1 9 1  * 1 1 2 0 * 2 5 5 6 2  * 6 £ * 9 6 *  S £
6 2 * 3 1 1 2 * 6 5 9 2 2 * 2 1 9 * 2 1 1 I  £  *  0 1 2 8 * 6 5
£ 9 9 * 1 1 3  *  £ 3 1 2 £  * 0 1 1 6 * 6 5 ¿ 9 S  * 0 1 5  * £ 6 *  0  £
2 2 * 6 5 5 * 2 9 6 £ 0 * 9 i 9 * 2 0 1 v e * 6 5 9 * 2 9
8 9 8 * 2 1 £ * 8 6 5  £  * 6 9 2 * 2 9 £ 9 9 * 1 1 £ * 6 8 * 5 2
* * * * * * * *
♦  * * * * * * *
* * * * * *
5 j t 5 ) C * ♦  * ❖  $ *  * *  £
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * #  3 j t *  1}C
♦  ♦ *  * * *
*  $ L * * * *
* * * d * H
* W * d * 8 & % * d * H * d * d  * d & £
* d  * H ‘  *  N  *  d  *  d
-— - # r H V * r \ i —
* 0  3 0
------------- * *i i  n  m  v  —
^ T U T * T T d 3 « 0 c f
* □ 3 3 1 3 '  * 3 * 0 * " 3 * A d  3  " 1  O d * 0 3 3  a ~ r T  0 3  A
#  f c d r ^ - 4
a  d  P I U  d U U 3 0 3  1  I N» v
* W * : 1 * 0  0 9
* N  * d  3  £  5 r o
6 - *
- T T ' Ì -----------------------------------------" i o i m i N i i o o
LS— EXCE-EQED-
DFSIGN CATA
L/D = 20. ,CH/0=2. » CL/D=.0833 ,CD/0=.333 ,P/D = 1.
-- .
-----------------------------------—
■ HEIGHT. QF L I F T .  2 .0 . - E J•—I
^  -- — ------------CRITICAI SPEED
K .  P • M *
G5________________________________ _______
_____ L - E A L G . T H  f 1 X A Ä & I E  r F  I  P  S T WAV C DC Pfl1 . C H O K E C O R E  C l  A m C L E A R A N C E  ........................
D E G . F T . F T . H A T M C N Î C H 4 R M G N I C R  .  P  *  H  . F T . F T . F T .
« « «  « ❖  « « « *  « 4 c  4 « « « * 4 c  4 c
« « « 4 = « * « * *  * * * i f * « « « «
« « 4 c  4 c « 4 « * * * * 4 c « 4 c « 4 c  4 c « 4 c
* 4 C « 4 c « « « « ♦  « 4 = 4 < « « 4 c  * 4 c «
4 C « « « « 4 c 4 < « * « « « * * 4 c  4 « * *
4 c  4 c 4 c  4 c « 4 = « 4 * « « « « « 4 c 4 c  * « «
3 5 . 3 4 . 8 7 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 . 2 6 5 4 5 . 0 4 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 C . C 8 3 3 G 0
4 0 . 3 1 . 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 6 9 . 7 1 6 7 8 . 8 3 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . C 8 3 3 C 0
4 5 . 2 8 . 2 8 1 .  0 0 0 0 2  G  3 • 7 9 8 1 5 . 1 7 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 Û . C 8 3 3 C 0
si
l
O * 2 6 . 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 2 3 7 . 5 0 9 5 0 . 0 0 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 0 . C  8 3 3 0 0
5 5 . 2 4 . 4 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 . 8 6 1 0 7 9 . 4 5 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . C  8 3 3 0 0
6 0 . 2 3 . 0 9 1 . 0 0 0 0 2 9 5 . 9 5 1 1 9 9 . 8 2 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 C . C 6 3 3 C 0
6 5 . 2 2 . 0  7 1 . 0 0 0  0 3 2 6 . 9 5 1 3 0 7 . 7 8 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 O . C 8 3 3 0 0
T O . 2 1 . 2 8 1 . 0 0 0 0 3 5 C . 0 9 1 4 0 0 . 3 7 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3  3 0 C . C 8 3 3 C 0
7 5 . 2 0 .  7 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 3 6 8 . 7 7 1 4 7 5 . 0 8 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 G Û . C 8 3 3 C Ü
8 0 . 2 0 . 3 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 3  8 2 . 4 8 1 5 2 9 . 9 2 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . C 8 3 3 C 0
•U“'oc 2 0 . 0 8 1 . 0 0 0 0 3 5 C . 8 5 1 5 6 3 . 4 1 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . C 8 3 3 C 0
9 0 . 2 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 3 5 3 . 6 7 1 5 7 4 . 6 7 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . C 6 3 3 C 0
o MP ir.MT np 1 TFT 2 0. - ET.OJ OJ m  r c «i. 15 C. F.M.
YM.GLE . y « E . CUE. REQD. PÜ WER V.E. G*E.
DE G . R.P.M. H . P . % % R.P.M. H.P. % ? R.P.M. H.P. «
** ** « « ** «« ** ** ** « « ** « «
** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
♦ ♦ « « ** « « ** «« **
« « ** « « ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** *« « « * « ** ** ** **
«« ** « « ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
35. 9.7 1. 29 5 57.48 11.23 15.5 2.592 57.47 11.23 29.3 3.885 57.44 1 1 . 2 2
40. 10.3 1.218 54.57 11.94 2 0 . 6 2.437 54.55 11.94 30.8 3*658 54.53 11.53
45. 10.9 1 . 1 5  8 51.63 12.56 21.7 2 . 3 1 6 51.61 12.56 32.6 3.476 51.59 12.5 5
50. 1 1. 5 1.  108 48.69 13.13 23.1 2.217 48.68 13.12 34.6 3.327 48.65 13.12
55. 12. 3 i .  06 5 45. 78 13.66 24.5 2.131 45.76 13.65 36.8 3.155 45.73 13.64
60. L 3.  i 1.027 42.91 14.16 26.2 2.055 42.89 14.16 3 9 . 3 3.C84 42.86 14.15
65. 14.0 0 . 9 9  i 40. 10 14.67 28.1 i .983 40.08 14.67 42.1 2.978 4C.C5 14.65
70. 15.  1 0. 957 37.39 15.20 30.1 1.915 37.37 15. 19 4 5 . 3 2.875 37.33 15.18
7 5. 16. 2 0. 922 34.78 15. 77 32.4 1.846 34.76 15.76 48.7 2.772 34.72 15.74
80. 1 7 . 5 0.  88 8 32.30 16.39 35.C 1.777 32.27 16.38 52.5 2.668 32.2 3 16.35
85. 18.9 0. 852 29.9 7 17.C7 37.7 1.705 29.94 17.06 56.7 2.562 29.85 17.C2
9 0  . 2 0 . 4 0 . 8 1 5 2 7 .  80 1 7 .  8 4 4 C . 7 1 . 6 3 3 2 7 . 7 7 1 7 . 8 2 6 1 . 2 2 . 4  53 2 7 . 7 2 17.  75




c m -30 C. F.M.
AM pi c y F
* t- “
0. F * R E Q D ♦ - POWER V #6 • O.E.
DEG. P . P • M . * H.P.
—-V0 CT. ■"
% % R .P.P. H.P. % % R.P.H. H.P. % 1
A A A A AA AA AA A A A A AA AA AA AA AA AA
aa A A A A AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA
A A A A A A AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA
A A A A A A AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA
A  A A A A A AA AA AA A A AA AA AA AA AA AA
A A A A A A AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA
35. 39.0 5. 188 57.41 1 1 . 2 1 4e . 8 6.490 57.37 1 1 . 2 1 58.7 7.795 57.32 1 1 . 2 0
40. 41.2 4. 880 54.49 11.52 51.5 6.105 54.45 11.91 61.8 7.333 54.40 11.9C
45. 43.5 4. 638 51.55 12. 55 54.5 5.803 51.51 12.53 65.4 6 .9 Tl 51.45 12.52
50. 46.2 4.435 48.61 13.11 57.8 5.555 48.56 13.09 69.4 6.674 48.50 1 3 . c e
55. 45.2 4.269 45.69 13.63 61.5 5.342 45.64 13.6 1 74.0 6.420 45.57 13.55
60. 52.5 4. 117 42. 81 14. 1 3 65.7 5.153 4 2.76 14.11 79.0 6.153 42.69 14.CS
65. 56.3 3.975 40.00 14.64 7C.4 4.976 39.94 14.61 84.7 5.983 39.87 14.59
70. 60.4 3.838 37.28 15.16 75.7 4,806 37.22 15.13 91.0 5.780 37.14 15.1C
75. 65.0 3.702 34.66 15.72 81.5 4.637 34.59 15.68 98.0 5.576 34.51 15.64
80. 70.2 3. 564 32. 17 16.32 87.9 4.46 6 32.10 16.28 105.8 5. 315 32.01 16.24
85. 75.8 3.423 29. 83 17.00 95.0 4.291 29.75 16.95 114.4 5.167 29.65 16.69
90 81.8 3 .  279 2 7 . 6 5  1 7 .  74 1 C2.6 4.112 27.56 17.68 123. 7 4 . 9 5 5  2 7 . 4 5  17.61





DHJfC n . F RFíin. p n ß V. F, G. E^ REQD. POWER . V.*JE. C.E.___--— #--
R . P . M .
.  *■•-»!* tf.— --  •■
H.p. % %
—-U ü f —
R. P.P. H.P. % % R . P . M . H.P. % %
* * ** ** ** ** ** %* ** * * **
** ** ** *❖ ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** ** * « **
** £ $ ** ** ** ** **
** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** ** ** ** ** **
35 • 68.5 9. 104 57. 26 11.18 78.4 10.417 57.19 11.17 88.3 11.736 57.11 11.15
40. 72.2 8. 565 54.33 1 1 . 85 82.7 9.802 54.26 11.87 93.2 11.045 54.17 11.85
45. 76.4 8 . 143 51.38 12. 5C 87.5 9.321 51.30 12.48 98.6 1C.5C5 51.21 12.46
50. 81.1 7.798 48. ¿3 13. C6 92.9 8.928 48.35 13.03 104.7 10.C64 48.25 13. Cl
55. 8 6* 4 7. 503 45.50 13.57 55.0 8.592 45.41 13.54 1 1 1 . 6 5.688 4 5.21 13.51
60. 92.4 7. 240 42.61 14.06 105.8 8.293 42.51 14.03 119.3 9.354 42.40 14.CC
65. 9 9.0 6.996 39.78 14.55 113.4 8.016 39.68 14. 52 128.0 9.045 39.56 14.47
TO. 1 0 6.4 6. 761 37.04 15.C6 1 2 2 . 0 7.750 36.93 15.01 137.7 8.75C 36.8C 14.96
75. 114.7 6.528 34.40 15.60 131.6 7.487 34.28 15.54 148.6 8.458 34.14 15.48
80. 123.9 6.293 31.89 16. 18 142.2 7.222 31.76 16.11 160.7 8.165 21.61 16.03
85. 134.0 6.053 29.53 16.€2 153.9 6.953 29.38 16.74 174. 1 7.861 25.22 16.64
90 . 145.0 5. 809 27.32 17. 53 i 66.7 6.678 27.16 17.42 188.8 7. 565 26.58 17.31
---------
CU
cv? f  r> r P M
. ._XaXÎNUAI10R - 
f f  r  F M. 60 C . F . M.w u
ÂAIRL F BPnn. D Ttó PS
*“ +  -------
V . F . n . F _ PFOO* orupp V r F T 0 .  E .  _ RÊQD. POWER V-. E . _  Ü . Ê .  _
OF G.
— ■— -fi-iw! w y #•
R . P . M . .  H . ° . % % R. P.fc. H . P . % % R . P . M . H . P . % %
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * ❖  * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * *  * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * *
«IT­" 9 8.  3 13.061 57. 02 11.14 i c e .  3 14.392 56.92 11.12 118. 4 15.721 56.81 11.  1C
40. 103.7 12. 294 54.0 8 11. 83 114. 3 13.550 53. 97 11. 81 124.9 14. 814 53.8 6 11.76
45. 109. 8 11. 695 51. 11 12. 44 121. 0 12.894 51. 00 12.41 132. 3 1 4 . 10C 5 €. 8 8 12.38
50. 1L6. 6 11. 207 48.  14 12. 58 128.6 12.359 48. 02 12. 95 140. 7 13.5 2C 47. 85 12.51
55. 124.3 10 . 79 2 45.  19 1 3 . 4 6 137.1 11. 905 4 5 . 0 6 13. 44 150.1 13.025 44. 92 1 3 . 4C
60. 133.0 1 0 . 4 2 4 42.  28 1 3 . 5 5 146. 8 11. 505 4 2 . 1 4 13.91 160. 7 12.557 41. 59 13.8 6
65. 142.7 10. 085 39. 43 14. 42 157. 6 11. 136 3 9 . 2 8 14.37 172. 7 12.201 39. 11 14.31
7 0 . 15 3 . 7 9.761 3 6 . 6 6 1 4 . 9 0 165. 8 1 0 . 7 8 6 3 6 . 4 9 14. 83 18 6 . 2 11.826 36.3 1 14.76
75. 165. <5 9 . 4 4 2 3 3 . 9 9 1 5 . 4 0 1 8 3 . 5 10. 442 3 3 . 8 1 15.32 2 0 1 . 4 11•4 6C 33. 61 15.23
80. 1 7 9 . 6
- .
9.  12 3
■ . ■ • - ■■ ■ 3 1 . 4 4 1 5 . 94 1 9 8 . 8 10.099 31. 24 1 5 . 84 2 1 8 . 4 11. €57 3 1 . 02 15.73
8 5 . 194.7 8.  799 2 9 . 0 3 1 6 . 5 3 2 15.9 9 . 7 5 3 28.81 16.41 237.  5 10. 733 2 8 . 5 7 16.26
90 . 21 1. 5 8. 4 7 2 26. 77 17. 17
T ------
2 3 4 . 7 9 . 4 0 6 26. 53 17.0 1 2 5 8 . 8 1C.37C 26 . 26 1 6 . 83
___3^0 MAXIitUK- Sí»E£D— LS-XXCE£0££L
- --DESIGN DATA ---------------------------
L /0=?0* *CH/D=2 • » C L /D =•0833 ,C0/0=.333 ,P/0 = U
— _____________
HEIGHT _.(!£—i—IJET 2 5. FT-to­olcv
At\l 1 F JIT AMFTF R
CRITICAL
R.P
SPEED - - 
• M .
cFrnMn .CHOKE CORE DIA. CLEARANCE...
DE G* FT. FT. HATMQNIC HARMONIC R.P.H. FT. FT. FT.
$ * ** * * ** ** ** * 4
** ** ** ** **
** ** ** ** ** ** & $
* # ÿ $ ** **
& * ❖ * * & # $ **
❖ & ** ** ** **
» # ** « * ** **
40 • 38.89 1 . 0 0 0 0 110.31 441.24 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C 83 300
45. 35.36 1 . 0 0 0 0 132.66 530.65 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.C83300
50. 32.64 1 . 0 0 0 0 154.82 619.27 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C8330G
55. 30.52 1 . 0 0 0 0 176. 13 704.50 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3B3C 0.0833CO
60. 28.87 1 . 0 0 0 0 165.58 783.90 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 O.C83300
65. 27. 58 1 . 0 0 0 0 213. 81 855.22 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C83300
70. 26 • 60 1 . 0 0 0 0 226.12 916 .46 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0 .C 83 3CO
75. 25.88 1 . 0 0 0 0 241.48 665.93 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.333C 0.C 83 300
B O . 25.39 1 . 0 0 0 0 2 50. 56 1002.26 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 O.C83300
00 oí • 25. 10 i.OCOO 256.11 1024.46 700.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0.3330 0.C833C0
90  . 2 5 . 0 0 1 .  o o o o 2 5 7 . 6 8 1 0 3 1 . 9 3 7 0 0 • 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C O.C 83300
HEIGHT C E L I H I  25* — HX.
C \ J
C  ~  C  U i n  F . V  - 1 5  C . Ê J U
A  M f *  1 c p e  n n p n w F R V  _ F  . 0 .  F - » f q n . R C ^ i E S  . . _  V . J E L . _________ _  G  . - E - .  - R E O D . P O W E R
V . E  . C L . E L . _______
» ' - i  v j I _  I T ---------
O E G .
—T\ C  W U  #  -----------
p , P  »  ,
i — U  .1 -1»-*̂ -— --------
H . P . £ % R . P .  R . H . P . *
R . P . M . H . P  •
«
* * * * * * * * * *
* 3 ¡ C * * *  * * * * *
* * »  * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * *  $ * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * ♦  *
*  * * * *  í j c * * * * * * * *
* * * *
* * ❖  # * * *  * * * *
* * * * * *
*  * * * * * *  J f r * * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
•
O
1 0 . 3 1 . 5 2 3 5 4 . 5 7 1 1 . 5 4 2  G . 6 3 . 0 4 7 5 4 . 5 5
1 1 . 9 4 3 0 . 8 4 . 5 7 2 5 4 . 5 3 1 1 . 9 3
4 5 . 1 0 . 9 1 . 4 4 7 5 1 . 6 3 1 2 . 5 6 2 1 . 7 2 . 8 9 5 5 1 . 6 1
1 2 . 5 6 3 2 . 6 4 . 3 4 5 5 1 * 5 9 1 2 . 5 5
5 0 . 1 1 . 5 1 . 3 8 5 4 8 . 6 9 1 3 . 1 3 2 2 . 1 2 . 7 7 1 4 8 . 6 8 1 3 .  1 2
3 4 . 6 4 . 1 5 8 4 8 . 6 5 1 3 . 1 2
5 5 . 1 2 . 3 1 . 3 3 1 4 5 . 7 8 1 3 . 6 6 2 4 . 5 2 . 6 6 4 4 5 . 7 6
1 3 . 6 5 3 6 . 8 3 . 9 9 9 4 5 . 7 3 1 3 . 6 4
6 0 . 1 3 .  1 1 . 2 8 4 4 2 . 9 1 1 4 . 1 6 2 6 . 2 2 . 5 6 8 4 2 . 8 9 1 4 . 1 6
3 9 . 3 3 . 8 5 5 4 2 . 8 6 1 4 . 1 5
—
6 5 . 1 4 . 0 1 . 2 3 9 4 0 .  1 0 1 4 .  6 7 2 8 . 1 2 . 4 7 9 4 0 . 0 8
1 4 . 6 7 4 2 . 1 3 . 7 2 2 4 0 . 0 5 1 4 .  £ 5
7 0  • 1 5 .  1 1 .  1 9 6 3 7 . 3 9 1 5 . 2 0 3 C .  1 2 . 3 9 3 3 7 . 3 7
1 5 . 1 9 4 5 . 3 3 . 5 9 3 3 7 . 3 3 1 5 . 1 6
7 5 . 1 6 . 2 1 .  1 5 3 3 4 . 7 8 1 5 . 7 7 3 2 . 4 2 . 3 0 8 3 4 . 7 6
1 5 .  7 6 4 8 . 7 3 . 4 6 5 3 4 . 7 2 1 5 . 7 4
8 0  • 1 7 . 5 1 .  1 0 9 3 2 .  3 0 1 6 .  3 9 3 5 . 0 2 . 2 2 1
3 2 . 2 7 1 6 . 3 8 5 2 . 5 3 . 3 3 5 3 2 . 2 3 1 6 . 3 5
8 5 . 1 8 . 9 1 .  0 6  5 2 9 .  9 7 1 7 .  C 7
3 7 . 7 2 . 1 3 2 2 9 . 9 4 1 7 . 0 6 5 6 . 7 3 . 2 C 2 2 9 . 8 5 1 7 . C 3
9 0 . 2 0 . 4 1 . 0 1 9 2 7 .  80 1 7 .  £4 4 0 . 7 2 . 0 4 1 2 7 . 7 7 1 7 . 8 2 6 1 . 2 3 . C 6 7 2 7 . 7 2 1 7 . 7 9
-— e\i cu ? n r _ F . M .
__ CCTINU AT ICN-
? F r F M - •wom F.M.
ÁMGLF penn - p n y  F » V - F - F. « F or:. p n u F P VtFt Q»F. J*EQD. POWEP V.E* a.JE„___
DEG. R.P.M. H .  P . £
- - % 1 . 0 —
£ R.P.M. H . P . £ £ R.P.M. H . P . % %
** ** * $ ❖ * ** ❖ * xx XX xx X* xx x x<
# * ** #Xc *« xx X* aC= 3®= X* XX ** XX
** *X< ** ** ** * x ** XX XX XX X* X *
X¡ ❖ ** ** «A *X< xx xx XX XX XX xx XX
Ĉ3}£ X* # & $ ** ** X « xx X X xx X X * * X X
* X C ÿ  j ¡ t * * * * * * X <  * * * XX X X X « * XX X* XX
* * X *  * X «  # *  * X X X X xx 4 = » X X X X ♦X *  *
4 0 . 4 1 . 2 6. 100 5 4 . 4 9 1 1 . 9 2 5 1 . 5 7 . 6 3 1 5 4 . 4 5 1 1 . 9 1 6 1 . 8 9 . 1 6 6 5 4 . 4 0 1 1 . 5 0
4 5 . 4 3 .  5 5 . 7 9 7 5 1 . 5 5 1 2 .  5 5 5 4 . 5 7 . 2 5 3 5 1 . 5 1 1 2 . 5 3 6 5 . 4 8 . 7 1 4 5 1 . 4 5 1 2 . 5 2
5 0 . 4 6 .  2 5 .  5 4 9 4 8 . 6 1 1 3 .  1 1 5 7 . 8 6 . 9 4 3 4 8 . 5 6 1 3 . 0 9 6 9 . 4 8 . 3 4 3 4 8 . 5 0 1 3 .  C £
5 5 . 4 9 .  2 5 .  3 3  6 4 5 . 6 9 1 3 . 6 3 6 1 . 5 6 . 6 7 8 4 5 . 6 4 1 3 . 6 1 7 4 . 0 8 . 0 2 5 4 5 . 5 7 1 3 . 5 5
6 0  . 5 2 .  5 5 .  1 4 6 4 2 . 8 1 1 4 . 1 3 6 5 . 7 6 . 4 4 1 4 2 . 7 6 1 4 . 1 1 7 9 . 0 7 . 7 4 2 4 2 . 6 5 1 4 . C 5
6 5  . 5 6 . 3 4 .  9 6 9 4 0 . 0 0 1 4 .  6 4 7 0 . 4 6 . 2 2 0 3 9 . 9 4 1 4 . 6 1 8 4 . 7 7 . 4 7 8 3 5 . 8 7 1 4 . 5 5
7 0 . 6 0 .  4 4 . 7 9 8 3 7 . 2 8 1 5 . 1 6 7 5 . 7 6 . C 0 8 3 7 . 2 2 1 5 . 1 3 9 1 . 0 7 . 2 2 5 3 7 . 1 4 1 5 . 1 C
7 5 . 6 5 . 0 4 . 6 2 8 3 4 . 6 6 1 5 . 7 2 8 1 . 5 5 . 7 9 6 3 4 . 5 9 1 5 . 6 8 9 8 . 0 6 . 9 7 3 3 4 . 5 1 1 5 . 6 4
8 0 . 70.2 4 . 4 5 5 3 2 .  1 7 1 6 . 3 2 8 7 . 9 5 . 5 8 2 3 2 . 1 0 1 6 . 2 8 1 0 5 . 8 6 . 7 1 5 3 2 . 0 1 1 6 . 2 4
8 5 . 7  5 .  8 4 .  2 7  9 2 9 . 8  3 1 7 . 0 0 9 5 . 0 5 . 3 6 4 2 9 . 7 5 1 6 . 9 5 1 1 4 . 4 6 . 4 5 5 2 5 . 6 5 1 6 . 8 S
<50 . 81.8 0 9 9 27. 65 17.74 102.6 5.1^1 27.56 17.68 123. 7 6.194 27.45 17.61
CO r n t t v 11 a t t r m
2
2
 ̂c r . p . m . 40 £.F. V _ 45 C. F.M •
A M G L F CFon. P n -,»< F ff V.F . RFOr. PC feE R V.F. R£QC. POWER V.E. O. Ê m
DEG. R.P.M., H.P. * f. R.P.*. H.P. f % R.P.M. H.P. % %
❖ $ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ * ❖ * ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ** * ❖
❖ ❖ ❖ * ** * ❖ ** ❖ * ** **
*# ❖ ❖ ❖ * ** ** ❖ ❖ *❖ ** **
❖ * ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖ * ** ** ** **
* ❖ ❖ * ** **
❖❖ ❖ * ❖ * ** ** *$ **
❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ *❖ *❖ ❖❖ ❖ * ** ** **
40» 72.2 10.707 54.33 11.89 82.7 12.253 54.26 11.87 93. 2 13.8C6 54.17 11.85
+n •vJl • 7 6 . 4 10.179 51.38 12. 5C 87.5 1 1 .651 51.30 12.48 98.6 13.131 51.21 12.46
•ot-O 81. 1 9. 748 48.43 13.C6 92.9 11.160 48.35 13.03 1C4.7 12*580 48.25 13.Cl
55» 86.4 9.379 45.50 13.57 99.€ 10.740 45.41 13.54 1 1 1 . 6 12.1 1C 45.31 13.51
60» 9 2.4 9. 050 42.61 14.C6 1C5.8 10.366 42.51 14.03 119.3 11.692 42.4C 14.CC
65 • 99.0 8. 744 39. 78 14. 55 113.4 1 0 . 0  20 39.68 14.52 128.C 11.307 39.56 14.47
70. 106. 4 8.451 37.04 15. C6 1 2 2 . 0 9.68 8 36.93 15.01 137.7 10.937 36.80 14.96
75. 114.7 8. 160 34.40 15. 60 131.6 9.359 34.28 15.54 148.6 10.513 34.14 15.48
80. 123.9 7. 867 31.89 16. 18 142.2 9.028 31.76 16.11 160.7 10.206 31.61 16. C3
85. 134.0 7.567 29. 53 16.82 153.9 3.69 1 29.38 16.74 174.1 9.833 29.22 16.64
<50 . 1 4 5 . 0 T .  2 6 2 2 7 . 3  2 1 7 . 5 3 1 6 6 . 7 8 . 3 4 8 2 7 .  16 1 7 . 4 2 1 8 8 . 8 9 . 4 5 6 26.98 17.31
CU
_____________________  __________ 5 - 0  - C - .  F  . M . _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 5 5  C  -----------------
¿1_____________________________________ _ COTI NU ¿Xlim
a w m p o p o n  * pnw f=Q \j _ P . n _ p _ o p r  n _ p n w F P V .  F# a. e. __ R £ Q D . - - R O d E R V . £ .
0 E G • P .  P . M
-------F— V» ■ lu,4-̂>--- - -
. .  H . P . %
- - ~ -Vs> ---
% R . P . M . H . P . % % R . P . M * H . P . ? %
zz * * ZZ ZZ zz ZZ zz zz ZZ zz zz z z
zz ZZ # * ZZ zz zz z z zz zz zz zz zz z z
zz ** T* V * * zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz
ZZ Z Z ZZ ZZ zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz
ZZ íjt # zz zz z z z z zz zz zz zz zz zz
** ZZ ** zz zz zz zz z z zz z z zz z z * z
❖  * * * *  $ zz z z z z zz zz zz zz zz zz zz
•O>t 103.7 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 114.3 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 124.9 18.518 53.86 11.78
45* 109.8 14.619 51. 11 12.44 1 2 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 132.3 1.C0C l.CC l.CC
50. 116.6 14.009 48. 14 12.58 128.6 15.449 48.02 12.95 140.7 1.00C l.CC l.CC
55. 124.3 13.490 45.19 13.48 137.1 14.882 45.06 13.44 150.1 16.287 44.92 13.4C
60. 133.0 13.030 42.28 13.55 146.8 14.381 42.14 13.91 160.7 15.74Í 41.55 13. ti
65. 142.7 12.606 39.43 14.42 157.6 13.920 39.28 14.37 172.7 15.251 35.11 14.31
70. 153.7 1 2 . 2 0 1 36. 6 6 14.80 169.8 13.482 36.49 14.83 186.2 14.782 36.31 14.76
75. 165.9 11.803 33. 99 15.4C 183.5 13.053 33.81 15.32 201.4 14.325 33.61 15.23
B0 . 179.6 11.403 31.44 15.54 158.8 17.624 31.24 15.84 218.4 13.871 31.02 15.72
85. 194.7 10.999 29.03 16. 53 215.9 12.191 28.81 16.41 237.5 1.0CC 1.0C l.CC




3 ^ 0  -M A X U U M -SBEED - I  S- £ XC.EEÜEQ
DESIGN CAIA. ....
L / D * 2 0 .  . C H / D = 2 .  * C L / D = * 0 8 3 3  , C D / D - * 3 3 3  f P/D = l .
___________________________________________________________________________ __________- ■ , , . ... 1 ,< ■ !■■■! ■■■ ■ ' "  "
.................... ....................................  . ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- .  — ----------------- -- — --------- -------- --------------------------- - -- - --
— i. i ■—
,____
H F  Ï O H T  T F  1 T F T 3 0 .  f ~  1  M ..... - ........... - ■ ■ - . _ — . —--------------------------------
c u C R  I  T í  C A L S  P  F F H
À M G J L - E — 1 f m ^ t h n  í  A M f T F «
R .
F - I R - S X
P . M .
ç p r n M D V A X .  R P F F D C H O K E C O - R E  D I A . —  C L E A R A N C E -
D  E  G  • F T . F T . H A T M O N I C H  A R M O N I C F . P . M . F T . F T .
F T .
* * * * * * * * J j c ^ c * *
*  *
*  * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ♦  * * *
* * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  *
&  * * * * * *  * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * 4  * * * *  * * * * * *  ♦
* * * * * * * * l i e * * * 4 * * *
* * ■ * * *  * * * * *
5 0 . 3 9 .  1 6 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 C 8 . 8 5 4 3 5 . 3 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 0 . 0 8 3 3 C O
5 5 . 3 6 .  6 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 . 9 3 4 9 5 . 7 2 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0  *  3  3  3  C 0 . C  8 3  3 0 0
6 0 . 3 4 . 6 4 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 3 8 . 0 0 5 5 1 . 9 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . 0 8 3 3 0 0
6 5 . 3 3 . 1 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 5 C . 6 4 6 0 2 . 5 3 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 C . C 8 3 3 C 0
7 0 . 3 1 . 9 3 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 . 5 1 6 4 6 . 0 6 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C C . 0 8 3 3 C G
7 5 . 3 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 . 3 0 6 8 1 . 2 0 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 O . C 8 3 3 0 0
B O . 3 0  •  4 6 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 7 6 . 7 6 7 0 7 . 0 3 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 C 0 . 0 8 3 3 0 0
8 5 . 3 0 . 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 . 7 0 7 2 2 . 8 2 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 0 . C  8 3  3 C O
9 0 . 3 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 8 2 . 0 3 7 2 8 . 1 3 7 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 3  3 C 0 . 0 8 3 3 0 0
._. o  ? H F  T ^ H T T F  í T F T  3 0 -  F T -
c ö
CV 5 _C . F ; .  M. i n r f  _ m - 15 C. F. H.
k U ù i  p R E Q0. PDWfR V.F. n .  f  . P FQp. p h w f p V . F - Q ,  F t REQO. PÜ.WEF V • E . a. e ̂
DEG. R • P » M • H.P. % % R.P.M. H.P. f f R.P.M. H.P. % îi
** » » * » » » * » ** « * ** # » * » » » » » **
# 3{í »  * ❖  * ** ** » * ** ** * » ** ** » * * *
* » ** ** ** ** » * * » » » * » » » »  »
» » * * » * * » ** * » » » » » * * ** **
» » * * * » » » ** ♦ * » » ** ** »  * ** **
** » * »  » ** ** ** ** * » » * * » » » * * * *
❖  » » » »  » » # » * » * » » » » ** ** 4e» » » »»
»» ♦ * » » *» ** ** »* »» *» ** ** ** **
#* ** ** »* ** ** ** »» »» »» »» »* **
50. 1 1.5 1.662 48.69 13.13 23. 1 3.32 5 48.68 13. 12 34.6 4.990 48.65 13.12
55. 1 2.3 1. 598 45.78 L3.66 24.5 3.197 45.76 13.65 36.8 4.798 4 5.73 13.64
•osC 13.1 i. 540 42.91 14*16 26.2 3.082 42.89 14.16 39.3 4.627 42.86 14.15
65. 14.0 1. 48 7 40. 10 14.67 28.1 2.975 40.08 14.67 42. 1 4.461 4C.05 14.6 5
70. 15. 1 1.435 37. 39 15.20 30.1 2.872 37.37 15. 19 45.3 4.312 37.33 15.18
75. 16.2 1. 384 34. 78 15. 77 32.4 2.769 34.76 15.76 48.7 4.158 34.7 2 15.14
80. 17.5 1.331 32. 30..... . ■ 16.39. í -  - . 35.0 2.665 32.27 16.38 52.5 4.0C2 32.23 16.35
85. 18.9 1.278 29.97 17.07 37.7 2.558 29.94 17.06 56.7 3.843 29.86 17.03
9 0 . 2 0 .  4- 1 .  22 3 2 7 . 8 0 1 7 .  84 A C . 7 2 . 4 4 9 2 7 . 7 7 1 7 . 8 2 6 1 . 2 3 . 6 8 0 27.72 17.75
"07cv
00 -CO T i  N i U l i X m
- ? a  - __________________________ -_________________________________________________________ 2 5  . C ^ F - f e U ------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------— ------------------------  3 0  C  •  F  *  M  *
A N C L E y  « £  « 0 .  E  . Q . E ^ _ R E Q P . . P Ü W - E R V  *  £  . _ C •  • --
D E C * R  .  P  .  M  . • H .  P . % R . P . H . H . P . % % R . P . M . H . P . % %
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ * ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  # ❖  ❖ ❖  4 c ❖  ❖ * ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  * ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ * ❖  ❖
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ * ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖  *
❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  4c ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖  ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
5 0 . 4 6 . 2 6 .  6 5 9 4 8 . 6 1 1 3 .  1 1 5 7 . 8 8 . 3 3 2 4 8 . 5 6 1 3 . 0 9 6 9 . 4 io.c n 4  8 . 5 C 1 3 .  C 8
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